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significantly improve movement of troops in areas along
the border with China in
Ladakh, Sikkim and Arunachal
Pradesh sectors, officials said.
Rajnath said in the challenging times of Covid-19 and
despite the border tensions
and disputes caused by
Pakistan and China, the country was not only resolutely
facing them but also bringing
about historical changes in all
sectors of development.
The Defence Minister also
laid the foundation stone for
Nechiphu Tunnel in Arunachal
Pradesh. This 450 metre-long
tunnel would ensure all-weather connectivity across
Nechiphu pass. The bridges
included 10 in J&K, eight in
Ladakh, two in Himachal, four
each in Punjab and Sikkim and
eight each in Uttarakhand and
5^daP\^]V##QaXSVTbQdX[cQh1A>PRa^bbbTeT]BcPcTbP]SDCbfWXRWfTaTSTSXRPcTSc^cWT]PcX^]Qh3TUT]RT<X]XbcTa
Arunachal Pradesh.
APY]PcWBX]VW^]<^]SPh
?C8
In his address, Singh complimented the BRO for their
any challenge from the two
India is not only facing the achievements in improving
?=BQ =4F34;78
adversaries.
situations along the frontiers infrastructure in border areas
s the eyeball-to-eyeball
This comes at a time when resolutely, but it is also bring- and said that dedication of 44
confrontation with China scientists have also been con- ing in major development, bridges in one go in itself was
continues at the Line of Actual ducting successive missile tests including in border areas. “You a record.
Control (LAC) and the Line of for operational readiness in the are well aware of the conditions
He said the annual budget
Control (LoC) with Pakistan last few weeks.
created along our northern of the BRO that varied from
remains hot, Defence Minister
Dedicating the strategical- and eastern borders. First it was C3,300 crore to C4,600 crore in
Rajnath Singh on Monday ly important bridges in seven Pakistan, and now also by years between 2008 and 2016,
threw open 44 bridges, most- States, including eight perma- China, as if a border dispute is saw a substantial rise and is
ly in border areas, including nent bridges in Ladakh, to the being created under a mission. pegged at over C11,000 crore in
Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh, nation virtually, Rajnath Singh We have a border of about 2020-21. “There was no reducArunachal Pradesh, Jammu & minced no words in saying that 7,000 km with these countries tion of this budget despite
Kashmir and Uttarakhand, as after Pakistan, China is also where tension continues,” the Covid-19,” he said.
part of India’s rapid enhance- creating a dispute at the border Minister said.
Underlining the signifiment of its military and infra- with India as if it was part of a
As regards the bridges, a cance of these projects, Rajnath
structure capabilities to counter “mission”.
majority of them is expected to said construction of the bridges

A

will benefit both the civilian
population as well as the military in the areas.
“Our armed forces personnel are deployed in large
numbers in areas where transport is not available throughout the year,” he said, noting
improvement in border infrastructure will significantly help
armed forces.
Continued on Page 11
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and China on Monday
Ievenndia
failed to break the logjam
as they reiterated their
resolve to hold a sustained
dialogue to defuse tension at
the Line of Actual Control
(LAC) in Eastern Ladakh and
refrain from sending more
troops to the border. Both the
sides also agreed to hold another round of military-level talks
as soon as possible for disengagement and de-escalation.
The two sides reaffirmed
these commitments during the
seventh round of Corps

Commander-level talks in
Chushul on the Indian side of
the LAC in Ladakh.
China insisted that India
withdraw its troops from the
south bank of Pangong Tso
(lake) before it pulls back its
troops. India was firm that
China has to take the lead in
disengaging and only then it
will gradually start the withdrawal process from the confrontation sites.
Elaborating upon the talks,
sources said here later India
wanted China to show its intent
in bringing down temperature
at the volatile border. This
firm message was conveyed by
the Indian delegation led by 14
Corps chief Lt General
Harinder Singh. The other
officials included Lt General

PK Menon who will replace
Singh as the 14 Corps chief
after Singh moves as the Indian
Military Academy (IMA) chief
next week. The Chinese delegation was led by Major
General Liu Lin.
Both the delegations
included Foreign Ministry officials thereby indicating keenness by both the countries to
find a solution at the earliest.
Naveen Srivastava represented
the Indian Foreign Ministry in
Monday’s talks, officials said.
Reviewing the current situation at the 1,700-km long
LAC in Ladakh, both the
commanders expressed satisfaction over relative calm prevailing at the border since
September 10.
Continued on Page 11
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New Delhi: Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on
Monday announced a payment of cash in lieu of LTC and
C10,000 festival advance to
government employees to stimulate consumer demand during
the festival season and boost
the economy.
She also announced additional capital spending and
C12,000 crore, 50-year interestfree loan to States to boost the
economy that has been battered
by the pandemic and the resulting lockdown.
At a news conference, she
said the Government will give
its employees income-taxexempt cash vouchers in lieu of
their entitled travel allowances
this year.
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he Prime Minister will for
T
the first time in his sevenyear-rule virtually address the
Bengali population on October
22, the Maha Sashthi Day
(sixth day of the pujas), the
State BJP leadership said.
“Prime Minister Narendra
Modi ji will deliver a virtual
address on the auspicious occasion of Durga Puja,” senior
leader and party’s observer for
the State Kailash Vijayvargiya
said on Monday.
Modi is likely to address
the people of the State on
October 22, he said.
Home Minister Amit Shah
too will reach out to the Bengali
population, the senior leader
said. “We do not have the dates
as yet but we are trying to bring
Amit Shah ji in Bengal before
Durga Puja,” Vijayvargiya said,
adding the Home Minister
would visit North Bengal during this period.

This cash will have to be
spent on buying goods that
attract 12 per cent or more GST
— a condition which eliminates
the possibility of the cash being
spent on food items.
Central public sector enterprises and banks will also follow the cue and give cash in
place of leave travel concession
(LTC) as travelling during the
pandemic is near to impossible.
Additionally, the government will as a one-time measure give C10,000 salary loan to
all its officers and employees as
festival advance.
These two measures are
“expected to create a consumer
demand of about C28,000
crore”, she said.

The Government, which
had in May announced a C20
lakh crore “Aatmanirbhar
Bharat” stimulus, is pushing
ahead with a full opening to try
to boost the economy ahead of
the usually high-spending festival season. A tough lockdown
imposed to stem the spread of
coronavirus had resulted in
the economy contracting by a
record 23.9 per cent during
April-June.
Together with the loan to
states and additional capital
spending, Sitharaman said,
“very rough estimate is that
potential private sector spending through LTC tax benefit
will be at least equal to the government employee-led demand
of C28,000 crore and the total
additional demand estimated
to exceed C1 lakh crore”.
She further said that the
measures by the Government
to stimulate demand must not
burden the common citizen
with future inflation and must
not put Government debt on
an unsustainable path.
Continued on Page 11

ndia is generating 150 tonnes
or 1.50 lakh kilograms of
Covid-19 biomedical waste
daily. And Maharashtra — the
worst-affected State — is contributing the maximum to it
with 30 tonnes or 30,000 kg
every day. According to the
Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB), in the last four
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months, India generated over
18,000 tonnes of Covid-19 biomedical waste, calling for
urgent remedial steps to treat
the menace.
“Since June, all States and
Union Territories have generated 18,006 tonnes of Covid19-related biomedical waste
which is being collected, treated and disposed of by 198 common biomedical waste treatBC0C4B
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ment facilities (CBWTFs),” said
the country’s top pollution regulator body.
Covid-19 biomedical waste
includes PPE kits, masks, shoe
covers, gloves, human tissues,
body fluids like dressings, plaster casts, cotton swabs, beddings contaminated with blood
or body fluid, blood bags, needles and syringes.
As per data, Maharashtra
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generated 3,587 tonnes of
Covid-19 waste in four months
since June, followed by Tamil
Nadu (1,737 tonnes), Gujarat
(1,638 tonnes), Kerala (1,516
tonnes), Uttar Pradesh (1,432
tonnes), Delhi (1,400 tonnes),
Karnataka (1,380 tonnes) and
West Bengal (1,000 tonnes).
Around 5,490 tonnes of
such waste was generated in
September, with Gujarat contributing the maximum 622
tonnes, followed by Tamil
Nadu
(543
tonnes),
Maharashtra (524 tonnes),
Uttar Pradesh (507 tonnes)
and Kerala (494 tonnes). Delhi
generated 382 tonnes of Covid19 bio-medical waste in
September, according to the
CPCB data.
As per CPCB guidelines,
used PPEs like face shields,
goggles, hazmat suits, plastic
coverall, used masks, head

cover, shoe cover etc generated from Covid-19 isolation
wards at healthcare facilities
shall be segregated and sent to
common facilities for disposal
as per Bio-medical Waste
Management Rules, 2016
(BMWM Rules).
However, used PPEs like
masks and gloves generated in
common households, commercial establishments, institutions, etc are required to
store separately for a minimum
72 hours for disposal along
with solid waste after cutting or
shredding.
The apex pollution body
had in May developed the
“Covid-19 BWM” mobile
application to monitor coronavirus-related biomedical waste
and to compile the data
through electronic manifest
system.
Continued on Page 11
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amily members of the
Hathras woman who died
after being allegedly gangraped maintained before the
Allahabad High Court Monday
that she was cremated in the
middle of the night without
their consent and their lawyer
said they wanted the trial shifted out of the state.
Hathras District Magistrate
Praveen Kumar Laxar and
Superintendent of Police Vineet
Jaiswal told the court that the
decision on the cremation was
taken by the local administration and police, and there were
no instructions or pressure
from the state government.
Senior Uttar Pradesh
administration and police officials, also summoned by the
court, said the late-night cremation was due to law and
order considerations.

F

Justices Pankaj Mithal and
Rajan Roy fixed November 2 as
the next date of hearing.
The 19-year-old Dalit
woman died at a Delhi hospital a fortnight after she was
allegedly raped by four uppercaste men at her village in UP’s
Hathras district on September
14.
There was outrage over
her hurried cremation at her
village with her family claiming that it was against their
wishes and they were not even
allowed to bring the woman’s
body home one last time.
The high court had then
summoned top UP administration and police officials as
well as the victim’s family to
depose before it on the issue.
Her parents and three
brothers were brought amid
tight security to Lucknow on
Monday, over an hour before
the hearing was to begin.

UP Additional Chief
Secretary (Home) Awanish
Awasthi, Director General of
Police HC Awasthy and
Additional Director General
(Law and Order) Prashant
Kumar also appeared before the
court, which had said it was
shocked by the episode when
it issued the summons.
Senior advocate JN
Mathur, who was appointed
amicus curie by the court,
pleaded that every citizen had
the right to be cremated with
dignity by the family members
as per their religious practices.
He cited Article 25 of the
Constitution on the right to
practice one’s religion freely.
Family’s counsel Seema
Kushwaha asked the court to
transfer the probe to the
Central Bureau of Investigation
and the trial to Delhi.
Additional Advocate General
VK Shahi, who represented

the state government, said the
investigation has already been
handed over to the CBI.
“The family wants the case
to be transferred to Delhi or
Mumbai, Kushwaha told
reporters outside the court.
The family also asked that they
should be provided security,”
she said.
They did not want the
report of the investigation to be
made public, according to the
lawyer.
VK Shahi told reporters
that the next date of hearing
has been fixed for November 2.
“On behalf of the government, we have filed our affidavit. All family members of
the victim appeared in court,
and the court questioned them.
The court questioned
Additional Chief Secretary
(Home), ADG Law and Order
and District Magistrate of
Hathras,” he said.

ATRadXc\T]cbdQYTRcc^B2^aSTa^]XbbdT
Lucknow (PTI/PNS): The
Uttar Pradesh government on
Monday said it has cleared the
appointment of 31,277 assistant
teachers in the Basic Education
Department but the final
recruitment would be subject
to the Supreme Court order on
the issue.
An official spokesperson
said the government’s decision to appoint 31,277 assistant
teachers in the first phase has
been taken in pursuance to the
Supreme Court direction on
the issue.
An interim list comprising
15,933 unreserved category
candidates, 8,513 of the OBC
category, 6,615 of scheduled
castes category and 216 of the
scheduled tribes category has
been uploaded on the departmental website, the spokesman

said The counselling of selected candidates would be held in
various districts on October 14
and 15 and the appointment
letters would be issued on
October 16, the spokesman
said. These appointments, however, would be subject to the
final decision of the Supreme
Court. The permission of the
Election Commission has been
taken in this regard as notification for byelections on seven
assembly seats in the state has
already been issued.
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath had last month
directed the Basic Education
Department to make the
appointments.
The Department had conducted the Teacher Eligibility
Test (TET) for the recruitment
of 69,000 teachers on January

6, 2019. A day later, the government had fixed a 65 per cent
cut-off for the general category candidates and 60 per cent
for the backward and other
reserved category candidates.
The order, however, was
challenged by some students in
the Allahabad High Court.
The high court on March
29 passed an order in favour of
the Uttar Pradesh government
on the main petition of Ram
Sharan Maurya versus state
government and others.
Deciding on a special leave
petition (SLP), the Supreme
Court on May 21, 2020 directed the state government to
complete the recruitment
process on all posts except
those of assistant teachers
which are held by Shiksha
Mitras, the official added.
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ttar Pradesh Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath has expressed
satisfaction that over 1.20 crore
Covid tests have been conducted
in the state so far and said the testing should be ramped up further.
“Exercise caution at all levels
and ensure protection and treatment facilities are in order to
break the chain of infection,” the
chief minister said while presiding
over a high-level Unlock review
meeting at his official residence
here on Monday.
He directed the officials to link
Level-3 Covid hospitals with virtual ICUs of SGPGI and Level-2
hospitals with virtual ICUs of
KGMU. “Through this arrangement, the patients will be able to
get expert advice from the senior
consultants of both the medical
institutions,’’ he said.
He also asked the officials to
operationalise the Integrated
Command and Control Centres
(ICCC) to full capacity in all the
districts with their proper monitoring by the district magistrates and
the chief medical officers.
Reiterating that mass awareness about protection from
COVID-19 was the need of the
hour, the chief minister said that
public address systems should be
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Hathras (PTI): A 17-year-old girl
from MP escaped from the captivity of a man who was taking her
to Delhi on pretext of imparting
sewing, embroidery training, and
walked for days to reach here
before she could get police help.
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down to less than 40,000 despite
2,234 more people testing positive
for coronavirus infection, giving
a big respite to the administration
and the health officials.
Additional Chief Secretary
(Health) Amit Mohan Prasad said
that after 10 weeks, the total
active COVID-19 cases in the state
had come down below the 40,000mark on Monday.
“On August 2 last, the state
had below 40,000 active cases,” he
said during his daily press briefing here on Monday.
The additional chief secretary
said that 2,234 fresh cases of
COVID-19 were reported on
Monday while 3,342 patients had
recovered.
“It is for the first time after
July 7 that the number of fresh

cases in the state has come down
to 2,234 in a day after touching the
mark of 71,030 cases in a day on
September 11,” he said.
Prasad said that the tally of
confirmed positive cases in the
state had gone up to 4,39,161 out
of which 3,93,908 had recovered
and 38,815 were admitted to the
hospitals or were in home isolation. He said the recovery rate in
the state had also gone up to 89.70
percent.
On Sunday, 1,42,244 samples
were tested. “There are 17,741
asymptomatic patients in home
isolation while 3,175 patients are
admitted in private hospitals,”
Prasad said, adding that till date
2,42,262 patients had preferred
home isolation out of which
2,24,521 had recovered.
Over 4.14 lakh surveillance
teams have covered 1,37,803 areas
of the state and visited 2.68 crore
houses to check the health of over
13.25 crore people.

etables and pulses. Yogi asked the
district magistrates to take action

in this regard and ensure that the
citizens got essentials at fair prices.

fter 10 weeks, Uttar Pradesh
touched the August 2-mark as
A
the active COVID-19 cases came
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used to spread awareness. He said
that people should be sensitised
about the Covid protocol.
He said the special sanitisation
and cleanliness drive being conducted in the state should be
taken up in an active manner in
urban and rural areas alike with
spraying of anti-larva chemicals

and lime powder. He stressed on
proper monitoring of the drive to
ensure that the work was seen on
ground level.
The chief minister asked the
officials to ensure proper power
supply during the festivals. He also
directed the officials to make
efforts to control the prices of veg-

ood and beverage major PepsiCo
India said that it had plans to invest
Rs 814 crore in setting up a greenfield
potato chip manufacturing plant in
Uttar Pradesh over the next three years.
The unit, to be set up in Kosi,
Mathura on 35 acres of land provided
by UP State Industrial Development
Authority (UPSIDA), is in line with
PepsiCo’s goal to double its snacks business in India by 2022.
Expected to commence commercial production by the middle of 2021,
the unit will facilitate direct and indirect employment to about 1,500
persons.
PepsiCo India Chairman Ahmed
El Sheikh said that the initial investment was pegged at Rs 500 crore but
was revised to Rs. 814 crore.
Significantly, raw material (potato)
would be procured from local farmers.
“PepsiCo is committed to growing
its food and beverage business sustainably in India. We have a long relationship with the people of Uttar Pradesh.
As we look to double our snacks business over the next few years, we intend
to invest Rs 814 crore approximately to
expand our footprint in UP,” El
Sheikh said.
A memorandum of understanding
(MoU) for the project was signed
between the company and the UP gov-

ernment at the ground-breaking ceremony of Investors Summit in July,
2018.
To enable the supply chain,
PepsiCo will set up a cold storage and
would also give an impetus to the
development of ancillary and other
support industries in the state.
PepsiCo India currently sources all
potato used in Lay’s and Uncle Chipps
from local farmers under its agri-programme working with over 24,000
farmers across 13 states.
Infrastructure and Industrial
Developmental Commissioner Alok
Tandon said, “An MoU was signed by
PepsiCo to set up this project with an
investment of Rs 500 crore at UP
Investors Summit-2018. The project
started with the arrangement of land
at ground-breaking ceremony held in
July, 2019. As a result of MoU tracking, land allocation and labour related reforms, a transparent investment
system is being set up in Uttar
Pradesh to suit industries, as a result
of which PepsiCo has increased its
investment from Rs. 500 to Rs 814
crore.”
In the last three decades, PepsiCo
has been producing carbonated soft
drinks and non-carbonated beverages
in UP through franchisees since
1990. Such units are functioning in
Greater Noida, Kosi, Sathria-Jaunpur,
Kanpur Dehat and Hardoi .
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fighting for social justice
TR^aRZX_Vc amajwadi Party chief been
and during our regime, the
the basis of the parents’ com- UZdTYRcXVU
interests of Dalits, deprived,
plaint of disappearance of the
Yadav said that backwards, women and other
StheAkhilesh
Z_3ZYRc
victim and the body was sent
younger generation of the weaker sections were taken
omen and minor girls
for autopsy.
country could take inspiration care of,” he claimed.
continued to be soft tarW
The complainants suspectThe former chief minister gets of sexual predators across
from socialist ideologue late
ed that someone raped and
he pro-active action taken Ram Manohar Lohia, who of UP said the present BJP the state, with two women
killed the victim.
regime’s achievements in the being sexually assaulted and
T
by Chief Minister Yogi dreamt of world citizenship.
In Shamli, a youth lured a
After paying tributes to last three-and-half years was killed in Banda and trying to nab the rest of the
Adityanath in carrying for?=BQ ;D2:=>F
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ward development projects in
Uttar Pradesh in the last three
years has made him the most
sought after campaigner in the
Bihar elections as the party
candidates have requested him
to address rallies in their constituencies.
Sources said that the central leadership of the Bharatiya
Janata Party had planned his
rallies in Patna, Gaya, Nalanda,
Siwan, Hajipur, Bhagalpur,
Baksar, Bhojpur, Muzaffarpur,
Gopalganj and Darbhanga.
“Yogi will also be wooing
voters in northern Bihar,
Mithilanchal and districts of
central Bihar,” a senior government official said. The UP
chief minister was also a popular face during the Assembly
elections in Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat,
Maharashtra,
Rajasthan and Assam and the
2019 Lok Sabha polls, Yogi
Adityanath is a popular face in
Bihar because of his image of
being a strict administrator
and for his effective handling of
the 2019 Kumbh, law and order
after the Ram Janmabhoomi
judgement of the Supreme
Court and thereafter the laying
of the foundation stone of the
temple and his effective policies
of providing employment to
lakhs of migrant labourers during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Besides his spotless image,
people in Bihar also have a lot
of reverence for Yogi as the
head of the Goraksh Peeth
which has lakhs of followers in
the state, BJP leader Vijay
Bahadur Pathak said.

Lohia on his 53rd death
anniversary in Lucknow on
Monday, Akhilesh said that
socialist ideology would always
be relevant.
“Adopting Lohiaji’s ‘saptakranti’ concept against social
injustice and inequality, the SP
is determined to take his ideas
to the people. Lohiaji always
debated on various aspects of
Indian politics, society and culture, on its goodness and evils
and expressed his views without fear or favour,” he said.
The SP chief advised, “The
young generation of India will
get direction and inspiration
from these ideals. Lohiaji’s contemplation was not bound by the
limits of nation state as he used
to dream of world citizenship.”
Akhilesh emphasised that
Lohia first stressed on giving
respect and status to the backwards, women and minorities.
“He formulated the principle of
special opportunity for the
weaker sections of society.
Samajwadi Party has always
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The Rashtriya Lok Dal
held a kisan mahapanchayat in
Mathura on Monday to consolidate its vote bank after its
workers led by party vice-president Jayant Chaudhary were
cane-charged during their visit
to the village of Hathra rape
and murder victim.

Shahjahanpur, and two others
raped in the last 24 hours.
Meanwhile in Jhansi, a 17year-old teenage girl and her
male friend were beaten up,
dragged into the hostel of a
polytechnic, raped, filmed and
robbed of cash by a group of
students despite police being
present on the campus for a
competitive exam on Sunday.
In her complaint, the victim said that she was meeting
with a male friend when a
dozen polytechnic students
dragged them into a hostel,
beat them up severely and one
of the students raped her.
Not satisfied, the miscreants robbed the girl of Rs
2,000 and filmed her while she
was being violated.
Some cops heard the sobbing girl and took her to Sipree
Bazaar police station where she
lodged a complaint and identified one of the accused as
Bharat, a second year student.
The police arrested five
polytechnic students and were

miscreants.
In Banda, the body of a 27year-old woman was found in
the nude in Bangalipura hamlet of Badausa on Monday
morning. Circumstantial evidence suggested that she had
been assaulted and murdered
at some other place and her
body was dumped there to
conceal the crime. One of her
eyes was also gouged with a
sharp-edged weapon.
The police registered a
case in this connection and
after preliminary inquiry did
not rule out the possible role
of her in-laws.
In Lakhimpur Kheri, a
teenager from Pakgath village
of Kheri was murdered and
dumped in a sugarcane field on
the fringes of the village on
Sunday evening. The victim
went missing on Friday.
After a preliminary probe,
the police said that there were
ante-mortem injuries on the
teenager’s neck.
A case was registered on

six-year-old girl of his neighbour with a Rs 10 note and
took her to a secluded place
where he sexually assaulted
her. After returning home, the
girl narrated her ordeal after
which a case was registered
and the accused was arrested.
In Deoria, a 3-year-old
girl of Maiel locality was raped
by her neighbour, Samir, on
Sunday night.
Meanwhile in Badaun, a
BJP booth committee chief
was arrested on charges of
harassing a girl in Sahaswan
area.
As per reports, Vipin Mali
of Shahbazpur area under
Sahaswan police station is the
booth committee chief of the
BJP. Three days back, he tried
to force himself upon a girl in
the neighbourhood. Hearing
her screams, the locals gathered on the spot but failed to
nab the predator. Later a case
was registered against Mali
and he was arrested on
Monday.
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Lucknow (PTI): The Uttar
Pradesh government has
requested the Allahabad High
Court to ensure disposal of
cases related to crimes against
women and the POCSO Act on
priority basis, a senior official
said on Monday.
The government also
sought directions to all district
and sessions court judges to
ensure speedy disposal of such
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inflation, hunger, unemployment, injustice and atrocities.
He alleged that the present government was most insensitive
towards the respect and security of women and there was a
serious crisis of law and order
in the state as people felt scared
and criminals were fearless.
“Besides, COVID-19 has
wreaked a havoc and the government has taken little measures to control it. There is
chaos in the field of health education. Government machinery
is brazenly being misused and
political adversaries are being
targeted,” Akhilesh lamented.

Five meritorious students of
City Montessori
School, Rajendra
Nagar Campus I
—
Anushka
Anand, Mansi
Verma, Priyanka Jindal, Akhil Agarwal and Utkarsh Tiwari —
have been awarded Rs 20-lakh scholarship by Union Ministry
of Science and Technology. Each student will be getting Rs 4 lakh
as scholarship amount. The scholarship will be given to these
CMS students to pursue higher studies in Science. Each student
will be getting Rs 80,000 per year for five years.
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Ashutosh Agarwal and SN Lal were on Monday unanimously elected chairman and president of Shan-e-Awadh unit of Youth
Hostel Association of India, respectively. Pankaj Srivastava was
elected secretary for the fourth time in a row. Other office-bearers included Chandra Bhushan Agarwal, Pankaj Arora and Navin
Garg (vice-presidents) and Rajesh Kumar Trivedi (treasurer).

cases, said Additional Chief
Secretary, Home, Awanish
Awasthi.
This comes days after the
death and alleged gang-rape of
a 19-year-old Dalit woman in
the state's Hathras district. The
incident has triggered widespread outrage across the country. The Uttar Pradesh government made the request in a letter written to the Registrar of

the high court. The letter was
written by Awasthi on behalf of
the state government.
In the letter, the government urged the court to hear
and dispose of cases related to
crimes against women and the
Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act
cases on priority.
It also requested the court
to direct all district and sessions

court judges to ensure speedy
disposal of such cases.
Despite the obstacles posed
by the COVID-19 pandemic,
accused in 612 cases of crimes
against women were awarded
punishment and a total of
1,835 such cases were disposed
of from January to September
this year, the letter stated.
Punishment was awarded
to accused in 151 cases under

the POCSO Act, it said.
Citing the National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB) data,
the government said Uttar
Pradesh recorded the highest
number of convictions in cases
of crimes against women 2019
in the country.
It said it will run a special
campaign on the safety of
women and girls from October
17 to 25.

Ghaziabad (PTI): Former
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
and BJP leader Kalyan Singh
has been discharged from a
Ghaziabad hospital after recovering from coronavirus, an
official said on Monday.
Kalyan Singh was admitted
to Ghaziabad's Yashoda Super
Speciality Hospital on
September 16 after he tested
positive for the infection.
He was shifted from
Lucknow's Sanjay Gandhi
Postgraduate Institute of
Medical Sciences to the hospital near the Kaushambi Metro
station here.
The hospital's Medical
Superintendent, Dr Anuj
Agarwal, told PTI that the BJP
leader tested negative for the
infection on Saturday.
Singh suffered from other
health problems like diabetes,
high
blood
pressure,
Parkinson's disease, kidney
and heart-related issues.
Singh expressed gratitude
towards the hospital staff for
the treatment and said he was
happy after being acquitted in
the Babri mosque demolition
case. A special CBI court had
recently acquitted all 32
accused, including Kalyan
Singh, in the case.
His son Rajveer Singh, an
MP from UP's Etah, was present at the hospital while he
was being discharged. Several
BJP leaders from the district
reached the hospital to congratulate him.
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ithin 24 hours of slamming the
Rajasthan government over the killing
W
of a priest, Bahujan Samaj Party chief
Mayawati took a dig at the Uttar Pradesh
government, saying that even saints were not
safe in a “saint’s government”.
On Saturday, priest of Ram Janaki
temple in Itiyathok Kotwali area, Samrat
Das, was shot at and injured by assailants
over a landed property in Gonda.
After initial hospitalisation in Gonda,
the priest was referred to KGMU Trauma
Centre in Lucknow.
The BSP chief asked the state government to ensure safety of seers and saints.
“Like Rajasthan, a murderous attack on
the priest of a temple in Gonda (UP) by the
land mafia with the intention of occupying
temple land is shameful. Even a saint is no
longer safe in a saint’s government. What
could be a worse law and order situation?”
she sought to enquire through a tweet on
Monday.
“The UP government should take strict
action against the culprits by taking cognisance of all aspects and property of all land
mafia linked to this incident must be
seized. Security of saints and seers should
be increased,” she added.
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Lucknow (PNS): The Uttar
Pradesh government has
stepped up vigil in eastern districts bordering poll-bound
Bihar, ostensibly to thwart
cross-border liquor smuggling.
With Assembly elections due in
November and Bihar being a
dry state, high volume liquor
smuggling to woo voters is a
strong possibility.
Liquor smuggling from
neighbouring Haryana and
Punjab is quite rampant in
western districts of UP. The
bacchus is then surreptitiously transported to other districts
and eastwards too.
In the run-up to the 2019
Lok Sabha polls, the UP Excise
department had seized nearly
1.7 million litres of illicit liquor,
valued at more than Rs 45
crore. Additional Chief
Secretary (Excise) Sanjay
Bhoosreddy said that the Excise
and Police departments had
prepared a roadmap to set up
special checkposts in border
areas to check trade and smug-

gling of illicit liquor.
Besides, officials will also
monitor shops and other businesses along UP-Bihar border
for possible illicit liquor trade
and overcharging.
Regular inspections have
been mandated to check
unscrupulous liquor trade and
supply, which not only robs the
state government of excise revenue, but exposes consumers to
health hazards of sub-standard products.
“Necessary instructions
have been issued to departmental officials and shop owners have been warned of strict
action in case of overcharging
of products,” Bhoosreddy said.
Meanwhile, the Excise
department is also accelerating
its vigilance activities against
manufacturing of illicit liquor
in the state. In September,
2020, the Excise department
had arrested 2,800 persons and
seized 328 vehicles for illicit
liquor trade. A large quantity of
liquor was also impounded.
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unning a multi-crore rupee cricket betting ring
estimated at several crore rupees, notorious
R
Kanpur bookie Sonu Sardar was arrested in Jaipur
on Monday after being on the lam for the last one
month.
The Kanpur police had unearthed a gang
involved in IPL betting racket about a month back.
A police team led by SP (West) Anil Verma and SP
(South) Deepak Bhuker had busted an international gang with the arrest of six bookies from
Nazirabad, Fazalganj and Kakadeo police station
areas. A recovery of Rs.93.72 lakh (Indian) and Rs
27,000 (Nepalese) was also made from them.
However, just before the raid, mastermind Sonu
Sardar managed to escape and settled in Jaipur to
run the racket with the help of bookies of Sri Lanka
and Nepal.
The Kanpur police had been on his trail for the
past one month. On a tip-off, a police team was earlier sent to Jaipur to nab him but it had returned
empty handed as Sonu Sardar kept changing his
locations.
With the help of electronic surveillance and
police informers, Sonu Sardar’s presence in Jaipur
was confirmed. Immediately, a police team was
again sent to Jaipur and it succeeded in arresting
him on Monday, SP (South) Deepak Bhuker,
adding that interrogation of Sonu Sardar would
reveal the names of many other big bookies.
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he Health department is
gearing up for a likely secT
ond spike of the coronavirus

cases with Unlock 5.0 starting
from October 15. A senior
official at the CMO office said
it was an upcoming challenge
and since they were anticipating the rise in coronavirus
cases in the second wave, they
were re-arranging their planning at the working units in
both urban and rural areas of
the district.
He said the second spike
might come soon with schools,
cinema halls opening from
October 15. “We are revising
our micro-plans and more
manpower will be enforced.
We will be focusing on areas
at higher risk,” he said.
Meanwhile, the downward
trend of cases continued with
307 persons testing positive for

coronavirus in Lucknow on
Monday. Besides, 457 persons
were discharged, taking the
recoveries to 52,453. There
have been a total of 781 deaths
so far while the number of
active cases is 4,821.
A senior official at the
CMO office said the patients
included 28 from Rae Bareli
road, 27 from Indiranagar, 23
from Gomtinagar, 19 from
Chowk, 16 each from
Alambagh & Cantt, 15 from
Hasanganj, 14 from Madiaon,
12 each from Jankipuram &
Mahanagar, 11 from Talkatora,
and 10 each from Aliganj &
Vikasnagar. Sixteen patients
died in Lucknow and the
deceased included six from the
state capital and 10 from
Varanasi, Sitapur, Barabanki,
Amethi,
Gorakhpur,
Azamgarh, Bahraich, Ayodhya
and Sultanpur. Three patients
died at KGMU, including a 74-

year-old man from Barabanki,
a 44-year-old man from
Sultanpur and a 62-year-old
man from Ayodhya.
Across the state, 2,234
persons tested positive, including 148 from Prayagraj, 121
from Gautam Buddhnagar and
116 from Meerut, taking the
toll to 4,39,161. There were 44
deaths across the state, including five in Meerut, three each
in Gorakhpur & Moradabad,
two each in Prayagraj,
Varanasi, Agra, Lakhimpur
Kheri & Deoria, and one each
in Gautam Buddhnagar,
Aligarh,
Saharanpur,
Barabanki,
Jaunpur,
Maharajganj, Azamgarh,
Bulandshahr, Basti, Sitapur,
Unnao, Sultanpur, Chandauli,
Bahraich,
Sonbhadra,
Amroha, Kannauj and
Fatehpur, taking the toll to
6,438. Besides, 3,342 recovered, taking the recoveries

across the state to 3,93,908.
There are still 38,815 active
cases in the state.
A senior health official
said the active age group of 2140 years was the worst-hit at
the moment as they were
roaming around freely and
getting exposed to the virus.
Asked about people not
wearing masks or following
social distancing, he said it was
difficult to force people for a
long time. “Another issue is
that the patients who have
recovered are also roaming
freely, thinking that they
would remain immune to the
virus for the next six months.
The rush on roads has
increased and people are going
about their normal business
even as shops are also opening
without any restrictions,” he
said.
Regarding private hospitals burning a hole in the

pockets of patients, the official
claimed there were one or
two complaints. “We have
only capped the admission
charges but when a patient
goes for treatment, there are
certain things which are not
under our control,” the official
said.
Meanwhile, SGPGI director Dr RK Dhiman said they
would be starting the phase-3
trial of Covid-19 vaccine by
the end of October. “DCGI
would be looking at the results
of the second phase, and the
final approval will be given
after that,” he said. He added
that the volunteers would be
available within a week.
He said it was necessary
for the volunteer to have had
no exposure to coronavirus.
“We will be giving them vaccine and placebo, which looks
like a vaccine. No volunteer
will know whether they have

been given the vaccine or
not,” he said.
Dr Dhiman said all age
groups would be covered as
would those having co-morbidities. The SGPGI director
said though it was a year-long
process, it would give an intermediary analysis.
Besides, KGMU ViceChancellor Dr Bipin Puri has
constituted a kitchen monitoring team consisting of
members from employees, residents and nursing associations who keep track of food
preparation and distribution,
including serving the food to
patients directly on their beds.
Environment department,
along with senior dieticians
Sunita, Dipti and Vidyapriya,
has been overseeing the
kitchen services and the mission is to provide a healthy diet
to all the healthcare workers
and patients.
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youth working at the Chief
Minister Helpline (1076)
A
ended his life at his house in
Ghazipur police station area on
Sunday night. There were
reports that he took the
extreme step over a failed love
affair. Shivam Pandey (22) of
Sitapur was staying at a rented
accommodation
in
Hariharnagar along with his
colleague Adarsh, also of
Sitapur.
Adarsh returned to his
house around 11 pm on
Sunday and found the doors
bolted from inside. He gave a
call to Shivam but the latter did
not respond. Some other tenants also reached the scene and
broke open the door, only to
find Shivam hanging from an
iron grill in the kitchen.
“Shivam was a bachelor.
We talked to his room partner
Adarsh but he also failed to
explain the reason. The family of the deceased was informed
about the incident and the
body was sent for autopsy. A
suicide note was recovered in
which Shivam stated the reason. Shivam was in love with a
girl who dumped him. He stated in the suicide note that he
failed in love and so he decid-

ed to end his life,” Ghazipur
SHO said.
Sources said Shivam was
under mental duress due to the
above-mentioned reason for a
long time and his condition
worsened as he sought no
counselling.
In another incident, a 14year-old girl ended her life
after she was scolded for excessive use of mobile phone, in
Gomti Nagar police station
area on Monday. Reports said
the girl was staying with her
brother-in-law (elder sister’s
husband) in Gwari locality.
Around 8:30 am, she was using
her mobile phone when her
brother-in-law scolded her for
sticking to the mobile all the
time and not doing any household work. Upset over that, the
girl went inside her room and
consumed some poisonous
substance. She was rushed to
Dr Ram Manohar Lohia
Institute of Medical Sciences
where she was declared
brought dead.
“Kajal used to stay home
and cook food for the family.
Her brother-in-law is a labourer,” the police said. The body
was sent for autopsy her parents, who are natives of
Bahraich, were informed about
the incident.

mysterious fire reduced
to ashes nearly 50 shanties
in Dhobighat Mohalla under
Bazaarkhala police station area
on the intervening night of
Sunday and Monday. Huge
police force cordoned the area
as 10 fire tenders were pressed
into service. Police said though
there was no casualty, household goods, foodstuff and
other belongings of the
dwellers were gutted. The
police were at the loss for
words when asked about the
cause of fire outbreak.
However, they suspected shortcircuiting could well be a reason.
Bazaarkhala SHO said the
fire broke out in shanties located in Ram Nagar Dhobighat
Mohalla around 1 am on
Monday. He said senior police
officers reached the scene and
took stock of the rescue operation which continued for
hours. There were reports that
a 50-year-old labourer, identified as Puttan, suffered minor
burns.
As per reports, the fire
broke out in one of the shanties
around 1 am and soon, the
flames engulfed neighbouring
hutments. Due to the massive
fire, LPG cylinders inside the
shanties exploded one after
another, making the rescue
operation difficult.
Incharge of Aishbagh
police outpost Sub-inspector
Rakesh Chaurasia started tak-

ing out the gas cylinders from
the shanties to prevent more
explosions. He also rescued

those trapped inside the
shanties on fire.
The fire spoiled the future

plans of many dwellers. The
marriage of Shabnam’s daughter Tabassum is scheduled for
October 30. She had made all
the arrangements for the marriage but fire devoured everything that she had. Likewise,
the marriage of Meera’s daughter Shagun is scheduled for
Diwali and she had collected
several items for the occasion,
but she had little idea about
what was in store.
Families have been living
in the area for about 70 years.
The shanty-dwellers expressed
surprise and suspected some
mischievous with a view to getting the shanties removed
from there.
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clash over a long-standing
personal enmity culminatA
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ed in the death of two persons
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fter attracting attention for
all the wrong reasons, the
A
UP Police got a respite when it
solved a buffalo theft case by
getting help from the bovine in
Kannauj.
Instead of ascertaining the
rightful claimant, the probing
cops left the decision with the
stolen buffalo to return to its
owner. The district police asked
the two men laying their claims
on the buffalo to call it towards
them and said to whomsoever
it would go, that person would
be the real owner.

and injury to a third in
Nizamabad area of Azamgarh
on Monday morning.
As per reports, four persons
riding two motorcycles reached
Chakiya Hussainabad village
where they had an altercation

with Wasif which started the
clash. As the two groups came
to head, knives were freely used
in which Wasif and his friends
Asmar (24), Kazim (22) and
Mushir (22) were critically
injured.
The victims were rushed to
a hospital where Asmar and
Kazim succumbed to their
injuries while Mushir’s condition was stated to be critical.

Upon being informed,
Superintendent of Police of
Azamgarh, Sudhir Kumar
Singh, rushed to the spot with
police force and started preliminary inquiry. Later several
teams were formed to track
down the assailants and three
persons were detained.
Meanwhile, a married
woman committed suicide by
consuming some poisonous
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Three days back, a buffalo
owned by Dharmendra was
stolen from Alinagar area of
Tirwa Kotwali area. Around
the same time, another cattle
theft case was reported by
Virendra. After much effort,
the local police managed to
recover one of the buffaloes.
Later both Dharmendra and
Virendra were intimated about
the recovery. At the police station, both lay claims on the
recovered bovine, creating a
piquant situation for the cops.
The baffled officials decided to ascertain the owner in a
unique way and left the buffalo to choose its real owner. On
being let off the hook, the buffalo walked to its owner, providing the much needed respite
to the men in khaki.a
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wo cops moving on a bike
had a providential escape as
T
the vehicle caught fire around
1 pm on Monday. Reports said
head constable Arun Kumar
Dubey
and
constable
Ramendra Kumar were on

duty under security arrangements for the ongoing exams in
the city on Monday. When the
cops were going towards Jeevan
Plaza, the bike went up in
flames. The cops hurriedly got
down the motorcycle and later
called fire officials. A team if
firefighters reached the placed

and doused the flames. A police
spokesman said the bike caught
fire due to unknown
reasons. He said the motorcycle was completely burnt in the
incident and the policemen
had a providential escape. “The
matter is being investigated,” he
said.
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he district administration
has released the SOPs for
T
the re-opening of cinema halls
opening on October 15 and
schools on October 19. DM
Abhishek Prakash said classes
IX & XII would resume from
October 19.
As per detailed guidelines
released by the district administration, all the schools should
be open and airy and there
should be a provision for washing hands along with other
instruments such as infrared
digital thermometers. School
vehicles should be sanitised
before and after use.
There should be committees of teachers and students
formed and tasked with monitoring of cleanliness and other
similar things. Students should
be sitting six feet apart in view
of social distancing which also
has to be maintained in staff
rooms and other places where
there is possibility of public
contact.
There should be separate
entry and exit timings for different classes and if there are
different gates, different classes should be assigned separate
gates for entry and exit.
Signages should be put in different parts of schools as a
reminder for social distancing
and circles be drawn outside
washrooms, reception area and
different lanes be assigned for
movement of students.
Flexi time-tables should
be made for the different classes with a number of options
that could include holding
classes in two shifts or holding
classes in bigger halls, if the size

of classes is small.
No programmes should be
organised which could lead to
assembly of crowds and even
parent teachers meeting should
be held virtually.
The consent of parents is
important and students who
want to study from homes
should be allowed so.
Attendance should be flexible
and policies should be framed
for sick leave.
Before the opening of
schools, awareness programmes on Covid-19 should
be organised for the staff, students, parents and teachers
both offline and online. Once
the schools re-open, the
premises have to be kept clean
and a daily record has to be
kept for the same. Students
should wear mask and must
not exchange the same. They
should be encouraged for eating home-cooked food and
not exchanging their lunches,
and vendors should not be
allowed on school premises.
There are also guidelines
for the differently-abled students and for schools with no
online arrangements. Cinema
halls and multiplexes will also
re-open on October 15 as per
the guidelines of the Ministry
of
Information
and
Broadcasting under which the
occupancy will not be more
than 50 per cent. There will be
staggered show timings at the
multiplexes, digital no-contact
payments and frequent sanitisation of the entire premises.
AC should be set in the range
of 24-30 degrees and delivery
of foodstuff and beverages
inside cinema halls will be
prohibited.
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5-day international webinar was organised at the
A
department of Geography,
Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti
Language University on
‘Paradigm shift in geographical research: Geospatial technology’, which concluded on
Monday. Vice-Chancellor
Mahrukh Mirza was the chief
patron of the webinar while PK
Rai from department of
Geography the convenor. S
Haider Ali from the department
of
Business
Administration was the coconvenor. On the first day of
the webinar, three international speakers — AA Hanafi
Bojd, Ali Darvishi Boolorani
and Najme Neysani Samani
from University of Tehran
(Iran) — spoke on the application of GIS in the field of
health with emphasis on vector-borne diseases, monitoring
of sand and dust storm caused
by anthropogenic sources and
identification of safe areas during flood crisis.

On its second day, director
of Asian Institute of
Technology (Thailand) Nitin
Tripathi and divisional director of NSRC (Hyderabad) CS
Jha gave an insight into the
advances in geographical
research and geospatial technology. On the third day, S Rai
from Delhi University and AR
Siddiqui from Allahabad
University shared their views
on research priorities, data
structuring and models used in
geographical research and
geospatial technology.
On the last day, Praful
Singh from Central University
of South Bihar and Lachezar
Hristov Filchev
from
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
discussed their research works
in the field of geographical
research.
Faculty members, research
students, UG and PG students
from different universities participated in the webinar, which
was coordinated by Vandana
Priyadarshini, Suleman and
Nazmu Saqib from the
Department of Geography.

substance in Muzaffarnagar on
Sunday evening. The woman
and her husband had been living separately for some time
after a dispute and on the previous evening, she consumed a
poisonous substance. Her
neighbours rushed her to a
hospital where she was pronounced dead.
Meanwhile, in Lucknow
two youths suffered injuries

when a mini-loader hit their
bike at Mirzapur culvert in
Jankipuram on Monday. The
injured were identified as
Danish and his neighbour Asif,
both of Muslim Nagar locality
in the area. The loader driver
sped off the scene abandoning
the vehicle at the spot after the
incident. Police said Danish
suffered serious injuries in the
incident.
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Lucknow (PNS): Divisional
Commissioner Ranjan Kumar
on Monday held a meeting
with the representatives of various cinema halls in the city in
connection with their reopening from October 15. Senior
district administration officials, along with the deputy
director, attended the meeting.
The commissioner said all
the cinema halls would have
thermal scanners and sanitisers along with Covid-19 help
desks. He said all the details of
viewers and their contact numbers should be noted down and
if there were any visitor with
Covid symptoms, the
Integrated Control and
Command Centre should be
informed so that appropriate
action could be taken.
He said cinema hall owners and managers would also
have to submit certificates
before re-opening that all the
employees had undergone
Covid tests. “Downloading
Aarogya Setu app in mobile
phones is mandatory for the
viewers and there will be no
entry without the app and
mask. All the security staffers
have to ensure wearing of
masks,” he said.
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he industrial areas will be
developed after they are
T
handed over to Lucknow
Municipal Corporation, which
will spend 60 per cent of the
earning received on development works. Mayor Sanyukta
Bhatia gave these directions at
the LMC house which met on
Monday. The mayor said the
handing over process should be
expedited. Other issues taken
up the mayor included instal-

lation of late BJP leader Lalji
Tandon.
Bhatia said she had already
released the third instalment of
the development fund of Rs 32
lakh. Corporators raised the
problems faced by people due to
roads dug up by Jal Nigam without any prior information. They
said the money for road cutting,
which was supposed to be
deposited by Jal Nigam, was not
deposited. The mayor directed
the municipal commissioner
to take up issue with the state

?X^]TTa

government and get the money
deposited. She also gave directions for road construction.
The proposal for adding
new mohallas to Haiderganj
ward was also approved with a
view to increasing the income
of LMC. The rate of
Community Centre in
Ganeshganj was fixed at Rs
38,500 and it was also decided
that Pandit Deendayal Gate
would be constructed on the
main road in Rajendranagar
ward at a cost of Rs 24 lakh.
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he district has crossed the
15K-mark as 198 new
T
COVID-19 patients have been
detected in the district here on
Monday, increasing the total
number of cases to 15,161.
Besides, the day also saw one
more death, increasing the toll
to 246. During the day, the follow-up negative reports included 88 patients and 80 of them
were recovered from home
isolation, increasing the number to 10,869. Besides, eight
have been discharged from the
hospitals and the number of
cured patients from the hospitals has reached 2,766. The total
number of patients who have
been discharged from the hospitals is 13,635, leaving 1,280

active patients. The recovery
rate has slightly declined to
89.93 percent but the mortality rate has improved to 1.62 per
cent.
Meanwhile, Chief Medical
Officer (CMO) Dr VB Singh
reviewed the progress made in
COVID-19 and other national health programmes both in
urban and rural areas in the
district and expressed his
anguish over the absence of
medical incharges of
Madanpura, B enia Bag,
Sikraul, Durgakund, Seva
Sadan, Bhelupur, Badi Bazar
and Jaitpura UHPCs in the
meeting. He instructed all the
medical officers to launch a
special vaccination drive on
every Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday to achieve a

cent per cent target. The meeting was also attended by
ACMOs Dr BS Rai and Dr AK
Maurya.
According to the CMO, in
the first report of the day by
11 am, 37 positive patients
were detected out of 3,784
received reports. Till then,
the total test reports received
were 2,54,984 and the results
of 1488 are awaited. Out of
them, 2,39,984 were negative
while 15,000 positive. The
total number of samples collected was 2,70,890. Earlier, a
male aged 60 from PWD
C olony succumbed to
COVID-19 at Apex Hospital
while another male aged 69
from Sigra died at Heritage
Hospital. With the addition of
10 new red zones, the total

number of hotspots has
increased to 2,175 including
307 red zones. Three green
zones have been converted
into red zones again. There are
1,868 green zones with eight
new ones. In this belt of
Purvanchal (eastern UP) comprising 10 districts of three
divisions, as many as 355 new
cases were found on Sunday
with maximum 141 COVID19 positive in Varanasi followed by 42 in Ballia, 41 in
Sonbhadra, 22 in Azamgarh,
21 each in Jaunpur and Mau,
18 each in Chandauli and
Mirzapur, 16 in Bhadohi and
15 in Ghazipur. With this, the
total number of COVID-19
positive cases has inched further close to the 50K-mark,
reaching 49,077.
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overnor Anandiben Patel
has called upon the educaG
tionists to cooperate in effective
implementation of New
Education Policy (NEP), 2020
so that India can become
‘Vishwa Guru’ (world leader)
again. ‘Education should be in
the national needs and circumstances but it was lacking in the
era of slavery. The expected
reforms were also not done in
independent India due to many
reasons, but Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has taken initiatives to overcome these
shortcomings,’ she said, adding
that in new NEP-20, thrusts
have been given on development of Indian languages, civilization, culture and social
values and it is an opportunity for the our universities to
establish new dimensions.
She was addressing the
National Vice-Chancellors’
Summit on the theme ‘NEP: At
a glance’, which was organised

online through Google Meet on
Sunday for the first time in the
history of Banaras Hindu
University (BHU) under the
aegis of its UGC-Human
Resource Development (HRD)
Centre in which about 40 V-Cs
from across the country participated. ‘BHU is known as the
capital of ‘Sarvavidya’ and its
founder Mahamana Pandit
Madan Mohan Malaviya had
emphasised the independent
education in the country at a
time when education system
had come to a standstill and the
western education was being
imposed,’ said Anandiben.
Chief patron of the programme and BHU Chancellor
Justice (retired) Girdhar
Malviya said that the responsibility of implementing the
NEP-20 properly is on the students and teachers so that the
country can move forward on
the path of progress as per the
dreams of Mahamana.
He said that the policy
should create such an educa-

tional environment in all universities and colleges so that
teachers can feel its speed and
energy in their classes.
Presiding over the programme, BHU V-C Prof
Rakesh Bhatnagar said that
along with innovation, qualitative research is needed to serve
humanity. ‘Only the quality of
research is capable of taking us
on the path of progress. If
children are taught in their language from the beginning,
then their thinking is more
developed, so its importance is
well known.’ He said, welcoming the efforts of making the
curriculum efficient in the new
policy.
Earlier, Director of HRD
Centre Prof Pravesh Kumar
Srivastava welcomed the guests
and Manglacharan was recited
by Anita Manish Jain.
Coordinator Dr Sanjeev Saraf
conducted the programme,
while Dr Ram Kumar Dangi
proposed the vote of thanks.
The V-Cs of different univer-

sities who also participated
were VK Jain ((Tezpur), HCS
Rathore (Gaya), RS Dubey
(Gujarat), Saket Kushwaha
(Arunachal), RP Tiwari
(Punjab), Aahi (Sagar),
Rajneesh Kumar Shukla
(Wardha), Sanjay Singh, Alok
Rai (both Lucknow), Nawang
Samaten (Sarnath), Rajkumar
(Punjab), G Suresh (Bhopal),
Thapak (Chhatarpur), Rajesh
Kumar Singh (Gorakhpur),
TN Singh (MGKV), RS Singh
(Ayodhya), Rajaram Shukla
(SSU), Jayant Sonwalkar
(Bhopal), RL Godara (Kota),
Rajeev Jain (Jaipur), Renu Jain
(Indore), Asha Shukla (Mau),
Nirmala Maurya (Jaunpur),
Kalpalata Pandey (Ballia),
Gulab Jaiswal (Patilputra), KP
Singh (Rajarshi Tandon
Allahabad),
Gautam
(Chitrakoot), RS Yadav
(Purnia), America Singh
(Udaipur), Tarkeshwar Kumar
(Hisar), Anamik Shah (Gujarat
Vidyapeeth) and Kempa Raju
(Bangalore).
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he number of corona
infected persons declined
T
on Sunday. This is because as
many as 163 new Covid positive patients were detected in
the last 24 hours. At the same
time, 199 people beat Corona.
Out of these 23 patients were
discharged from various Covid
hospitals. Home isolation of
176 infected persons was completed. Earlier on Saturday,
218 were found infected.
CMO Dr GS Bajpai has so
far the number of corona
infected has increased to 21,322
in the district with 163 new
Covid infected. At the same
time, the number of deaths due
to infection has reached 288
with two deaths took place on
Sunday. Among the two people
who died, one was suffering
from cancer and the other
from liver cirrhosis. Both died
within hours of their admission
to the hospital.
So far, 14,153 people in the
district have becom infection
free by completing home isolation with 176 people. During
the Corona period, 4,974 people have been discharged from
various hospitals, Covid care

centres. The number of active
patients in the district is 1,907.
214 people are being treated at various Covid Hospitals
and Covid Care Centres. Out of
these, 74 are admitted to L3
Hospitals SRN. Kalindipuram
23, 10 in Railway Hospital, 59
in Beli Hospital, 27 in United
Medicity, 21 patients are admitted in Sainath Vatsalya AMA

Hospital.
The new infected included
two bank managers as well as
four health workers. According
to the Nodal Officer for Corona
Dr. Rishi Sahai, the Covid
report of Kotak Mahendra
Bank manager and Branch
Manager of SBI has come positive. At IFFCO, the manager,
a primary school teacher, CRPF

and two constables, senior
accountants of AG office are
also in the list of infected. On
Sunday, the medical officer of
Koraon CHC, Asha worker of
Dhanupur, AYUSH doctor of
CHC Koraon and dental
hygienist Corona of CSC
Chaka were infected. The other
infected also have two advocates of Allahabad High Court.
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riminal Ram Lochan
Yadav, brother of former SP
C
MLA Vijma Yadav was the
target of the Praygraj
Development Authority which
demolished a house and a
guest house on Monday, raised
by Ram Lochan in Kanhaipur
area under the Dhoomanganj
police station worth crores of
rupees.
The demolition team,
backed by the district administration and the police reached
Kanhaipur with JCB machines
and bulldozers to see the job
done.
This action was a part of
drive initiated against the mafia
dons and criminals in Uttar
Pradesh by the Chief Minister.
Unauthorised buildings of such
persons are being pulled down
on a regular basis in Prayagraj,
and the turn of Ram Lochan
came after dozens of buildings
of Atique and his associate
including relatives and gang
men, Dilip Mishra, and shooters of Chhota Rajan gang
Rajesh Yadav and Bachcha
Passi.

This huge land was illegally occupied by Ram Lochan,
said the officials and added that
the building was constructed
without an approved blue print

of the plan. Name of Ram
Lochan figures on eighth position in the list of land mafia.
There are several criminal cases
of serious nature, including

murder, against Ram Lochan
mainly
registered
at
Dhoomanganj police station
besides other police stations.
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istrict Magistrate (DM)
Kaushal Raj Sharma
D
inspected
Panchkoshi
Parikrama Marg and took stock
of the arrangements at all the
Parao (stoppages) here on
Monday. At first, he offered
prayer at Kashi Vishwanath
temple as per tradition and
then started making inspection
of other sites, dharmshalas and
other facilities on Panchkoshi
Marg. At every stoppage, he
talked to the devotees and
inquired about the facilities at
different temples by concerned
priests and officers. He also saw
the arrangements at different
dharmshalas built at various
stoppages of this pilgrimage
journey and asked about the
details of facilities available
there from their concerned
administrators. During his
inspection, he also gave several necessary directives to the
officers and employees of concerned tehsils and blocks in
view to provide better facilities
to the devotees.
Describing the importance
of Panchkoshi Yatra during
forthcoming Karthik month,
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woman belonging to
Scheduled Caste burnt herA
self alive after being sexually
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the DM said that the journey of
pilgrims should be made easy
and convenient on priority
basis.
He instructed the concerned offices that prior to that
all the arrangements including
cleanliness, supply of pure
drinking water and maintaining of toilets and bathrooms
etc. in Dharamshalas should be
completed, otherwise, strict
action will be taken against the

guilty personnel. He also
warned all those involved there
in illegal encroachments of
dharamshalas and other places.
Sharma said that there is a
lot of scope for the tourism
development
through
Panchkoshi Yatra as the people
of the nearby surrounding districts knows the importance of
this important religious
Parikrama. He said that the
entire Panchkoshi route would

be developed soon in view to
boost tourism also.
In the Panchkoshi
Parikrama Marg, there are five
main stoppages and they are
Kardmeshwar Mahadev, Bhim
Chandi, Rameshwar Mahadev,
Panch Pandav and Kapildhara.
The devotees start yatra from
Manikarnika Ghat via Kashi
Vishwanath temple and
complete it at Addi Keshwar
Ghat.

assaulted by a man and being
humiliated on mobile by his
family
members
in
Shankargarh area. The woman
was admitted to SRN Hospital
in a very critical condition
where she died on Monday
morning.
The police were also silent
after the incident. After the
protest being raised by the
people of the Shankargarh, the
silence of the police was broken
and the accused was immediately arrested and sent to jail.
After the arrest, a press note
was issued stating that the section on abetment to suicide has
been added in the FIR.
Gudiya (name changed),
(22) from Shankargarh had a

friendship with Ashutosh Soni
from Kanak Nagar town.
Ashutosh made physical relations with the woman many
times by convincing her to
marry him. A few days ago
Gudiya talked about marrying
Ashutosh and said that he
should come to her house and
talk to her parents. On hearing
this, Ashutosh categorically
refused saying that he would
not be able to get married to
her.
Gudiya had talked to her
parents. She was shocked to see
Ashutosh’s attitude. Many times
on mobile she tried to convince
Ashutosh but he was not ready
to accept it. He started humiliating her on mobile by accusing her character. On the
evening of October 4, Gudiya
spoke to her parents and once
again spoke to Ashutosh but he
insulted Gudiya over the

phone. On the morning of
October 5, Gudiya lodged a
complaint against Ashutosh at
the police station for outraging
her modesty on the pretext of
marriage. A section of SC/ST
was also imposed on Ashutosh.
Ashutosh and his family
had got an inkling of the registration of the FIR. After the
FIR, Gudiya called Ashutosh
again and said that there is still
time for him. She asked
Ashutosh If he agrees to the
wedding, she will withdraw
the FIR lodged against him,
but Ashutosh threatened her
and blasphemed her character
saying she has done it all for
money. The more money she
asks for, the more money she
will be given. Ashutosh told the
same to Gudiya's father. Gudiya
was all shell shocked after
hearing about money.
Upset over the issue,

Gudiya went to her room and
set herself ablaze. Hearing her
screams, the housemates
reached the spot and tried to
rescue her but it was quite late.
Gudiya was badly scorched.
She was first admitted to a
nearby hospital then to SRN
Hospital. Gudiya breathed her
last on October 10 after struggling for five days in the hospital. Police wake up after news
of her death spread like a wildfire and protest spilled after it..
On Sunday, police arrested the
accused Ashutosh. The cops
also issued a release that the
section on abetment of suicide
on the accused has also been
increased. The police had filed
a report on the girl's complaint
on the same day. The accused
was being searched. He was
arrested on Sunday evening
and was sent to jail, said the
SSP, Sarvshresth Tripathi.
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section of students reached
the Central office in
A
Banaras Hindu University
(BHU) here on Monday,
demanding an early starting of
academic activities on the campus. In a memorandum to the
Vice-Chancellor, they said that
for the last seven months, all
the education activities have
remained suspended. They said
that meanwhile, by maintaining COVID-19 guidelines the
university had conducted its
postgraduate and undergraduate entrance examinations.
They further said that
though the new session has
been started but regular classes are not being conducted in
any department. According to
them, by following COVID-19
guidelines train and air services, industrial activities, par-

liament session etc. have been
started and even elections are
going to be held but the students are still being deprived of
studying in their classes, and
due to this, they are facing their
future dark. They urged the
university administration to
consider the matter keeping in
view of future of the students
open the classes, hostels,
libraries and laboratories in the
university.
TRIBUTES PAID TO
LOHIA: To mark the death
anniversar y
of
Dr
Rammanohar Lohia, the
Samajwadi Party (SP) on
Monday organised a programme at party office in
Orderly Bazar here.Paying their
rich tributes to this great social
leader, the SP leaders said that
the mantra of continuous
struggle given by Lohia Ji, is the
success of socialists and added,

the discipline and the equal
opportunity to one and all in
the organisation would be real
tribute to this great personality. There is need to re-explain
the ideology and strategies of
Lohia Ji because there are some
who are making an abortive
attempt to establish the communal based politics in the
guise of socialism. They
emphasised on establishing a
tradition of paying respect to
female leaders and workers in
organisation. City president of
SP Vishnu Sharma, ex-MLA
Abdul Samad Ansari, City chief
of party women’s wing Puja
Yadav, Jitendra Yadav, Pradeep
Jaiswal and Dr Anand Prakash
Tiwari mainly put their views.
DEMAND TO WAIVE
OFF SCHOOL FEES:
Annoyed with the high-handedness of the management of
private schools, the Jan Adhikar

Party (JAP) on Monday staged
a protest demanding the government to issue directive to
waive off school fees in order
to give a relief to parents and
guardians of students.
The parents and guardians
of students are facing acute
financial crunch as the lockdown and unlock laid an
adverse impact on their income
and in the result, they are not
in position even to meet their
both ends, the agitated activists
of JAP expressed adding, so in
such, condition, the government should issue directive to
the management of private,
convent and missionar y
schools to waive off school
fees.Staging a protest at Shastri
Ghat here, the JAP workers said
that no single class was run
since the new academic session
began and thus the schools
have no right to realise the fees
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ALLAHABAD (PNS): North
Central Railway has achieved
new milestones in safe and efficient train operations.
Prayagraj Division has set a
new record in throughput of
freight trains while booking of
crew as per rule remained
highest in NCR among all
Zonal Railways. In a record
performance, throughput of
Prayagraj Division on October
11 was 350 freight trains which
is 21 trains more than the previous best of 329 trains on
October 1 this year.
As many as 350 freight trains
interchanged by Prayagraj with
adjoining divisions include 174
incoming and 176 outgoing
freight trains with interchange

of whopping 17,129 wagons.
This highest interchange
includes made-over of 58 goods
trains to Pt. Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya division which is
one train plus as compared to
previous best of 57 trains made
over to then Mughalsarai division way back on January 30,
2016.
GM NCR and NR Rajiv
Chaudhr y complemented
Prayagraj division for achieving
this rare feat in freight train
operations. With sustained
efforts for increasing freight
loading and revenue, North
Central Railway, till September
2020 has loaded 7.2 million
tonnes freight with originating
freight revenue of C 765.93

crore which is C72.97 crore
higher as compared to C
692.96 crore revenue in the
same period of April to
September
last
year.
Continuing this positive trend
freight loading till October 11
is 4.9 lakhs tonnes which is
90000 tonnes higher as compared to same period of
October last year. As on
October 11, 2020, average
speed of goods train on NCR
was 44.93 kmph registering
growth of 82.5 per cent in the
period of April to October
over last year. This quantum
improvement in train operations has been possible with
immaculate maintenance of
assets and sustained focus on

safety in train operations.
Following proper rest and duty
schedule for running staff play
a very crucial role in safe and
efficient train operation. To
ensure that crew reporting for
duty are properly rested,
Railway follow strict booking
and resting cycle for crew and
provides quality resting facility at out stations in running
rooms equipped with proper
fooding and lodging facilities.
Crew booking through crew
management system (CMS)
ensures that each crew gets adequate rest in specified period.
North Central is leading
Railway among all zones in
booking train running staff as
per rule through CMS.
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anpur Nagar reported 93
more coronavirus positive
cases on Monday evening.
Chief Medical Officer Dr
Anil K Mishra said that 93
more people had tested positive
for coronavirus infection
between Sunday evening and
Monday evening taking the
tally of confirmed cases to
26,807 cases. He said no
COVID-19 deaths in the city
was reported till Monday
evening keeping the death toll
to 703.
The CMO said with 19
COVID-19 patients were discharged from hospitals the
cured figure in the city was
6878 and at present 2731 active
cases were undergoing treatment. Dr Mishra said 5342
samples were sent for testing in
the city.
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P Minister of State for
Energy Ramashankar
U
Singh Patel said property card
popularly known as ‘Gharauni’
was a way to strengthen rural
economy. He said this during
the launching ceremony of
property cards in the district at
Shahpur Chausa village under
City block on Sunday. He
termed the scheme as a revolutionary step for the nation.
He said that drone survey

would help in minimising minor
disputes related to paths and
streets in rural areas. He said that

under the process even owners of
vacant ‘abadi’ land would get
right of legal ownership along

with its value. Enumerating the
merits of the scheme the minister said that valuable properties would open the way for
investment and there would be no
problem for their sale and purchase. He said that such scheme
would prove to be one of the
ways of making the nation selfreliant. Proposing vote of thanks
DM SK Patel apprised the minister that through other programmes too total 482 property
certificates were issued under on
the day and rest were in process.
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ajhawaan
MLA
Shuchismita Maurya while
M
addressing a function organised
under ‘Beti Bachao Beti Padhao’
programme at zila panchayat to
mark International Day of the
Girl Child on Sunday said that
days had become the thing of the
past when girls were considered merely as housewives as now they were working in every sector, even defence. She expressed contentment

over the positive change that
almost entire society was interested in their education.
Emphasising over the importance of education CDO Avinash
Singh advised the girls to study to
accumulate knowledge. Few hours
of concentrated study was more
fruitful, he said and added that for
promoting girls government had
allocated ample fund so they should avail themselves
of it. Meritorious girls who had excelled in their academic career were honoured on the occasion.
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production and despatch and its experts who have successfully
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CL, a Government of India work culture he gave the credit to executed major action plans
company, has its employees and said that even regarding cleanliness across the
Nminiratna
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anpur
Divisional
Commissioner
Raj
K
Shekhar, while carrying out a
surprise inspection of sewage
pumping station on Monday,
said the government was fully
committed to the cause of
Nirmal and Aviral Ganga, and
thus the onus rested on the
local administration to ensure
that all possible and necessary
steps were taken to keep the
Ganga clean and free flowing.
He said the onus of keeping the river Ganga clean and
sacred rested on Kanpur Nagar
Nigam and Jal Nigam and failure to do the assigned task
would invite strict action.
He said there had been
umpteen complaints in the
electronic and print media that

massive untreated sewage was
entering the river Ganga
through Parmat storm drain.
He said however it had come to
light that the Parmat storm
drain two days back had been
emptying into the river. He said
at the time of inspection, it was
found that there was no discharge of sewage into the river.
He said the officials disclosed that two days ago massive sewage was entering the
Ganga mainstream. He said
this was due to some technical
fault at the pumping station
and the sewage had flowed into
the river. He said the officials
of the district administration,
KNN and Jal Nigam were
directed to ensure that the
fault was rectified immediately and ensure that sewage did
not enter the river Ganga.

The divisional commissioner said due to domestic
sewage discharge in small
quantities, including the local
industries situated on the
downstream of the pumping
station, the water was being
polluted. He expressed concern
over the failure of the authorities to run the pumping station
constantly and said in case of
power breakdown, that treatment plants should have power
backup through generators.
He warned the officials to
ensure that the plant remained
operational 24 hour a day and
said its supervision should be
prompt and effective.
He said the government
had focused on comprehensive
upkeep and cleanliness of the
river Ganga. He said a holistic
approach of the Narendra

Modi government had helped
to address fragmentation of
activities related to water and
its allied subjects into various
ministries and departments.
‘Aviral’ or uninterrupted
flow is one of the visions of the
flagship ‘Namami Gange project and the minimum environmental flows for river
Ganga has been notified, from
its origin to Unnao, specifically at locations downstream of
structures and projects meant
for diversion of river flows for
various purposes like irrigation,
hydropower, domestic and
industrial requirements.
During the inspection, the
divisional commissioner was
accompanied by officials of
Kanpur Nagar Nigam, Jal
Nigam and Irrigation department.
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armers
Prosperity
Commission Chairman
F
Srikrishna Chaudhary, while
inaugurating the Farmers
Technical Fortnight at CSA
University of Agriculture and
Technology on Monday, said
the unrestricted use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides had
drastically reduced the fertility of the soil.
He said constant use of
chemicals made the land barren. He said if people did not
become aware of this, it would
be too late.
He said natural farming
meant chemical and pesticidefree agriculture and the onus of
adopting zero budget farming
rested on the farmers only. He
said for this the farmers would
have to adopt bio-farming.
Discussing natural farming, he said if differed from
organic farming in that practi-

tioners did not plow the land,
use fertilisers or agrochemicals,
or try to eliminate weeds and
insects.
He said that it had come to
light that productivity of natural farming was about the
same as that of mainstream
organic farming, adding that
the higher labour intensity
hindered commercialisation.
He said the absence of
commercial intention, however, appeared to be an advantage
that made natural farming easy
to start for lay persons.
He said it also gave an
improved self-sufficiency and
a feeling that they were getting
to know the essence of nature
.
Chaudhary said farmers
practising zero budget natural
farming either of small land
holding or large land holding
prepared low cost cow urine
and dung based formulation on
farm by procuring the required

inputs locally from the village.
He said there was no specific
time series data on disguised
unemployment in the country
as the phenomenon was not
easily amenable to measurement.
He said cow dung was a
cheap and easily available bio
resource in India and many traditional uses of cow dung were
already known.
He said cow dung harboured a diverse group of
micro-organisms that may be
beneficial to humans due to
their ability to produce a range
of metabolites.
He said along with the
production of novel chemicals,
many cow dung micro-organisms had shown natural ability to increase soil fertility
through phosphate solubilisation.
He said cow dung in India
was also used as a co-product
in agriculture, such as manure,

biofertiliser, biopesticides, pest
repellent and as a source of
energy.
He said cow dung was the
major source of biogas or gobar
gas production also.
Chaudhary said some progressive farmers undertook the
process of vermicomposting
by the use of earthworms and
further they used the same in
their agricultural land and vegetable gardens.
He said some farmers had
successfully used this vermicompost for organic mushroom cultivation thus making
it a perfect compound to be
used in organic farming.
He added that cow dung
had been found safe for environment as it did not cause pollution as caused by the burning
of petroleum products and
forest timber.
Dr Jitendra Prasad also
addressed the meeting.
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pset by the murder of her
husband, a woman
U
attempted to commit suicide by
consuming poisonous substance and then slashing her
wrist in Ghatampur Kotwali
police area on Monday morning.
Seeing the blood coming
out of the bathroom, when her
children raised an alarm, the
neighbours rushed to the
house and after breaking open
the doors, got her admitted to
hospital.
According to reports,
Kishan Dulare of Sakhahari
village in Sajeti had retired
from the State Bank of India.
His only son, Ravi Mohan
(40), of Vasant Vihar in
Ghatampur was a medical
practitioner though he had no
valid degree.
On October 5, he had left

on motorcycle to see his ailing
cousin who was admitted in a
city hospital and went missing.
Ravi’s wife Renu had
lodged a complaint about his
disappearance at the
Ghatampur Kotwali police
station. The next morning, the
body of Ravi Mohan was
recovered
in
Baberu
police station area of Banda
district.
The deceased was identified as Ravi Mohan by the kin
living in Banda. The
post-mortem report revealed
that Ravi Mohan was murdered.
On Sunday evening, when
Renu went to the local police
outpost and the Ghatampur
Kotwali to file a complaint
about the murder of her husband, she was sent back by the
cops who said the FIR of the
case would be registered at

Baberu police station.
Early Monday morning,
Renu locked herself in the
bathroom and after consuming some poisonous substance, slashed her left wrist.
Seeing the blood coming out
of the bathroom, her sons
Anmol (8) and Tapu (5) raised
an alarm after which the
neighbours rushed to the
house and admitted Renu to
the community health centre
from where she was referred
to UHM Hospital.
Police recovered a suicide
note and two empty sachets of
insecticide from the bathroom.
Renu suspected the role of
a bachelor relative living in
her house during the lockdown in the murder of her
husband.
She had mentioned this in
the complaint she wanted to
file at the police station.

According to a kin, 15
minutes after the departure of
Ravi Mohan from the house
on October 5, the relative living at his house had also left
on his Maruti van and
returned around 11:30 pm
with the vehicle washed/and
cleaned.
Since the incident, he is
also missing and his mobile
phone is switched off.
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A health camp was organised at the LLR Hospital separately from the hospital.
Often a large number of
patients come to the city for
testing and thus there is an
increased pressure on the LLR
Hospital.
The decision was taken by
the chief medical superintendent and 65 patients underwent testing for coronavirus
infection.

KANPUR (PNS): GSVM
Medical College Principal Prof
RB Kamal said the government
had given a nod for making the
medical college a diagnostic
hub through the PPP (Private
Public Partnership) model to
cater to the needs of the
patients from surrounding districts like Jalaun, Banda,
Kannauj and a few more.
The government has incorporated three small medical
colleges with a big one to
upgrade it to a diagnostic hub
which will be run on PPP
basis.
Prof Kamal said this decision had been taken by and
government on the initiative of
Medical Education Minister
Suresh Khanna.
He said very soon an ultramodern CT scan machine
would be set up and it would
cater to the needs of the
patients of the surrounding
districts.
He said currently all the
serious patients were referred
to LLR Hospital and the medical college and thus it had been
decided to set up a diagnostic
hub in Kanpur so that patients
of rural and surrounding districts could have easy access to
health care.
Prof Kamal said it would be
set up separately and the medical college administration had
been asked to identify land
which could cater to the needs
of the people from all around
and had proximity with the
medical college and LLR
Hospital as well.
He said in the next phase,
an MRI machine would be set
up and people could avail
themselves of the facility on
highly subsidised cost. He said
one CT scan was already sanctioned for the COVID-19
patients and with another there
would be two CT scan
machines.

,5$'DSSWRJLYH
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KANPUR (PNS): The
Integrated Road Accident
Database (IRAD) app will assist
in the improvement of basic
structure of the roads.
Besides, it will also help in
identifying the accident-prone
areas.
According
to
Superintendent of Police
(Traffic) Basant Lal, for the successful operation of this app, a
training programme for the
cops had been organised at the
Integrated Traffic Management
System (ITMS) control room.
In the first phase, 160 cops
would be trained in batches of
40 trainees. The two-hour
training programme would
start from 11 am daily.
Lal said the use of this app
was also essential to prepare
database of road accidents.
The cops would be
required to download this app
on their mobile phones.
They will find there four
forms to fill in different information which include the
number of damaged vehicle,
manufacturing company, distance between the spot of accident and police station, type of
injury, time taken in sending
the injured to hospital, time
taken in starting treatment,
condition of road at the spot of
accident, history of accidents at
the spot, etc.

personnel in which through
webinar various technical
aspects of safety
will now be
explained. The
formal launch of
these webinars
lasting next three
months
was
done by NCL CMD Prabhat
Kumar Sinha recently. On the
occasion NCL Director
(Personnel) Bimlendu Kumar,
Director (Finance) Ram Narayan
Dubey, Director (Technical/
Project & Planning) SS Sinha,
NCL Chief Vigilance Officer AK
Srivastava were present. CMD
NCL PK Sinha stressed on ‘safety first’ and asked the personnel
to follow all safety standards
even while doing small tasks. For

19 they did excellent work with
safety. GM (Safety and Rescue)
PD Rathi gave details of the
webinar and explained its main
objective. Training centres of all
NCL projects will be connected
in the webinar. Chief Manager
Prakash Rai and senior manager Sanjeev Kumar explained in
detail various provisions of safety in mines in the technical session held during the webinar.
Meanwhile NCL in order to
commemorate Mahatma
Gandhi 151st birth anniversary
is observing October as
‘Cleanliness Month.’ A national-level webinar was organised
in NCL from October 5 to 9 on
the topic ‘Swachhta Hi Seva’
(cleanliness is service). Through
this webinar organised in col-

ences. Environmentalist Ajay
Jain discussed in detail solid
waste management implemented in Indore due to which it for
the past many years has been at
the top in cleanliness survey.
Other speakers discussed topics
like solid waste management,
waste disposal, household waste
collection and recycling and
making people aware about
cleanliness. Personnel from welfare, civil, CSR, environment
and other departments of all
NCL projects were present.
Under Cleanliness Month all
units of NCL are conducting
cleanliness-related activities on a
large scale in their surrounding
areas. Efforts are being made to
connect people from the neighbourhood with this campaign.
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ue to farmers’ agitation in
Punjab the following trains
D
will be short-terminated/shortoriginated and diverted, CPRO
PK Singh said. The 04649
Jaynagar-Amritsar special train
departing from Jaynagar on
October 13 will be short terminated in Ambala. As a result
this train will remain cancelled
between Ambala-Amritsar.
The 04673 Jaynagar-Amritsar
special train departing from
Jaynagar on October 12 and 14
will be short terminated at
Ambala. As a result it will
remain cancelled between
Ambala-Amritsar. The 04651
Jaynagar-Amritsar clone special
train departing from Jaynagar
on October 13 will be short
terminated in Delhi. As a result
it will remain cancelled

between Delhi-Amritsar. The
02407 New Jalpaiguri-Amritsar
special train departing from
New Jalpaiguri on October 14
will be short terminated at
Ambala. As a result it will
remain cancelled between
Ambala-Amritsar. The 05933
Dibrugarh-Amritsar special train
departing from Dibrugarh on
October 13 will be short terminated in Ambala. As a result it
will remain cancelled between
Ambala-Amritsar. Meanwhile
the 04650 Amritsar-Jayanagar
special train departing from
Amritsar on October 12 and 14
will be run from Ambala. As a
result this train will remain cancelled between AmritsarAmbala. The 04674 AmritsarJayanagar special train departing
from Amritsar on October 13
will be run from Ambala. As a
result this train will remain can-

celled between AmritsarAmbala. The 04652 AmritsarJayanagar clone special train
departing from Amritsar on
October 14 will be run from
Delhi. As a result this train will
remain cancelled between
Amritsar-Delhi. The 04654
Amritsar- New Jalpaiguri clone
special departing from Amritsar
on October 14 will be run from
Saharanpur. As a result it will
remain cancelled between
Amritsar-Saharanpur. The 05909
Dibrugarh-Lalgarh special train
departing from Dibrugarh on
October 11, 12 and 13 will be run
on the diverted route of RohtakBhiwani-Hisar-Hanumangarh.
The 05910 Lalgarh-Dibrugarh
special train departing from
Lalgarh on October 12, 13 and
14 will be run on the diverted
route of Hanumangarh-HisarBhiwani-Rohtak.
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s per the instructions of the
Railway Board the railway
A
administration is running additional special trains for the
convenience of the passengers.
Under it the movement of
09305/09306 Dr Ambedkar
Nagar-Kamakhya-Dr
Ambedkar Nagar weekly express
special train will be done from
October 15 every Thursday from
Dr Ambedkar Nagar and from
October 18 every Sunday from
Kamakhya till further notice.
The day and timing of running
of this train will be as per the
regular train number 19305/
19306 Dr Ambedkar NagarKamakhya Express. In addition
to it the 09063/09064 Udhna JnDanapur-Udhna Jn biweekly
special will be run from Udhna Jn
from October 17 every Tuesday
and Saturday and from Danapur
from October 18 every Wednesday
and Sunday till further notice. The
day and timing of running of this
train will be as per the regular train
No 19063/19064 Udhna JnDanapur-Udhna Jn Express. All
coaches in these trains will be of
reserved category, CPRO PK Singh
said. Besides, passengers will have
to comply with Covid-19 norms
while travelling. The 09305 Dr
Ambedkar Nagar-Kamakhya
weekly express special will from
October 15 every Thursday depart
from Ambedkarnagar at 12:45 hrs,
from Indore Jn at 13:.55 hrs, from
Dewas at 14:38 hrs, from Ujjain at
15:45 hrs, from Shujalpur at 17:06
hrs, from Sant Hardaramnagar at
18:20 hrs, from Vidisha at 19:24 hrs,
from Bina at 21:05 hrs, from
Lalitpur at 21:52 hrs, from Jhansi
at 23.22 hrs, on the second day
from Orai at 00.39 hrs, from
Kanpur Central at 04:05 hrs,
from Lucknow at 05:45 hrs,
from Sultanpur at 07:50 hrs,
from Jaunpur City at 09:16 hrs,

from Varanasi Jn at 11:45 hrs,
from Aunrihar at 12:23 hrs, from
Ghazipur City at 13.00 hrs, from
Ballia at 14:00 hrs, from Chhapra
at 15:50 hrs, from Sonpur at 16:53
hrs, from Hajipur from 17:15 hrs,
from Barauni at 19:20 hrs, from
Begusarai at 19:38 hrs, from
Khagaria at 21:31 hrs, from Mansi
at 20:43 hrs, from Naugachia to
21:33 hrs, from Katihar at 23:45 hrs,
the third day from Kishanganj at
01:40 hrs, from Newjalpaiguri at
03:45 hrs, from Binnaguri at 06.05
hrs, from Hasimara at 06:56 hrs,
from Alipurdwar at 08.00 hrs, from
Kokrajhar at 09:13 hrs, from New
Bongaigaon at 10.22 hrs and will
reach Kamakhya at 13:50 hrs.
During the return journey the
09306
Kamakhya-Dr
Ambedkarnagar Weekly Express
Special will from October 18
every Sunday depart from
Kamakhya at 05:35 hrs, from New
Bongaigaon at 08.35 hrs, from
Kokrajhar at 09.03 hrs, from
Alipurduar at 10:02 hrs, from
Hasimara at 10:50 hrs, from
Binnaguri at 11:25 hrs, from
Newjalpaiguri at 13:50 hrs, from
Kishanganj at 15.00 hrs, from
Katihar at 17.10 hrs, from
Naugachia at 17.59 hrs, from
Mansi at 18.44 hrs, from Khagadia
at 18.54 hrs, from Begusarai at 19.22
hrs, from Barauni at 19.55 hrs, from
Hajipur at 21.40 hrs, from Sonpur
at 21.52 hrs, on the second day from
Chhapra at 00.15 hrs, from Ballia
at 01:36 hrs, from Ghazipur City at
02.55 hrs, from Aunrihar at 03.57
hrs, from Varanasi Jn at 05.10 hrs,
from Jaunpur City at 06.13 hrs,
from Sultanpur at 08.05 hrs, from
Lucknow at 12.10 hrs, from Kanpur
Central at 14.20 hrs, from Orai at
16.36 hrs, from Jhansi at 19.05 hrs,
from Lalitpur at 20.11 hrs, from
Bina at 21.30 hrs, from Vidisha at
22.30 hrs, on the third day from
Sant Hardaramnagar at 00.27 hrs,
from Shujalpur at 01.27 hrs, from
Ujjain at 03.20 hrs, from Dewas at

04.14 hours, from Indore at 05.25
hours and reach Dr Ambedkar
Nagar at 06.05 hours. A total of 22
coaches will be attached in this train,
including one of second AC, four
of third AC, 10 of sleeper class,
four of general second class,
one pantrycar and two of generator- cum-luggage van. The 09063
Udhna Jn-Danapur biweekly special train will from October 17 every
Tuesday and Saturday depart from
Udhna at 08.20 hrs, from from
Nandurbar at 10.28 am, from
Jalgaon at 12.43 hours, from
Bhusaval at 13:20 hrs. from
Khandwa at 15.20 hrs, from Itarsi
at 18.05 hrs, from Pipariya at 19.08
hours, from Jabalpur at 21.55 hrs,
from Katni at 23.15 hrs, the second
day from Satna at 00.40 hrs, from
Manikpur at 02.32 hrs, from
Prayagraj Jn at 05.10 hrs, from
Gyanpur Road at 06.31 hrs, from
Varanasi Jn at 08.15 hrs, from Pt
Deendayal Upadhyay Jn at 09.22
hrs, from Buxar at 10.34 hrs, from
Ara from 11.30 hrs and reach
Danapur at 13.35 hrs. During the
return journey the 09064 DanapurUdhna Jn biweekly special will
depart from Danapur from
October 18 every Wednesday and
Sunday at 16:40 hrs, from Ara at
17.12 hrs, from Buxar at 18.06 hrs,
from Pt Deendayal Upadhyay Jn at
20.09 hrs, from Varanasi Jn at 21.15
hrs, from Gyanpur Road at 22.12
hrs, the second day from Prayagraj
Jn at 00.55 hrs, from Manikpur Jn
at 02.45 hrs, from Satna at 04.05
hrs, from Katni at 05.40 hrs,
from Jabalpur at 07.25 hrs, from
Pipariya at 09.40 hrs, from Itarsi
at 12.10 hrs, from Khandwa at
15.20 hrs, from Bhusaval at 17:10
hrs, from Jalgaon at 17.55 hrs, from
Nandurbar at 20.18 hrs and reach
Udhna at 22.45 hrs. A total of 23
coaches including one of second
AC , five of AC third, 11 of sleeper class, four of general second
class, one each of SLR and SLRD,
will be attached in this train.
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ith most political outfits
beginning to play to the
W
Hindu gallery for a change,
Goddess Durga seems suddenly to have become the
politicians' most adorable deity
ahead of the next year’s
Assembly elections — scheduled to take place in less than
seven months time.
Days after Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee announced
C50,000 each, for the committees organising Durga Puja it is
the turn of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to deliver a virtual address to the people of
Bengal on Durga Pujas.
The Prime Minister will for
the first time in his seven-yearrule virtually address the
Bengali population on October
22, the Maha Sashthi Day
(sixth day of the Pujas), the
State BJP leadership said.
“Prime Minister Narendra
Modi ji will deliver a virtual
address before the people of
Bengal on the auspicious occasion of Durga Puja,” senior
leader and party’s observer for
the State, Kailash Vijaybargiya
said on Monday. Modi is likely to address the people of the
State on October 22, he
said.
Not only the Prime
Minister Home Minister Amit
Shah too will reach out to the
Bengali population ahead of
the Pujas, the senior leader
said.
“We do not have the dates
as yet but we are trying to bring
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Amit Shah ji in Bengal before
the Durga Pujas,” Vijaybargiya
said adding the Home Minister
would visit North Bengal during this period.
The Prime Minister’s bid to
address the Bengal electorate
comes days after Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee announced
C50,000 each for the various
clubs organizing Durga Puja
apart from announcing honorarium for the Hindu priests
much in the line of her previous announcement of monthly allowances to the muezzims
and moulanas in 2013.
Meanwhile, in a related
development the Chief
Minister on Monday attacked
the BJP comparing it with a
pandemic for “using all kinds
of dirty tricks to infect the collective mind of Bengali people.”
Banerjee who was inaugurating the yearly edition of
Trinamool Congress mouthpiece Jago Bangla said “the BJP
is the worst pandemic… I have
not seen a bigger pandemic
than the BJP … it is worse than
the corona virus.”
Slamming the saffron outfit for “setting one community
against the other for winning

the elections,” Banerjee said
“they are playing all kinds of
dirty games to win the elections
but it is not easy to capture
Bengal without knowing its
culture. The BJP does not
know the culture of Bengal
which is tolerant, secular and
enlightened. They will never
win the elections … the people
have understood their politics
and will give them a befitting
reply in the coming
elections.”
Earlier the Chief Minister
on Monday came out with a
“special Puja gift for the corona patients” reducing the fees
for corona tests to C1,500 per
case.
“The Chief Minister has
been pleased to reduce the
rate for corona test to C1,500,”
State Chief Secretary Alapan
Bandopadhyay said. Earlier it
was C2,250. The Chief
Secretary also said that the
Government had decided to
add about 600 more corona
beds to the ICUs across the
State for treating the corona
patients
adding
“the
Government has also asked the
non government ambulance
service providers to reduce
their fare for carrying the corona patients.”
Besides, during the Pujas
the Government also decided
to cancel the leaves of all the
doctors and other medical staff.
This apart, a round-the-clock
monitoring centre would be
opened at Nabanna the State
secretariat, the Chief Secretary
said.
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New Delhi: The Information
Technology Ministry’s digital
arm Common Services Centers
(CSC) has partnered with IIT
Bombay through its Spoken
Tutorial initiative to provide various IT courses for youth in
rural India to enhance their job
readiness in IT and related sectors.
The courses available as
Free and Open Software (FOSS)
will be delivered through CSC
Academy centers at the block
level across the country in

audio-visual mode. The
audio lessons under the
Spoken Tutorial are available in all 22 official languages of India. The course
delivery is unique as the
youth can study IT programming courses at the
CSC Academy centers.
There will be trained
resources at each of the
CSC Academy to support
the students in learning.
Help Desk facility will also
be provided by IIT Bombay
to address the queries of the
students.
“It has been our
endeavour to provide quality education to students
and youth in rural areas to
bridge the digital divide.
Our association with IIT
Bombay is a significant
step in that direction.
Availability of courses in 22
languages will increase its
uptake among the youth in
rural areas, contributing
to an Atma Nirbhar Bharat.
This will also support in
skilling the youth to meet

the emerging technological
challenges,” CEO CSC Dr.
Dinesh Tyagi said.
Elaborating on the
partnership IIT Bombay
Director Prof. Subhasis
Chaudhuri said with this
ICT program we can
bridge the digital divide
between rural and urban
areas. “Language will not
be a barrier for learning as
this training program is
available in 22 official languages of India.
With proficiency certificate, youth from rural
areas will come up very
strongly in the job market
and India will become
Atma Nirbhar.” CSC
Academy provides access
to professional learning for
learners of diverse backgrounds and educational
needs. CSC has planned to
set up 7,000 CSC Academy
centres (one in every block)
across the country, out of
which more than 5000 are
i
n
place.
PNS
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Patna: Seven men in Bihar's Buxar district gangraped
a woman and killed her 5-year-old son, an official
said on Monday. One person has been arrested.
The incident was reported near Chaigain village
on Saturday. A man hunt is underway to nab the others, police said.
The victim had visited a bank in the village to
deposit money. While returning home, she was intercepted by the accused and taken to a nearby forest
area, where they took turns raping her.
Their brutality did not end there. The accused
then strangulated the mother and son (who had
accompanied her) using ropes and threw them in to
a canal.
The men thought them to be dead. However,
passersby rescued them and took them to Sadar hospital where doctors declared the child brought
dead. The woman survived. “The medical examination of the victim is complete and report is awaited.
We have arrested one of the accused named Munni
Ram and raids are on to nab others,” said KK Singh,
SDPO of Dumraon range.
RJD Rajya Sabha MP Manoj Jha slammed the law
and order situation in Bihar. “It is pathetic. Similar
to Hatras. The CM and deputy CM have no control
over law and order in the state.”
IANS

very single security personnel including jawans of the
Indian Army, who laid down
their lives in the line of duty this
year, went down only after
eliminating at least three terrorists in different anti terrorist
operations across Kashmir valley.
Director General of Jammu
& Kashmir Police Dilbagh
Singh on Monday said, “a total
number of 180 terrorists, 20
more than the previous year
tally of 160 have been neutralised till date in 75 successful operations while 55 security personnel including 15 army
men have sacrificed their lives
in action”.
He said a total number of 19
jawans of Jammu and Kashmir
police, 21 CRPF personnel and
15 Indian Army soldiers have
made the supreme sacrifice so
far.
On Monday, the joint team
of security forces gunned down
two more Lashkar-e-Tayyeba
(LeT) terrorists, including a

Abu Usama resident of
Pulwama. Referring to total
arrests made so far DGP said,
“180 terrorists and their associates/Over ground workers
have been arrested while a total
number of 26 terrorists have
joined the mainstream after
laying down their arms before
the security forces.

top Pakistani commander
involved in targeted killing of
security forces in the recent
weeks. A total number of 18 terrorists have been gunned down
in eight encounters in and
around Srinagar only.
In the last five days the
security forces have flushed out
10 terrorists in four different
operations in the Sugan area of
Shopian, Kulgam, Pulwama and
Srinagar, he added while patting
the back of the security personnel for conducting successful operations without suffering
any collateral damage.
Addressing a press conference in Srinagar on Monday,
Director General of Police
Dilbagh Singh said, “ a total
number of 10 terrorists have
been neutralised in four different operations in the last five
days in Kashmir valley”. He
said, the top LeT Commander
gunned down in Rambagh area
of Srinagar on Monday has
been identified as Saifullah (a
Pakistani National) while his
local associate has been identified as Irshad Ahmed Dar @

As per police records, the
LeT Commander Saifullah infiltrated earlier this year and since
the last two months had shifted his base from north to south
Kashmir. He was involved in
planning & executing several
major terror attacks on security forces which includes killing
of a CRPF officer at Chadoora

on 24/09/2020 and 02 CRPF
personnel at Kandizal area of
Pampore on 05/10/2020. He was
also part of the group involved
in killing of two police personnel at Nowgam Srinagar on
14/08/2020. Besides, he was
also involved in firing on convoy on 21/09/2020 in Nowgam
area.

36$DJDLQVW6KRSLDQVFKRROWHDFKHUVDV
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Jammu: Cracking its whip,
the Jammu and Kashmir Police
on Monday said it has booked
three teachers of a religious
school in Shopian district
under the stringent Public
Safety Act (PSA) after it came
to the fore that some of its students and alumni were found
involved in terror activities.
The religious school in
south Kashmir’s Shopian district had recently come on the
radar of the investigating agencies after 13 of its students were

found to have joined ranks of
different terrorist groups.
Students from Kulgam,
Pulwama and Anantnag districts of South Kashmir are
enrolled in the school.
Addressing a press conference in Srinagar on Monday,
Inspector General of Police,
Kashmir range Vijay Kumar
told reporters, the said school
is affiliated with the banned
Jamaat-e-Islami (JeI) outfit.
He also identified the
name of the school as Siraj-

uloom Imam Sahib. “It is not
that this school has not been
under observation. We have
already booked three teachers
of the school namely Abdul
Ahad Bhat, Rouf Bhat and
Mohammad Yusuf Wani under
the PSA”.
He said about half a dozen
other teachers of the school
were under surveillance.
(Conduct of) five to six
teachers of the school are
under surveillance (under
Section 107 CrPC).
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here is a worldwide demand for lock
hardware as well as brass idols, statT
ues and other brass household decorations, temple and church bells and
European figures in the developed
countries. Due to corona crisis, this
business has fallen to 70%. Restrictions
in temples on Shri Krishna Janmashtami
faded away from the shine of this brass
statue business. Now from 15 days, the
idol makers have started getting orders
which have risen from 25% to 30%.
Navratri starts from 17th October.

There is a demand for brass idols in various forms of Goddess Durga in
Navratri. Orders for Deepawali have
started coming from abroad. Demand
for Lakshmi Ganesh's brass sculptures
has also increased. Most consignments
are shipped by courier for urgent delivery.
The work of brass idol was affected since 22 March due to the closed
markets in other states of the country
with restriction of Covid-19 and the
production was halted in all the factories due to lockdown. Brass idol trading season starts from June.

New Delhi : CPI MP Binoy Viswam on
Monday filed a writ petition in Supreme
Court challenging the constitutional
validity of the newly enacted three agriculture laws. Urging the apex court to
strike down the laws as unconstitutional, the MP in his petition alleged that the
legislations violate the federal structure
of India's constitutional framework.
“The challenge proceeds on two levels: At the first level, the petitioner
claims that the passage of two of the farmers' Bills in the Rajya Sabha by a voice vote
deprived it of chance to properly deliberate and vote on the statutes prior to its
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he Covid-19 pandemic which
T
is getting propagated in large
numbers across the State has put
parents and teachers in Kerala in
a quandary. With the Test
Positivity Rate (Number of persons
per million testing positive) showing 15 per cent in the State and the
number of active Covid-19
patients breaching the one lakh
mark, an uncertainty stares at the
future of school students.
Students with whom The
Pioneer interacted expressed their
unhappiness over the on-line
classes. “We miss the classroom
ambience and the inter personal
contacts with teachers,” said Jaya
Krishnan, a 9th standard student
in a reputed school in Ernakulam.
He said class room sessions make
learning an interesting experience.
“The only relief we get is that

we need not carry heavy textbooks and notebooks to school.
We also miss the cricket and football maidans which had offered us
a refreshing feeling,” said Jaya
Ram, his twin brother.
But C Prakash, a scientistturned-teacher in Aluwa is faced
with a problem. “How to make
these students follow social distancing norms as mandated by
medical experts? Children are
children and they do not like
either parents or teachers making
them obey with an iron hand.
There should be a way out of this,”
said Prakash.
Dr C K K Nair, former principal scientist with Atomic Energy
Commission and an authority on
genetics engineering said the
only option was to keep the little
students at home and teach them
through on line. “It is not a permanent affair. We have to ensure
the safety of their health and this

is a contagious disease. The parents and teachers could handle
this situation,” said Dr Nair.
There are medical experts like
Dr C V Krishnaswamy who are
firm in their view that educational
institutions should remain shut
throughout the period of pandemic. “We should treat this as a
natural disaster. Since the vaccine
is yet to take shape and the
Government is no mood to incorporate
the
Ayurveda/Homeopathy branches
in the treatment protocol, all we
can do is to wait, wait patiently for
the pandemic to subside,” said Dr
Krishnaswamy.
Professional colleges in
Kerala, especially those teaching law, humanities and social
sciences have successfully
switched over to online format
which has been widely welcomed by the student community and teachers.
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Kolkata: The National
Commission for Minorities
(NCM) has sought a report
from
West
Bengal
Government within the next
15 days on the issue of the turban of a Sikh being allegedly
pulled off by the State police
during a political rally last
week, sources in the NCM said.
In a letter to West Bengal
Chief secretary Alapan
Bandopadhyay and DGP of the
State police, the NCM said the
commission had received a
complaint from Tajinder Pal
Singh Bagga, a senior leader of
Delhi BJP unit, on the alleged
pulling off of the turban of a
Sikh private security officer on
October 8.
"The undersigned is
directed to request you to send
a report in this matter within
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15 days so that the matter
could be placed before the
commission for its consideration," the letter signed by the
joint secretary of NCM, D E
Richards said.
Senior
officials of the state government declined to comment on
the issue. A controversy had
erupted on Thursday after the

West Bengal police allegedly
assaulted a Sikh and pulled his
turban during a BJP rally in
Howrah.
The police had said that
the man, identified as
Balwinder Singh was carrying
a firearm during BJP's march
to the state secretariat on
October 8 and that his headgear "had fallen off automatically in the scuffle that ensued".
The BJP has accused the
Trinamool Congress government in the state of hurting the
sentiments of the Sikhs.
The TMC in its turn has had
dubbed the allegations as
"baseless" and said accused
the BJP, which it has criticised
on a number of occasions on
a variety of issues, of "trying to
communalise the issue".
PTI

passing,” the Left leader said in a statement. According to Viswam, “this violates Articles 100 and 107 of the
Constitution of India, depriving the
Upper House of proper consideration of
the bill passed”. On the second level,
Viswam challenges the statutes on various grounds as being in violation of
Articles 14, 19, and 21 of the Constitution.
“The petitioner also charges parliament to have no legislative competence
to enact the legislations as being in violation of the division of subjects under
Schedule VII of the Constitution,” the
statement said.
PNS
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CHENNAI/KOCHI: The
Kerala Government has found
a new method to bring down
the number of new patients
afflicted with Covid-19. On
Monday the State saw the number of new cases diagnosed
with the pandemic getting limited to 5,930 as per the press
release issued by the
Department of Health. The day
saw authorities testing 38, 259
samples.
“There is some discrepancy in these numbers because it
is not possible to bring down the
number of new patients by half
within 24 hours. On Sunday, the
State tested 9,347 new cases but
the number of samples tested
were 62,000,” said a senior
Government doctor who has
been cynical from the beginning about the figures released
by the Government.
Out of the 5,930 persons
diagnosed with Covid-19 on
Monday, 4,767 contracted the
pandemic through social contacts. The day also saw 195

health workers getting afflicted
with Covid-19.
As 7,836 patients were
cured and were discharged
from hospitals, the total number of patients undergoing
treatment for Covid-19 stood
at 94, 388.
Meanwhile, the number of
new Covid-19 patients in Tamil
Nadu came down to 4,879. The
bulletin issued by the State
Health Department said that
80,162 samples were tested on
Monday. Number of fatalities
during the last 24 hours were
62 which took the tally till date
to 10,314. Total number of
Covid-19 patients in the State
were 43, 747, less than half of
that in Kerala.
Number of new patients in
Chennai came down to 1212,
while that of Coimbatore read
393. The three districts in
Chennai cluster also showed
considerable decrease in the
number of new patients diagnosed with the pandemic on
Monday.
PNS
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Amaravati: Expressing displeasure
over the investigation by the Andhra
Pradesh Crime Investigation
Department (CID), the Andhra
Pradesh High Court on Monday
directed the CBI to probe the alleged
derogatory comments made by a few
YSR Congress leaders against the
judiciary.
A bench comprising Justices
Rakesh Kumar and J Uma Devi,
directed the CBI to register an FIR
in the case and submit its report
within eight weeks.The court
expressed displeasure over the manner in which the state CID had conducted the investigation in the case.
The court also directed the state government to cooperate with the CBI.
A few YSR Congress leaders
allegedly posted derogatory remarks
against the judiciary on social media
platforms following a few verdicts
that went against the interest of the
Andhra Pradesh state government.On the directions of the High
Court, the Andhra Pradesh HC
Registrar General lodged a complaint
with the CID.

The state police wing has reportedly booked nine people in the
case, so far. The court took serious
note of the comments made by AP
Assembly Speaker Tammineni
Sitaram, Deputy Chief Minister
Narayana Swamy, MPs V Vijayasai
Reddy, Nandigam Suresh, former
MLA A Krishna Mohan and other
leaders belonging to the ruling YSRC
party and questioned the CID why
cases were not registered against
them.
“Their (YSRC leaders’) comments are perilous to democracy and
amount to an attack on the judiciary. If some ordinary person makes
any comment against the government, cases are promptly registered
against
such
persons. When persons in power
make comments against the judges
and the courts, why are they not
penalised? Looking at things, we are
left to infer that a war has been
declared on the judiciary,” the HC
bench commented during a hearing
last week.
PTI
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he Delhi Police has arrested five
members of a gang which used
T
to allegedly dupe people on the pretext of getting their bus or train tickets confirmed. The accused have
been identified as Sanjay Yadav (40),
a resident of Sultanpuri, Lal Babu
Sahani (27), a resident of Samaypur
Badali, Santosh Kumar (27), a resident of Badali and Rakesh Mandal
(26) and Rajeev Mandal (22), residents of Shakurpur.
According to Vijayanta Arya,
the Deputy Commissioner of Police

(DCP), Northwest district, a man
named Sanjay Kumar lodged a
complaint on October 6 at the
Mahendra Park police station in
which he alleged that he was duped
by some people on the pretext of
getting confirmed bus tickets.
“The man told the police that
on October 5, he, along with his 15year-old son, had come to Singhu
Border from Rai in Sonepat to
board a bus to his native place in
Uttar Pradesh's Barabanki. He and
his son first boarded an e-rickshaw
from Singhu Border to ISBT at
Kashmere Gate. Three men also

boarded the e-rickshaw along with
them. They pretended that they
were also going to Lucknow and
tried to befriended him,” said the
DCP.
“The accused asked Kumar if he
had a train or bus ticket to travel to
Barabanki and when they got to
know that Kumar did not have it,
the accused asked him to come
along with them to a ticket booking office at Jahangirpuri,” said the
DCP.
“The complainant and his son
de-boarded the e-rickshaw in
Jahangirpuri. Another man, pre-

tending to be an agent, approached
Kumar and asked him to provide his
ATM card and pin number so that
he could buy the bus tickets. Kumar
gave his ATM card and pin number to his son and sent him with
them to buy tickets,” said the DCP.
“One of the accused, who stayed
back with Kumar also left after 20
minutes, after telling him that he
was going to check whether tickets
have been booked or not.
Thereafter, Kumar got nine messages on his mobile regarding withdrawal of Rs 68,500 from his
account,” said the DCP.

“During investigation, police
scanned the CCTV footage and on
Saturday, all five accused were
apprehended from near Haiderpur
metro station. On interrogation, the
accused told the police that they
used to dupe people after befriending them by posing as passengers or
ticket agents,” said the DCP.
“The accused said during festive seasons, the number of people
commuting from Haryana, Punjab
and Delhi to Bihar and UP increases and the victims easily get trapped
as they are in need of confirmed
tickets, the DCP said.
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he BJP on Monday condemned former Chief
T
Minister and National

esteryears’ actress Khushbu
Sundar, for whom fans
Y
built a temple and an idli
was named after her, ditched
the Congress and joined the
BJP on Monday.
“The nation has to move
forward and we need somebody like our Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to take the
country in the right direction.
I am completely at service to
the BJP and I promise to do my
best and to the responsibilities
that will be given to me,” said
Khushbu after she was issued
primary membership by CT
Ravi, national secretary of the
BJP, at the party headquarters
in Delhi. She later met BJP
president JP Nadda.
Earlier, she dispatched her
letter of resignation from the
Congress to party chief Sonia

Gandhi saying: “Few elements
seated at a higher level within
the party, people who have no
connectivity with the ground
reality or public recognition are
dictating terms and people like
me who wanted to work for the
party sincerely are being
pushed and suppressed.”
Khushbu, known to be
hand-picked by former
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi joins the list of other
party spokespersons like Tom
Vadakkan and Priyanka
Chaturvedi who quit to join the
BJP and the Shiv Sena respectively. Another spokesperson
Sanjay Jha was suspended from
the party recently.
“I will work like any other
party workers,” said the actress
who also worked in Hindi
films like Sunil Dutt-directorial ‘Dard ka Rishta’ wherein she
played the role of his daughter.
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She was the national
spokesperson of the Congress
since joining the party in 2014.
During 2010 to 2014 she was in
the DMK as the blue-eyed girl
of the then party supremo M

Karunanidhi.
“It will not have any impact
on Tamil Nadu politics,”
Dinesh Gundu Rao, the
Congress’s in-charge for Tamil
Nadu, said.

Narayanan Thirupathi, BJP
spokesman, said Khushbu’s
joining the party would make
it more acceptable to the people of the State because of her
popularity and acceptability.
But Sam Rajappa, veteran
commentator and columnist,
said Khushbu joining the BJP
would not make any impact in
Tamil Nadu politics.
The BJP in Tamil Nadu is
facing an identity crisis and
Khushbu’s entry would not
add much fragrance or flavour
to the party, according to R
Rangaraj, author and scribe.
He pointed out that the
AIADMK with which the BJP
has an alliance kept the latter
away from recent assembly byelections in Tamil Nadu as the
former believes that the defeat in
38 out of the 39 seats in the Lok
Sabha election was due to an
anti-BJP wave in Tamil Nadu.
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Conference head Farooq
Abdullah and called his statement that he hoped Article 370
will be restored in Jammu &
Kashmir with China’s help, as
“seditious”.
“On September 24, Farooq
Abdullah said that if you go to
Jammu and Kashmir and ask
people if they are Indians, then
people will say that we are not
Indians. In the same statement, he also said it would be
good if we could join China,”
BJP National spokesperson
Sambit Patra said in a
Press conference here describing Abdullah as a “repeat
offender”.
He said Abdullah’s statement is a reflection of his
mindset. “In a way, Farooq
Abdullah justifies China’s

expansionist mindset in his
interview. At the same time,
another traitor comments that
if we get a chance in future, we
will bring Article 370 back
with China.”
“Questioning the sovereignty of the country, questioning the independence of
the country. Does it suit an
MP? Aren’t these anti-national things? The same Farooq
Abdullah had asked whether
PoK belongs to India’s father
that it will take PoK, as if
Pakistan had worn bangles,”
Patra said adding, “The kind of

softness Abdullah has shown
for Pakistan and China raises
a lot of questions.”
The BJP spokesperson saw
Abdullah and former Congress
president Rahul Gandhi as “cobrothers” toeing the same line
Attacking Rahul for questioning India’s surgical strikes
and air strikes on Pakistan,
Patra said now Farooq Abdullah
has become a hero in China.
He said Raul’s comments
on J&K following abrogation of
Article 370 were quoted by
Pakistan premier Imran Khan.
“Only Farooq Abdullah
says this is not so, if you go into
history and listen to the recent
statements of Rahul Gandhi,
you will find that these are two
sides of the same coin.”
“This is the same Rahul
Gandhi who said a week ago
that the prime minister is a
coward, the prime minister is
hidden, scared,” the BJP
spokesperson said.
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arge parts of the country’s
commercial Capital, the
L
neighbouring Thane, Palghar
and Raigad districts in the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
(MMR) went without power for
more than three and a half
hours on Monday, following a
combination of factors, including sudden tripping of three
major transmission lines and
two power generating units.
The power supply to many
parts of Mumbai, Thane, Navi
Mumbai, Palghar and Panvel —
all coming under the jurisdiction of MMR — snapped at
around 10.03 am owing to host
of factors, including tripping of
main 400kv Kalwa-Padgha line2, Mumbai’s 500 MW Tata
Power Station and 250 MW
Adani power unit at Dahanu.
Following the power
breakdown, the suburban services on the Western Railway
and Central Railway — considered the lifelines of Mumbai
— came to a standstill, following the power breakdown in
most parts of the metropolis
and surrounding areas of
MMR.
“Mumbai-Thane-Kalyan
power failure is being attended
to. Kalwa-Padgha transmissions line got tripped, hence
Thane-Palghar, Navi Mumbai
power is off. Consequently,
there was cascading effect in the
form of power failure to
Mumbai-Thane & Mumbai
suburban city. It will be restored
in approximately an hour,”
Maharashtra Energy Minister
Nitin Raut said.
The power supply came to
be restored in many parts of
Mumbai and surrounding areas
of Mumbai in stages from 12.15
pm to 1.30 pm.
Taking serious cognisance
of major power failure,
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray — who held
a meeting with State Energy
Minister Nitin Raut, his deputy
Prajkta Tanpure, State chief

secretary Sanjay Kumar —
ordered a comprehensive
enquiry into the circumstances
leading to the breakdown and
also asked the authorities to
take measures to ensure against
recurrence of a similar power
failure in the metropolis.
“CM Uddhav discussed the
power outage with Minister
for Energy @NitinRaut_INC
and directed that immediate
efforts be made to restore power
supply in Mumbai and the
Mumbai Metropolitan area,”
the Chief Minister’s Office
(CMO) tweeted.
“He has also instructed
@mybmcCommissioner Iqbal
Singh Chahal to maintain uninterrupted power supply to hospitals & directed the chief secretary that the control rooms &
fire brigade should be vigilant
& provide immediate assistance to prevent any accidents
due to power cut. The Chief
Minister has also directed the
suburban railways to coordinate
with the railway administration
for immediate relief to the
affected passengers,” the CMO
said in a couple of other tweets.
The flight operations at
the Chhatrapati Shivaji
International Airport (CSIA)
remained unaffected. The
power breakdown had no
impact on arrival and departures of flights.
Similarly, there was also an
impact on the road traffic
because the signaling system
was affected.
BEST Undertaking, one of
the power distributors in
Mumbai, said the power supply
was “interrupted due to TATA’s
incoming electric supply failure” at around 10.15 am
Following the disruption in
the suburban train services
caused by the power breakdown, the commuters were
seen jumping down from the
trains stranded midway and
walking towards nearest railway
stations. As there was power
supply at Vasai, the Western
Railway managed to operate
essential suburban trains on the
Borivali-Virar sector.
While the suburban services on the Western Railways
were restored at 12.20 pm, the
services on the Central
Railway’s harbour line were
restored at 10.50 am. The services on the Central Railway’s
main line resumed at 12.38 pm.
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he Supreme Court on
Monday sought response
T
from the Centre on a batch of
petitions challenging the constitutional validity of the newly
enacted three contentious farm
laws. A bench headed by Chief
Justice SA Bobde issued notice
to the Central Government
and sought its reply within four
weeks. The three laws —
Farmers’ (Empowerment and
Protection) Agreement of Price
Assurance and Farm Services
Act, 2020; Farmers’ Produce
Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation)
Act, 2020 and The Essential

Commodities (Amendment)
Act 2020 — took effect from
September 27.
The bench, also comprising Justices AS Bopanna and V
Ramasubramanian, was hearing pleas filed by Rashtriya
Janta Dal lawmaker from Rajya
Sabha, Manoj Jha; Congress
Lok Sabha MP from Kerala,
TN Prathapan and DMK Rajya
Sabha MP from Tamil Nadu,
Tiruchi Siva, and a petition
filed by Rakesh Vaishnav.
The petitions alleged that
the three farm laws passed by
Parliament would dismantle
the Agricultural Produce
Market Committees system
intended to ensure fair prices
for farm products.

tepping up their attack on
the
Uttar
Pradesh
Government over the Hathras
case, Congress leaders Rahul
Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra on Monday accused it of
being insensitive and unethical,
and said authorities are
indulging in victim-blaming
instead of putting criminals in
jail. The Congress also
launched a social media campaign, urging people, especially women, to speak up for the
Hathras victim.
“The Government’s attitude in the Hathras incident is
inhuman and unethical. They
are engaged in protecting the
criminals rather than helping
the victim’s family,” Rahul
Gandhi said. “Let us take one
step towards change, let us raise
our voice against the injustice
being done to women all over
the country,” he said in a tweet

in Hindi, using the hashtag
“SpeakUpForWomenSafety”. A
19-year-old Dalit woman from
Hathras district was allegedly
raped and attacked by four
men, and she later
succumbed to
injuries at a
Delhi hospital.
The form
e
r
Congress
president
said a few
days ago,
before
he
could reach
Hathras, he was
stopped by authorities. “I fail to understand, why
was I stopped and not allowed
to meet with the Hathras victim’s family,” he said.
Rahul alleged that the
moment he reached the victim’s
house and talked to her family, the government started
attacking the family. “It is not
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New Delhi: The
Supreme Court on
Monday sought the
Centre’s reply on a
PIL seeking equal
protection in law to
transgender people
on the grounds that
there was no penal provision which protects them from offences of sexual
assault. A Bench headed by Chief
Justice SA Bobde said it was a “good
case” which needed hearing.
The Bench, also comprising Justices
AS Bopanna and V Ramasubramanian,
asked senior advocate Vikas Singh,
representing petitioner lawyer Reepak
Kansal, to file details of cases where the
court had passed orders in the absence
of laws to deal with issues.
In a hearing conducted via video
conferencing, the bench referred to the
framing of the Vishaka guidelines to
deal with sexual harassment of women
at work places and the decriminalisation
of consensual gay sex by the apex court
in the absence of laws. Singh said he
would be filing such details as asked by
the court.
PTI

the government’s job to help
and protect the perpetrators of
the crime but send them to jail
and help the victim get justice.
The Uttar Pradesh government is not doing its
job and that is why
I am being
stopped,” he said
in a nearly twominute video
attached with
his tweet. The
video clip also
shows footage
of his visit to
Hathras and how
he was stopped.
“I want to tell the
Government to start doing its
job of sending the criminals to
jail and protect the victims.
This is not the story of just one
woman, this is the story of
lakhs of women in India. Lakhs
of women are looking up to the
Government, which is not
doing its work,” he said.

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Monday said it will
hear after four weeks a plea of
journalists’ organisation
against the arrest of a scribe by
UP Police in Mathura while he
was on way to Hathras, home
to a Dalit woman who died
after being allegedly gangraped
by four upper-caste men.
A Bench headed by Chief
Justice SA Bobde asked the
petitioner to amend the petition and observed that they
should approach the Allahabad
High Court for the relief.
The Kerala Union of

Working Journalists (KUWJ)
had filed a habeas corpus petition in the top court against the
arrest of the journalist,
Sidhique Kappan.
Senior advocate Kapil Sibal,
appearing for the petitioner,
told the bench, also comprising
Justices AS Bopanna and V
Ramasubramanian, that
Unlawful
Activities
(Prevention) Act charges have
been added in the case and no
court in the State will give his
client any relief.
“UAPA has been invoked.
No court will not give me bail

Priyanka said crimes
against women are rising and
instead of listening to the truth

and the voice of the victim
women, allegations are levelled against them and they are

and the case will go on for
years. This is a Habeas corpus
petition but we can file a fresh
petition under Article 32 of the
Constitution which came be
entertained by this court,”
Sibal said after the apex court
mentioned that the petitioners
should approach the Allahabad
high court for relief.
The apex court, however,
said that habeas corpus petition can be only filed by family members. Sibal then sought
time to amend the petition
after which the matter was
adjourned.
PTI
defamed. “This is the most
shameful and cowardly act,” she
said.
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he DRDO on Monday launched the indigenously designed and manufactured Nirbhay
T
subsonic cruise missile, with a range of 700 to 1,000
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ore than 52,000 voters, who are either senior citizens above 80 years of age or
are people with disabilities, have
opted for postal ballot in the first
phase of Bihar elections to be
held on October 28.
According to the Election
Commission (EC), Booth
Level Officers (BLO) in 71
constituencies spread across
16 districts of the state had approached over four lakh
voters of the two categories.
The remaining electors have preferred to visit the
polling booth to cast vote.
Those who have opted for the facility would be provided postal ballots on a pre-informed date by the concerned returning officers with proper security and
videography arrangements to ensure secrecy, safety, and
transparency in the process. Bypolls are to be held on
November 3 and November 7. BLOs will visit homes of
approximately 12 lakh such electors in Bihar in the next
two phases of elections to help them exercise the postal
ballot option.
An official explained that this postal ballot facility
is different from the one extended to service voters.

M

km, but aborted the trial after it developed a technical snag on Monday off Balasore integrated test
range, Odisha at about 10.30 am.
Scientists are now analyzing the snag before
conducting the next test shortly, sources said here.
The DRDO has already carried out several
successful trials of the ‘Nirbhay’ missile since
October 2014. Some of these missiles along with
Brahmos supersonic cruise missile and Akash
are now deployed at some crucial sites close to
the LAC since the stand-offs with China began
in mid May.
Powered by a solid rocket motor booster
developed by the Advanced Systems Laboratory
(ASL), the Nirbhay missile has an operational
range of 1,000 km, officials said.
In the last few weeks, India has test-fired a
number of missiles including a new version of
the surface-to-surface supersonic cruise missile
BrahMos and anti-radiation missile Rudram-1.
India also carried out successful test-firing of a
laser-guided anti-tank missile and nuclearcapable hypersonic missile ‘Shaurya’.
The successful test firing of Rudram-1 is
seen as a major milestone as it is India’s first
indigenously developed anti-radiation weapon.
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esearchers at Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), Madras, have
R
developed an environment-friendly anti-

einforcing the need for good
practices such as regular hand
R
washing and cleaning surfaces, a

bacterial food wrapping material that is
also fit for consumption.
According to the team, which has
also filed a patent for the wrapper, its
product can tackle two major problems
-- prevent packaged food contamination
by bacteria and reduce the plastic waste
generated in the environment when disposing the wrappers.
“We have developed a biodegradable
wrapping material with in-built anti-bacterial activity to prevent bacterial growth
in stored food. It degrades at various
environmental conditions with the rate
of degradation varying from 4 to 98 per
cent in 21 days, thus playing a major role
in plastic waste reduction,” said Mukesh
Doble, Professor, Department of
Biotechnology.
The films developed by researchers
were made with polymeric blends containing starch, polyvinyl alcohol, cyclic
beta glycans (CBG). The composition
was optimised to achieve the best film
with a smooth texture, flexibility, uniform thickness and good clarity.
“Our anti-bacterial coated polymer
wrapper was used for wrapping paneer,
meat and chicken and its performance
was tested. Samples were placed in 4

study has found that novel coronavirus responsible for Covid-19
may survive for up to 28 days on
common surfaces, including banknotes, glass — such as that found
on smartphone screens — and stainless steel. The laboratory study by
Australia’s national science agencies
is published in the Virology Journal.
The research, undertaken at the
Australian Centre for Disease
Preparedness (ACDP), found that
SARS-CoV-2 survived longer at
lower temperatures and on nonporous or smooth surfaces such as
glass, stainless steel and vinyl, compared to porous complex surfaces
such as cotton.
The researchers at CSIRO,
Australia’s national science agency,
also found that the novel coronavirus survived longer on paper banknotes than plastic banknotes.
“Establishing how long the virus
really remains viable on surfaces
enables us to more accurately predict and mitigate its spread, and do
a better job of protecting our people,” said CSIRO Chief Executive
Larry Marshall.

degrees Celsius and 30 degrees Celsius
for 10 days and tested for the effect of
the coating on reducing the bacterial
growth with respect to the uncoated
wrapper,” said Puja Kumari, research
scholar at IIT Madras.
“Our study found that 99.999 per
cent reduction in bacterial colonies was
observed in food samples wrapped with
our anti-bacterial wrap and stored at 30
degrees Celsius for 10 days when compared with a plain wrapper. This study
also suggests that our anti-microbial
wrapper can, to some extent overcome,
the reduced availability of cold storage
units,” she added.
Packaging is projected to grow into
a US$72.6 billion industry in India by
2020 from about US$31 billion in 2015,
with a proportionate rise in waste volumes. According to a report by World
Economic Forum, if no immediate steps
are taken, oceans may have more plastic than fish (in terms of weight) by 2050.

“At 20 degrees Celsius, which is
about room temperature, we found
that the virus was extremely robust,
surviving for 28 days on smooth surfaces such as glass found on mobile
phone screens and plastic banknotes,”
Debbie Eagles, Deputy Director of
ACDP added.
For context, similar experiments for Influenza A have found
that it survived on surfaces for 17
days, which highlights just how
resilient SARS-CoV-2 is, the
researchers said.
The study involved drying the
virus in an artificial mucus on different surfaces, at concentrations
similar to those reported in samples
from infected patients and then reisolating the virus over a month.
Further experiments were car-

ried out at 30 and 40 degrees
Celsius, with survival times decreasing as the temperature increased.
The study was also carried out in the
dark, to remove the effect of UV
light as research has demonstrated
direct sunlight can rapidly inactivate
the virus.
“While the precise role of surface transmission, the degree of surface contact and the amount of virus
required for infection is yet to be
determined, establishing how long
this virus remains viable on surfaces
is critical for developing risk mitigation strategies in high contact
areas,” Eagles said.
According to Professor Trevor
Drew, Director of ACDP, many
viruses remained viable on surfaces
outside their host.
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,QGLDVKRXOGVWD\MXVWXQGHUWKHGLSORPDWLFWKUHVKROGDQGHQJDJHPRUH
YLVLEO\ZLWK7DLZDQHVSHFLDOO\LQHFRQRPLFWLHVWRNHHS&KLQDLQFKHFN

,

QDQ\RWKHU\HDUWKH7DLZDQHVH1DWLRQDO'D\FHOHEUD
WLRQVLQ,QGLDZRXOGQ·WKDYHDVVXPHGVXFKSROLWLFDO
SURSRUWLRQVKDGERWKQDWLRQVQRWEHHQDWWKHUHFHLY
LQJHQGRI&KLQD·VPD[LPDOLVWDPELWLRQV6RWKH\QHHG
HGWRPDNHDVWDWHPHQWDERXWVWDQGLQJE\HDFKRWKHU
LQWKHIDFHRIDVKDUHGJHRSROLWLFDOWKUHDW,QDPRYH
ODGHQZLWKDPHVVDJHWR&KLQDSRVWHUVRIWKHHYHQWZHUH
SXWXSRXWVLGHWKH&KLQHVHHPEDVV\E\DUXOLQJ%-3
PHPEHU WKRXJK WKH\ ZHUH WDNHQ GRZQ ODWHU RQ WKH
JURXQGVRIQRWKDYLQJWKHUHTXLUHGSHUPLVVLRQ%XWWKH\
KDGVHUYHGWKHLUSXUSRVH6LPLODUO\7DLZDQ·V3UHVLGHQW
7VDL,QJZHQWKDQNHG´GHDUIULHQGVLQ,QGLDµIRUVHQG
LQJZLVKHVIRUWKHDQQXDOFHOHEUDWLRQFOHDUO\LQWHQGHGWRULOHXS&KLQDIXUWKHUDIWHULWVHPEDVV\
LVVXHGD´OHWWHUµWRWKH,QGLDQPHGLDWRQRWFRYHU7DLZDQ·V1DWLRQDO'D\DVLWZRXOGYLR
ODWHRXU´2QH&KLQDµSROLF\1RWRQO\WKDWVKHHYHQPHQWLRQHGWKH/DGDNKVWDQGRIILQKHU
VSHHFKDPRQJPDQ\H[DPSOHVRI&KLQHVHH[SDQVLRQLVWWHQGHQFLHVLQWKHUHJLRQ:KDW
&KLQDGRHVQRWXQGHUVWDQGLVWKDWWKH,QGLDQPHGLDLVIUHHWRSXUVXHLWVRZQSROLFLHVLQGH
SHQGHQWRIWKHRIILFLDO*RYHUQPHQWOLQHDQGLVQRWEHKROGHQWRIROORZLW7KH´2QH&KLQDµ
SROLF\PHDQVWKDWWKH*RYHUQPHQWGRHVQ·WKDYHGLSORPDWLFWLHVZLWK7DLZDQWKRXJKERWK
VLGHVKDYHWUDGHRIILFHVZKLFKRSHUDWHDVGHIDFWRHPEDVVLHV%H\RQGWKHRIILFLDOHVH7DLZDQ
KDVDOZD\VEHHQEXLOGLQJVWURQJHUHFRQRPLFDQGFXOWXUDODVVRFLDWLRQVZLWK,QGLD,QIDFW
LWLVORRNLQJDW,QGLDDVDSRWHQWLDOEXVLQHVVGHVWLQDWLRQDVWKH86WUDGHZDUZLWK&KLQD
KDVSXVKHGLWVFRPSDQLHVWRORRNIRUQHZHUPDUNHWV%HVLGHVWRFRXQWHU&KLQD·VFROR
QLDOWDNHRYHURIWKHHFRQRPLFDQGFXOWXUDOVSDFHLQVRXWKDQGVRXWKHDVW$VLDZLWKLWV%HOW
DQG5RDG,QLWLDWLYH7DLZDQKDVVHWXSLWVRZQVRXWKERXQGSROLF\7KLVIRFXVVHVRQVWUHQJWK
HQLQJWLHVLQWKHDUHDVRIFXOWXUHWRXULVPHGXFDWLRQDQGWUDGHZLWKVRXWKHDVWDQGVRXWK
$VLDQFRXQWULHVZLWK,QGLDEHLQJSLWFKHGDVRQHRIWKHSLYRWDOFROODERUDWRUV7KHQHZ3UHVLGHQW
LVSXUVXLQJWKLVDJJUHVVLYHO\RQHRQRQHZLWKHDFKQDWLRQ7UDGHEHWZHHQ,QGLDDQG7DLZDQ
ZLOOOLNHO\WRXFKELOOLRQRYHUWKHQH[WIHZ\HDUVDQGWKLVKDVOHGWRV\QHUJLHVDFURVV
VHFWRUVZLWKFRQVLVWHQWPHGLDFRYHUDJHRIWKHVDPH/LWWOHZRQGHUWKHQWKDWWKH0LQLVWU\
RI([WHUQDO$IIDLUVGLVPLVVHGWKH&KLQHVHHPEDVV\·VLQVWUXFWLRQVVD\LQJWKH´IUHHµ,QGLDQ
PHGLDZRXOGUHSRUW´DVLWVHHVILWµ&KLQDPXVWUHDOLVHWKDWWKH,QGLDQPHGLDGRHVQRWRSHU
DWHE\WKHUXOHVDQGIUDPHZRUNRILWVRZQ3UHVVZKLFKLVDQH[WHQVLRQFRXQWHUIRULWVSUR
SDJDQGD$QGDVDIUHHPHGLXPLQDGHPRFUDF\,QGLDDOORZVGHEDWHVDQGGLVFRXUVHRQ
HYHU\WKLQJLQFOXGLQJIRUHLJQSROLF\DQGDOORZVHYHQGLVVHQW%HVLGHVLWKDVRQO\WRPHD
VXUHWKHFRYHUDJHDQGLPSRUWDQFHWKDW&KLQHVH3UHVLGHQW;L-LQSLQJLVJLYHQZKHQHYHUKH
YLVLWV,QGLD7KH*RYHUQPHQWPD\KDYHWREHYLJLODQWDERXWVHQVLWLYLWLHVDQGDQ[LHWLHVEXW
WKH,QGLDQPHGLDLVZHOOZLWKLQLWVULJKWWRFULWLFLVH&KLQDDQGJLYHVSDFHWR7DLZDQ(YHQ
LI&KLQDLQVLVWVRQ´JRRGIDLWKµLWPXVWUHDOLVHWKDWLWKDVORQJEURNHQWKDWXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
ZLWKSUHGDWRU\PRYHVLQ/DGDNKDQGLQVLVWLQJRQUHFODLPLQJERUGHUSRVLWLRQVIURP
$QGLQDKRVWLOHHQYLURQPHQWGLSORPDWLFQLFHWLHVFDQQRWEHH[SHFWHG6WLOO,QGLDKDVQHYHU
VXEYHUWHGWKHUXOHRIODZVRIDUGHVSLWH&KLQHVHSURYRFDWLRQV
0HDQZKLOH7DLZDQWRRKDVXVHGLWV1DWLRQDO'D\WRUHDVVHUWLWVSROLWLFDODQGFXOWXU
DOLGHQWLW\DQGXQGHUFXWLWVH[LVWHQFHDVWLHGWRWKHPDLQODQG,WFRPPHPRUDWHVD
XSULVLQJLQWKHFHQWUDO&KLQHVHFLW\RI:XKDQDJDLQVWWKHQDWLRQ·VODVWLPSHULDOG\QDVW\
7KLVOHGWRWKHFUHDWLRQRIWKH5HSXEOLFRI&KLQDZKLFKOHDGHU&KLDQJ.DLVKHNWKHQEURXJKW
WR7DLZDQVHYHQGHFDGHVDJRZKHQKHIOHG%HLMLQJDVWKH&RPPXQLVW3DUW\WRRNSRZHU
,WLVMXVWDERXWUHPHPEHULQJDKLVWRULFDOHYHQWEXWDOORZV7DLZDQWRWHFKQLFDOO\E\SDVVDQ\
WKLQJWKDWZRXOGVXJJHVWWRWDOLQGHSHQGHQFH<HWLWDOORZVLWZLJJOHURRPWRDVVHUWLWVKLV
WRULFDOSROLWLFDODQGFXOWXUDOLGHQWLW\VXEWO\$QGOHYHUDJHLWVHOIYLVDYLV&KLQDZKLFKKDV
EHHQEUHDWKLQJGRZQRQLWE\VHQGLQJMHWVLQWKH7DLZDQHVHVWUDLWV$VIDUDV,QGLDLVFRQ
FHUQHGLWFDQXVHLWVSUR[LPLW\WR7DLZDQPRUHHIIHFWLYHO\DQGGLVFRPIRUW&KLQDMXVWOLNH
LWGRHVE\XVLQJ3DNLVWDQDJDLQVWXV7KHILUVWEORZFRXOGEHHFRQRPLFE\UHGXFLQJGHSHQ
GHQFHRQ&KLQHVHJRRGVDQGPRYLQJWRKLJKTXDOLW\7DLZDQHVHSURGXFWVSDUWLFXODUO\LQ
WKHWHFKQRORJ\DQGHOHFWURQLFVSDFH7KH*RYHUQPHQWKDVEHHQRYHUWO\FDUHIXODERXWUHOD
WLRQVZLWK7DLSHLIRUIHDURID&KLQHVHKLWEDFN,QUHWXUQIRULQFUHDVHG7DLZDQHVHLQYHVW
PHQWLWFDQZLGHQLWVDFFHVVWRRXUPDUNHWVDQGDFWDVDQHQDEOHURI7DLZDQ·VLQFOXVLRQ
DWDOOJOREDOFRPPHUFLDODQGVWUDWHJLFERGLHVDQGFRRSHUDWLRQJURXSV7KLVZD\LWFDQKDYH
DQDOO\LQ&KLQD·VLPPHGLDWHQHLJKERXUKRRGDQGXVHLWDVDQLUULWDQWDORQJVLGHWKH4XDG
LQLWLDWLYHZLWKWKH86$XVWUDOLDDQG-DSDQ7KDW&KLQDLVXQHDV\DERXWWKH,QGLDQDWWHPSW
WRHQFLUFOHLWLVHYLGHQWIURPLWVPRXWKSLHFH*OREDO7LPHVVD\LQJVXFKFORVHQHVVWR7DLZDQ
ZRXOG´RQO\H[DVSHUDWHWKHDOUHDG\VRXUHG&KLQD,QGLDWLHVµ,QIDFW,QGLDFDQYHU\ZHOO
XVH7DLZDQDQGWKH7LEHWTXHVWLRQ³ E\MRLQLQJWKH86OHGFDPSDLJQRQWKHODWWHU³ WR
IRUFH&KLQDLQWR\LHOGLQJVRPHJURXQGDWWKHQHJRWLDWLQJWDEOH,QWUDQVLJHQWWKRXJKLWPLJKW
EH%HLMLQJUHDOLVHVWKDWLWFDQQRWULVNRSHQKRVWLOLW\ZLWK,QGLDLQDSRVWSDQGHPLFZRUOG
ZKHUHRSLQLRQLVORDGHGKHDYLO\DJDLQVWLW%HVLGHV,QGLDFDQVWD\MXVWXQGHUWKHGLSORPDW
LFWKUHVKROGDQGQLJJOH&KLQD,QVWHDGRIEHLQJPXWHGLWFDQEHYLVLEO\VHHQWRKHLJKWHQ
LWVFRQIDEXODWLRQVZLWK7DLZDQDQG7LEHWDQUHSUHVHQWDWLYHVMXVWDERXWHQRXJKWRSUHVVXUH
&KLQD,WLVKLJKWLPHZHWZHDNRXUVWDWXVTXRLVWSRVLWLRQV

EhZ_WVRed

$VµHPSHURURIFOD\¶5DIDHO1DGDOHTXDOV5RJHU)HGHUHU¶V
IHDWZKLOH/HZLV+DPLOWRQHTXDOVWKDWRI6FKXPDFKHU
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KH\HDUZLOOJRGRZQDVDZHLUG\HDULQPRUH
ZD\VWKDQRQH7KHILQDOVRIWKH)UHQFK2SHQWHQ
QLVWRXUQDPHQWDQGD)RUPXOD*UDQG3UL[UDFH
LQ*HUPDQ\WDNLQJSODFHRQWKHVDPH6XQGD\LVIDUIURP
XVXDO,QVWHDGRIKXJHFURZGVHQMR\LQJWKHORQJGD\V
RIWKHQRUWKHUQ(XURSHDQVXPPHUWKH)UHQFK2SHQDQG
(LIHO*UDQG3UL[DWWKH1XUEXUJULQJVDZDVSDUVHVFDW
WHULQJRIVSHFWDWRUVHYHQWKRXJKWKDWLQLWVHOIZDVXQWKLQN
DEOHDPRQWKDJR%XWWKHIHZZKRDWWHQGHGVDZKLV
WRU\EHLQJPDGH,QWHQQLVWKHPDQIURP0DOORUFD5DIDHO
1DGDOZRQKLVWKWLWOHLQ3DULVLQWKHODVW\HDUV
QRWRQO\HTXDOOLQJ5RJHU)HGHUHU·VUHFRUGRIPHQ·V
VLQJOHV*UDQG6ODPWHQQLVWLWOHVEXWDOVRUHDIILUPLQJKLVWLWOHDVWKH´(PSHURURIWKH&OD\
&RXUWµ$QGWKHPDQKHGHIHDWHG1RYDN'MRNRYLFLVQRVORXFKHLWKHUIRUPLQJWKHWKLUG
DUPRIWKHWHQQLVWULXPYLUDWH6LQFH·V:LPEOHGRQ&KDPSLRQVKLSZRQE\)HGHUHUWLOO
WKHWRXUQDPHQWWKDWMXVWHQGHGLQ3DULVWKHVHWKUHHPHQKDYHZRQDVLPSO\DVWRXQGLQJ
RIWKH*UDQG6ODPVRQRIIHU<HWDPRQJWKHPRQO\1DGDOKDVPDGHDFKDPSL
RQVKLSWUXO\KLVRZQ)HGHUHUKDVKHOGWKHUHFRUGIRUPRUHWKDQ\HDUVIURPKLV:LPEOHGRQ
ZLQULJKWDIWHUKHEURNH3HWH6DPSUDV·UHFRUGRI$QG1DGDO·VJDPHURVHWRWKH
RFFDVLRQDVKHH[FHOOHGKLVRZQVW\OHDQGWDFWLFVDQGGHPRQVWUDWHGDUDUHWDXWQHVV
7KHQWKHUHLV/HZLV+DPLOWRQDPDQZKRFOHDUO\GRPLQDWHVKLVVSRUWE\DFRXQWU\
PLOH2QKLVZD\WRHTXDOOLQJWKHOHJHQGDU\0LFKDHO6FKXPDFKHU·VUHFRUGRIVHYHQZRUOG
WLWOHVDWWKH1XUEXUJULQJDUDFHWUDFNFORVHWRWKH*HUPDQGULYHU·VKRPHWRZQKHFUHDWHG
DUHFRUGRI)RUPXODUDFHZLQV,IWKH%ULWLVKGULYHUNHHSVRQUDFLQJLQQRRQH
ZLOOEHWDJDLQVWKLPEHFRPLQJWKHILUVWPDQWRZLQ)RUPXODUDFHVDQGVHWWLQJDQHZ
UHFRUGRIZRUOGWLWOHV7KHQWKHUHZHUHKHDUWWRXFKLQJPRPHQWV-XVWDV)HGHUHUKDGZDUP
ZRUGVRIHQFRXUDJHPHQWIRU1DGDO6FKXPDFKHU·VVRQ0LFNSUHVHQWHG+DPLOWRQZLWK
RQHRIKLVIDWKHU·VKHOPHWV+DGKHEHHQZHOO6FKXPDFKHUZRXOGKDYHKLPVHOIEHHQWKHUH
/LNH1DGDO+DPLOWRQKDVRWKHUVQLSSLQJDWKLVKHHOV8QOLNH1DGDOKHKDVQRRWKHUSHU
VRQZLWKZKRPKHQHHGVWRVKDUHWKHJUHDWQHVVLQKLVJHQHUDWLRQ2IFRXUVHRQHFDQ
DUJXHWKDWWHQQLVLVDVSRUWZKHUHWKHTXDOLW\RIWKHHTXLSPHQWGRHVQRWPDNHVXFKDJUHDW
GLIIHUHQFHEXW+DPLOWRQLVDWDQRWKHUOHYHO7KHZRUOGPLJKWKDYHORVWDJUHDWVXPPHURI
VSRUWLQEXWZHDUHLQIRUDIDQWDVWLFDXWXPQRIVSRUWV
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he new farm laws might
not be as disruptive as
their critics want us to
believe. They are apparently as logical and
timely reforms as interventions like
State procurement and notifying of
Minimum Support Price (MSP)
had been in the mid-1960s. The
ruling and Opposition parties are
engaged in a wholly avoidable
fracas, both refusing to view things
in totality. The Opposition is
indulging in loathing and fearmongering, reminiscent of the
times when economic liberalisation was introduced in 1991.
Paradoxically, it was the Congress’
Government then. The party now
is behaving differently when in the
Opposition.
The Government’s cavalier attitude to the Opposition parties’
stance is equally uncharitable.
Motives have been imputed to their
decision. They are accused of having a vested interest in the
Agricultural Produce Market
Committee (APMC)-run mandis,
besides being friendly towards the
middlemen who call the shots in
those market yards. Ironically, on
the National Agriculture Market
portal (eNAM), started by the
present Government in 2016, there
were no less than 83, 958 commission agents registered as on August
31. Why is the Government promoting middlemen here?
The fear that APMC-run mandis would be abolished is largely
unfounded. The eNAM platform
can today boast of connecting
about a 1,000 of them across 18
States and three Union Territories
(UT). However, the passage of the
Bills was not preceded by any kind
of consensus-building. There was
no dialogue with the farmers’
unions, State Governments or the
Opposition parties. The laws were
rushed through the Ordinance
route on June 5. This starkly contrasts with the spirit of federalism
and the consensus model that
marked the implementation of
the Goods and Services Tax (GST).
The matters concerned with agriculture being under the State list in
Schedule VII of the Constitution
called for Centre-State consensus.
The legislative competence of
Parliament to discuss a Bill on a
subject placed in the State list
(Schedule VII of the Constitution)
was questioned by some members.
However, we have precedence of
the Seeds Act, 1966, which is a
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Central legislation. It was one of
the key legislations enacted
during the Green Revolution
era. Still, one is reminded of how
the Atal Bihari Vajpayee
Government approached the
contentious subject of contract
farming. This was envisaged in
the National Agriculture Policy
2000. Instead of bringing a
Central law, the Government in
2003 circulated a Model
Agricultural Produce Marketing
(Regulation) Act to the States for
adoption in 2003. The ensuing
UPA-I Government continued
the policy. Contract farming was
included as an option in the
National Farmers Policy (2007).
By August 2007, a total of 15
States had brought amendments
in the APMC (Regulation) Acts
based on the model legislation.
Why did the four Labour
Codes, recently enacted, did not
become a source of dispute
despite the presence of controversial provisions? This was
because the Codes, meant to
reduce 29 existing labour laws
into four legislations, were vetted by the department-related
Standing Committee of the Lok
Sabha. It was chaired by
Bhartruhari Mahtab of Biju
Janata Dal. The Government
agreed to several suggestions of
the committee.
How justified is the claim that
previous governments had kept
the farmers in chains? Such a
view stems from inadequate
appreciation of facts. Definite
pro-farmer measures were taken
by Indian National Congress
since 1937 when it formed gov-

ernments in coalition in seven
out of 11 provinces (under
Government of India Act 1935).
These included debt relief measures, tenancy reforms and
licencing and regulation of
money lenders and so on. But
separation from Burma (now
Myanmar) from the Indian
Union in 1937 stressed rice
availability in India.
India’s agricultural policy
since Independence was aimed
at attaining food security. With
fragmented landholdings, inadequate electricity supply, pitiable
irrigation facilities and poor
acreage, production was insufficient. To bridge the requirement and availability of food
grains, India entered into an
agreement with the US under
their Public Law 480 on August
29, 1956. It allowed India to
obtain wheat, rice, cotton, dairy
products and tobacco in Indian
rupees. It could not, however, be
denied that import of food
grains, in excess of the market
requirement, de-incentivised
the farmer to produce more.
The production increased as the
imports were brought down to
realistic levels around 1966.
However, the completion of
the Bhakra-Nangal Dam on
Beas-Sutlej (1963) was an
achievement of the Jawaharlal
Nehru Government, which
accelerated the advent of the
Green Revolution.
The current regime of MSP
and Government procurement
is a legacy of the short-lived Lal
Bahadur Shastri Government
(June 11, 1964 to January 10,

1966). It had its origin in the
decline in wheat production,
consecutively between 1962 to
1964, and decline and marginal recovery of rice production
during the corresponding period. This compelled the
Government to revisit its open
market policy for wheat and
modest control on transport
and sale of rice. The severity of
the food shortage could be
understood from the sheer
number of speeches that Shastri
delivered on the subject as the
Prime Minister. His Selected
Speeches, published by the
Publications Division, Ministry
of I&B (1972) categorises a
total of 10 under “Food
Problems.”
The Shastri Government
moved in towards a regime of
greater regulation and control
on sale, purchase and movement of food grains. On January
1, 1965, two new organisations
were created, which became
the hallmark of the
Government’s intervention in
the agricultural sector. These
were Food Corporation of India
(FCI) and Agricultural Prices
Commission (now Commission
for Agricultural Costs and
Prices). The ambit of
Government procurement,
which was limited to a few edible items in the beginning, now
extends to 23 items (in addition
to sugarcane).
The developments since the
Green Revolution (1967) have
led to the growth in acreage
and food surplus situation.
Time is ripe for addressing the

neglected problem of agricultural marketing. In pursuit of
doubling the farmers’ income
by 2022 (from the level of
2016), the Narendra Modi
Government formed a committee led by Ashok Dalwai,
IAS. The committee produced
a 14-volume eminently readable report. Though the decision to “liberalise” the farm was
not among its direct recommendations, one has to realise
that significant decisions are
always political rather than
bureaucratic in nature. The
farmers must have better alternatives for remunerative pricing with legal safeguards. Even
today, there is no legal restriction on farmers selling his/her
product in the open market.
What cripples the farmer, however, is not merely the logistical problem but also the
absence of a legal architecture
to protect his/her interests.
A single line in these Acts,
like “notwithstanding anything
contained in the aforesaid sections, no trade transactions
should take place below the
notified MSP”, would have
allayed the misgivings of the
farmers. A line in time could
have saved the Government
from putting eight Cabinet
Ministers on ground (not
including the Agriculture and
Farmer Welfare Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar) to convince agitating agriculturists.
(The writer is an author and
independent researcher based in
New Delhi. The views expressed
here are personal)
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3_^db_\QYb`_\\edY_^
Sir — The air quality index
(AQI) in the capital remains
“poor” as there has been a rise in
the concentration of both PM10
and PM2.5 pollutants. According
to the System of Air Quality and
Weather Forecasting And
Research (SAFAR), PM10 pollutants are expected to reduce to
238, a scale which falls under the
“moderate” category, during this
week while PM2.5 pollutants are
expected to reach 117, which falls
under the “poor” category.
SAFAR also estimated around
448 stubble-burning fires on
October 10. However, due to the
transport-level wind speed,
which is not so calm, the high
accumulation of pollutants in
Delhi is not happening. It is said
that the impact of stubble fire is
likely to reduce due to change in
wind direction. This comes as
good news as high pollution levels coupled with the ongoing
pandemic will be life-threatening. The Government should
take strict measures to ensure
the AQI level doesn’t increase.
Also, as the festive season
approaches, a blanket ban on fire
crackers should be announced.
Nihal Raj
Noida
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WT_a^Q[T\fXcWcWTad[X]VQhcWTBd_aT\T2^dac
^]_a^cTbcbX]_dQ[XR_[PRTbeXbPeXbBWPWTT]1PVW
XbcWPcXceTaVTb^]PYdSXRXP[RTacPX]chP]S\XVWc
aT]STaST\^RaPRh[TbbeXQaP]c8cXb_PaPS^gXRP[cWPcP
_TPRTUd[ST\^RaPcXR_a^cTbccWPcf^]fXSTP__a^QP
cX^]PbP]PbbTacX^]^U_T^_[T³b_^fTaP]SPbPcT\
_[PcTU^acWTR^]SdRc^UcWT_a^cTbcTabP]ScWTaXVWc
]Tbb^UcWTXaRPdbTfPbcTa\TSPbP]°T]Ra^PRW\T]c±
P]SP]°^QbcadRcX^]±CWTbXcTfPb^][hX]RXST]cP[c^
cWT _a^cTbc Xcb _a^gX\Xch c^ cWT _a^cTbcTab³ W^\Tb
Tg_[PX]TSXcbRW^XRTCWTX]cT]cX^]^UcWT_a^cTbcTabfPb
Q^]PUXSTXcfPbc^_TabdPSTcWT6^eTa]\T]cc^aTeXb
XcPSXbRaX\X]Pc^ah[PfP]S]^cc^Q[^RZcWTcW^a^dVW
UPaTCWTX]R^]eT]XT]RTRPdbTSc^R^\\dcTabQh°^RRd
_PcX^]±^UP]Paa^f_Pac^UPfXSTa^PSWP[U^UXcfPb
QPaaXRPSTSQhcWT_^[XRTRP]]^cQT\TPbdaTSPVPX]bc
cWT[PaVTaR^]bT`dT]RTb^UcWTP\T]STS[Pf
>]cWTUPRT^UXccWTad[X]V[^^ZbPRRT_cPQ[TPbXc
VdPaP]cTTbcWTaXVWcc^UaTT\^eT\T]cQdcXc\PhX]
TUUTRcT\PbRd[PcT_a^cTbcbFWT]XcR^\Tbc^PRR^aS

C

6Qb]UbcµYcceU
Sir — The Government had set
a target of doubling farmers’
income by the year 2022 but
given the economic state of the
country, this won’t be possible
any time soon. Adding to it, the
three farm Acts that were recently passed by Parliament would
lead to farmers being “reduced to
farmworkers” and big corpora-

X]VST\^RaPcXRb_PRTU^aRXcXiT]bc^_a^cTbc[PfbWPeT
c^QTT]U^aRTSX]PU[TgXQ[T\P]]Ta>]T^UST\^RaP
Rh³bbcaT]VcWXbXcbaTbX[XT]RTc^PRR^\\^SPcT_a^cTbcb
P]SaTb_^]Sc^cWT\RaTPcXeT[hCWTP_TgR^dac]TTSb
c^aTeXbXc8]SXP³bWXbc^ahP]ScWT]STRXSTXUPSTbXV]Pc
TSPaTPU^a_a^cTbcbaTP[[hYdbcXUXTbXcbRPdbT.
63PeXS<X[c^]
<PadcWP]R^ST

tions taking over “large swathes
of land”. The Opposition needs
to continue opposing the Acts
and pressure the Centre for profarmer reforms that include the
Minimum Support Price (MSP)
guarantee. Farmers should be
free from exploitation not only
by intermediaries but also by corporate giants.
Abdussalam
Mumbai

329dQ[Uce`8QdXbQc
Sir — The Central Bureau of
Investigation ( CBI ) has taken
over the investigation of the
gang-rape and murder case of the
19-year-old Dalit woman of
Hathras, Uttar Pradesh. The
agency’s move came almost eight
days after UP Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath recommended a CBI
probe, amid a growing political

storm over the death of the victim and her hurried cremation by
the administration in the absence
of her family. The Opposition has
even called for the CM’s resignation over the issue. The CBI has
already registered a case against
one of the accused, earlier registered at Chandpa police station
in Hathras. This will be a chance
for the Centre to separate itself
from the UP Government that
has been grossly mishandling the
case. The CBI shouldn’t let the
State manipulate the findings and
build a strong case based on facts
and make sure that the victim
gets justice.
Bhagwan Thadani
Mumbai

CdbYSd`e^YcX]U^d
Sir — Angry with his wife for
refusing to source money from
her parents, a 26-year-old man in
Ramamurthy Nagar, Bengaluru,
has allegedly burnt her private
parts. The police should take
strict action against the culprit
and the victim needs to be given
security.
MN Qasmi
Kolkata
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\
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$VWHSLQWKHULJKWGLUHFWLRQ
,WLVJRRGWKDWWKH5%,KDVNHSWWKHUHSRDQGUHYHUVHUHSRUDWHVXQFKDQJHGRUHOVHLQWKH
FXUUHQWHFRQRPLFVFHQDULRDQ\IXUWKHUFXWZRXOGKDYHEHHQLQIUXFWXRXV
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RXQHYHUNQRZKRZVWURQJ\RXDUHXQWLOEHLQJVWURQJLVWKHRQO\
FKRLFH\RXKDYHµJRHVDIDPRXVVD\LQJ,WUHVRQDWHVZLWKWKH
VLWXDWLRQWKDWWKHZRUOGLVJRLQJWKURXJKQRZDQGHFKRHVWKH
HPRWLRQVWKDWDOORIXVKDYHEHHQH[SHULHQFLQJRYHUWKHSDVWIHZ
PRQWKVGXHWRWKHSDQGHPLFDQGWKHVXEVHTXHQWORFNGRZQ7KHQHZ
ZRUNIURPKRPHURXWLQHDORQJZLWKPDQDJLQJKRPHVFKRROLQJSDU
HQWLQJDQGKRXVHKROGUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVDUHIRUFLQJXVDOOSDUWLFXODU
O\ZRPHQWRVWUHWFKRXUWLPHDQGVWUHQJWKWRWKHOLPLW7KHQXPHU
RXVWDVNVDUHOLQHGXSOLNHGRPLQRHVHYHU\GD\DQGHDFKUROHFRP
PDQGVPHWLFXORXVSUHFLVLRQDQGFDXWLRXVWUHDGLQJOHVWRQHLQFRU
UHFWVWHSFUHDWHVDGHYDVWDWLQJFDVFDGLQJHIIHFW
$VWKHSDQGHPLFFRQILQHGXVWRRXUKRPHVWKHFRQVWDQWIHHO
LQJRIEHLQJRYHUZKHOPHGNHSWFRPLQJEDFN$QGDV,ORRNHGDURXQG
DQGFRQQHFWHGZLWKRWKHUPRWKHUVDQGZRUNLQJZRPHQWKHVDPH
VHQWLPHQWVZHUHHFKRHGE\DOO+RZHYHUZRPHQDUHQRWIUDLOFUHD
WXUHVPHQWDOO\5LJKWIURP-LMDEDLWKHH[HPSODU\PRWKHURIWKH0DUDWKD
ZDUULRUNLQJ6KLYDMLWR-DFLQGD$UGHQWKH\RXQJHVW3ULPH0LQLVWHU
LQWKHZRUOGZKRZDVODXGHGIRUKHUHIIHFWLYHOHDGHUVKLSLQSDQGHP
LFPDQDJHPHQWLQ1HZ=HDODQGWKHH[DPSOHVRIVWURQJZRPHQDUH
IDUWRRPDQ\,QIDFW$UGHQVDYHGKHUFRXQWU\IURPWKHVHULRXVUHSHU
FXVVLRQVRI&RYLGZKLOHDOVRIXOILOOLQJKHUUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVDVDQXUV
LQJPRWKHURIWZLQV<RXQJPRWKHUVFDQUHODWHWRKHUDVWKH\MXJ
JOHEHWZHHQZRUNLQJIRURUOHDGLQJRUJDQLVDWLRQVQXUWXULQJFKLOGUHQ
DQGPDQDJLQJKRPHVDQGFDUHHUV:HDOOFDQUHDOO\WU\DQGGRWKH
SHUIHFW´EDODQFLQJDFWµ
:RPHQDFURVVWKHJOREHH[SHULHQFHGDSURIRXQGVKLIWLQWKHLU
OLYHVDVWKHXQSUHFHGHQWHGFLUFXPVWDQFHVOHGWRDORVVRIQRUPDO
URXWLQHVDQGPDQDJLQJWDVNVZLWKDQLQWHQVLW\WKDWQHYHUH[LVWHGEHIRUH
7DVNVWKDWKDGSUHYLRXVO\EHHQGLVWULEXWHGDPRQJYDULRXVVWDNHKROG
HUVLQFOXGLQJJUDQGSDUHQWVKRXVHKHOSVDQGHYHQVFKRROVKDYH
IDOOHQVTXDUHO\RQSDUHQWVDQGHYHQPRUHGLVSURSRUWLRQDOO\RQZRPHQ
%XWZRPHQKDYHULVHQWRVRPDQ\FKDOOHQJHVEHIRUHDVZHOO,WLV
WKHXQLTXHDELOLW\WKDWZRPHQKDYHRIHPSDWK\WUXVWDQGHIIHFWLYH
FRPPXQLFDWLRQWKDWKDVOHGWKHPLQPDQDJLQJWKLVXQFKDUWHGWHU
ULWRU\:RPHQKDYHDZKROHPL[RIOLIH·VH[SHULHQFHVZLWKWKHPZKLFK
PDNHVWKHPWKHULJKWFDQGLGDWHWRWDNHFKDUJHRIWKLVSDQGHPLF7KH\
EHFRPHILHUFHO\SURWHFWLYHRIWKHLUIDPLOLHVDQGVSHFLDOO\RIWKHLUFKLO
GUHQDQGLWLVWKLVDWWLWXGHLQWKHPLGVWRIWKH&RURQDYLUXVRXWEUHDN
WKDWKDVVWRSSHGPDQ\ZRPHQIURPYHQWXULQJRXWRIWKHLUKRPHV
ZLWKRXWDVROLGUHDVRQIRULW
7KHUHVLOLHQWFRUHRIZRPHQDQGWKHLUHPSDWKHWLFRXWORRNWRZDUGV
VRFLHW\PDNHWKHPVWURQJLQGLYLGXDOVDQGLWLVSUHFLVHO\EHFDXVHRI
WKLVUHDVRQWKDWVHYHQRXWRIHYHU\KHDOWKZRUNHUVDUHZRPHQ
VD\VD:RUOG+HDOWK2UJDQLVDWLRQ :+2 VWXG\%XWLQDOOWKLVFKDRV
OLHVDQRSSRUWXQLW\WROHDUQ6HHNLQJKHOSIURPWKHIDPLO\DQGWKHLU
FRRSHUDWLRQLQPDQDJLQJHYHU\GD\MREVLVVRPHWKLQJZRPHQZLOO
KDYHWRGR(YHQD´VXSHUPRPµFDQQRWGRHYHU\WKLQJDORQH2QH
FDQQRWH[SHFWWKHZRUNRIDSDUHQWWHDFKHUKRPHPDNHUDQGDZRUN
LQJZRPDQWREHDFFRPSOLVKHGLQWKHVDPHKRXUVZLWKRXWVWDQG
LQJUHVXOWV7KLVWLPHDZD\IURPVFKRROKDVDOVRJLYHQSDUHQWVSDU
WLFXODUO\PRWKHUVDQRSSRUWXQLW\WRWUDLQDQGJXLGHWKHLUFKLOGUHQDQG
PDNHWKHPVWHSXSDQGWDNHRQPRUHUHVSRQVLELOLWLHV'LYLGLQJKRXVH
KROGFKRUHVVHWWLQJXSUHZDUGVIRUFRPSOHWLRQRIGHGLFDWHGWDVNV
RUHYHQDSSODXGLQJWKHLUHIIRUWVZRXOGJRDORQJZD\LQLQFXOFDWLQJ
DVHQVHRIUHVSRQVLELOLW\LQ\RXQJPLQGV
:HPXVWWKDQNWKHZRUOGIRUDOORZLQJWHFKQRORJ\WREHDQLQWH
JUDOSDUWRIRXUOLYHVWRGD\DVLWKDVSOD\HGDNH\UROHLQKHOSLQJXV
WRDGMXVWWRWKLVQHZQRUPDO,WPDGHOLIHEHDUDEOHGXULQJWKHORFN
GRZQE\NHHSLQJXVRFFXSLHGZLWKHQWHUWDLQPHQWHQDEOHGFRPPX
QLFDWLRQDQGPDGHDFFHVVLELOLW\WRHGXFDWLRQDQGWKHQHFHVVLWLHVRI
GDLO\OLYHVHDV\DWWKHFOLFNRIDEXWWRQ1RWRQO\WKDWWHFKQRORJ\
KDVDLGHGPLOOLRQVLQNHHSLQJWKHLUMREVDQGPHHWLQJWKHLUSURIHV
VLRQDOFRPPLWPHQWVE\DOORZLQJRQOLQHDFFHVVWRZRUNDQGPDQ
DJLQJUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVZLWKRXWKDYLQJWRYHQWXUHRXW
7KHRXWEUHDNKDVQRWRQO\FKDQJHGWKHFRXUVHRIOLYHVRISHR
SOHDOORYHUWKHZRUOGEXWKDVDOVRFUHDWHGDKXPDQLWDULDQUHYROX
WLRQWKDWZLOOOHDGWRWKHHPHUJHQFHRIEHWWHUKXPDQEHLQJVJOREDO
O\:HKDYHJUHDWRSSRUWXQLWLHVWREHKXPDQHWRGD\EHLWWRZDUGV
RXUORYHGRQHVIDPLOLHVFRZRUNHUVRUHYHQDVWUDQJHURQWKHVWUHHW
VWUXJJOLQJZLWKOLIH·VSUREOHPV%\VHUYLQJKHOSLQJJLYLQJWRRWK
HUVDQGE\WDNLQJWLPHRXWIRURXUVHOYHVJRLQJEDFNWRWKHEDVLFV
DQGUHVSHFWLQJQDWXUH&29,'KDVPDGHXVHYROYHDVKXPDQV,WLV
LPSRUWDQWIRUZRPHQWRVXSSRUWRWKHUZRPHQLQWKHVHWU\LQJWLPHV
:RPHQKDYHEHHQILJKWLQJPDQ\GLIILFXOWEDWWOHVIRUORQJDQGWKLV
WLPHLVQRH[FHSWLRQ/HWXVWRJHWKHUWDNHFDUHRIWKHHOGHUO\LQRXU
IDPLOLHVDQGDURXQGXVQXUWXUHFKLOGUHQWDNHFDUHRIWKHPHQDQG
EHFRPSDVVLRQDWH\HWVWURQJ
7KHZULWHULV&KDLUSHUVRQ$PLW\+XPDQLW\)RXQGDWLRQDQG
$PLW\6FKRRORI)LOPDQG'UDPD
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EDD1=6D?C0
n the last bi-monthly Monetary Policy
Committee’s (MPC) review announced by its
Governor Shaktikanta Das on August 6, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had kept the policy repo
rate unchanged at four per cent. It had also kept the
reverse repo rate or the interest rate the banks get
on their surplus funds parked with the RBI
unchanged at 3.35 per cent. It continued with the
“accommodative” stance of the monetary policy as
long as necessary to revive growth and mitigate the
impact of COVID-19, while ensuring that inflation
remains within the target.
In the build-up to the next bi-monthly review
(originally scheduled for October 1, which was postponed to October 9, due to the delay in appointment of three external members of the MPC), there
was an expectation that there wouldn’t be any
changes this time round. Things have happened on
expected lines even as the RBI has maintained status quo on key policy rates.
There are four major reasons as to why any further action in gliding the policy rate on the downward trajectory — as demanded by a certain section of the industry — was totally unnecessary.
First, ever since the incumbent Governor took
charge (December 2018), the RBI has handed out
a cumulative reduction in repo rate of 2.5 per cent.
Of this, during 2019, a total cut of 1.35 per cent was
delivered in five instalments, the last one being under
the policy review announced on October 4, 2019.
This brought down the rate from 6.5 per cent in the
beginning of the year to 5.15 per cent on its close.
The apex bank also tried to boost the economy by
pumping liquidity using policy instruments such as
Open Market Operations (OMOs).
The above policy moves were made in the backdrop of the slide in the real Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) growth that had commenced in the third
quarter of the financial year (FY) 2018-19 and continued all through FY 2019-20, the intent being to
not just contain the slide but also to revive it. Yet,
the deceleration continued with growth plunging to
a little over three per cent during the last quarter of
FY 2019-20 and the yearly figure settling at a low
of 4.2 per cent. But that did not deter Das from continuing with a cut in the policy rate.
On March 27, he reduced the policy rate by 0.75
per cent. This was followed by a further cut of 0.4
per cent on May 22, thus delivering a total reduction of 1.15 per cent post-pandemic. Das also
announced on March 27 and April 17 measures like
reduction in the cash reserve ratio (CRR), auction
of Targeted Long-Term Repo Operations (TLTRO),
hike in accommodation under the Marginal
Standing Facility (MSF) and so on, to inject total liquidity close to C5,00,000 crore.
Despite these measures, growth during the first
quarter of the current FY plunged to minus 24 per
cent. During the second quarter ending September
30, though the situation was not as bad, the growth
was still lower than during the corresponding quarter of 2019 (for the whole of the current year, Das
has projected a decline of 9.5 per cent — that, too,
is predicated on positive growth during the last quarter). These trends clearly show that neither reduction in policy rate, nor pumping liquidity in the system are working.
Second, according to Das, of the 1.35 per cent
reduction in the policy rate during the pre-COVID
phase, only about 0.6 per cent was transmitted by
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banks by way of corresponding reduction
in the lending rate. If transmission is not
even 50 per cent then, why keep harping
on a cut in the policy rate. Are we to infer
that banks are pocketing the differential?
The truth is, we are trying to see a strong
correlation which either does not exist or
is very feeble, if at all there is one. A bank
fixes the interest rate it charges from borrowers based on the interest rate it pays
on deposits, plus cost of its intermediation.
It has also to factor in the cost of non-performing assets (NPAs) or loans which can’t
be recovered. Even as the policy rate is
posited as an external benchmark for
determining lending rate, the latter can’t
exactly follow the movement in the former. A perfect correlation would have
been possible if only the RBI was its sole
source of funding; but that is theoretical,
to say the least. Third, despite the RBI
opening several taps and banks flushed
with funds for onward lending (this was
done during FY 2019-20 and on a much
larger scale during the current year), the
latter have not stepped up lending. During
2019-20, bank credit grew by 6.1 per cent,
less than half of the 13.4 per cent growth
registered during 2018-19. The trend has
got aggravated during the current year.
Overall non-food credit off-take from the
banking system declined by C1,40,000
crore to over C90 lakh crore during
April-July, 2020.
On April 17, while announcing reduction in the reverse repo rate from the existing four per cent to 3.75 per cent, Das had
argued it would goad banks to lend to
businesses instead of parking excess funds
with itself (they were then holding a gargantuan C6,90,000 crore with the RBI).
The rate has since been further lowered
to 3.35 per cent to ensure that banks don’t
keep the money with the apex bank;
instead lend. Yet, the excess funds parked

by them have crossed C8,00,000 crore.
Apart from the disruption caused by the
contagion and the resultant compression
in demand for credit, sanctions and disbursements have also been impacted by
the banks’ increasing risk-aversion and
conservative approach to lending.
Fourth, the initial uninterrupted spell
of lockdown for three months and even
thereafter, intermittent lockdowns at the
State/local level, have exterminated
demand on a scale never seen before.
Apart from lakhs of businesses downing
shutters, millions losing jobs or facing cut
in wages and salaries, even those who survived the COVID onslaught and had surpluses, could not spend (due to the sheer
compulsion of “social distancing”, forcing
prolonged closure of a vast swathe of businesses especially in the service sector, like
restaurants, cinema halls, multiplexes,
tourist destinations and so on).
The gravity of incapacitation engineered by the pandemic can be gauged
from the fact that currently, cash with the
public is at a historic high of about
C26,00,000 crore or 15 per cent of the GDP
(assuming 10 per cent contraction in nominal terms during FY 2020-21) — up from
the C17,00,000 crore it was at the time of
demonetisation in November, 2016.
A major factor that has a profound
impact on demand has a lot to do with
scams galore. These involve siphoning off
funds from banks, non-banking finance
companies (NBFCs) or even directly
from the public (say by builders) and so
on. Running into hundreds of thousands
of crores, these add to the personal
wealth of a select few, which is either
stashed abroad or kept within India as
“undisclosed income” (black money).
Had this money remained with millions
to whom it actually belongs, this would
have added hugely to the purchasing

power, reduced the NPAs of Banks/NBFCs
and increased their ability to lend more.
Unlike the pall of gloom surrounding
the August meeting of the MPC, this time
the RBI exudes confidence even as the
Governor sees the “Indian economy
entering into a decisive phase, seeing easing of contraction in various sectors. Deep
contractions of Q1 are behind us and silver linings are visible in easing caseloads
across India.” He also sees retail inflation
to be moderating from the third quarter
onward, driven by a bright agriculture outlook and oil prices remaining rangebound. The Governor has also promised
measures as necessary “to assure market
participants of access to liquidity and easy
finance conditions” (C20,000 crore-OMO
auction next week and On-tap TLTROs
of C1,00,000 crore to be made available till
March 2021 — linked to the repo rate —
are some of the steps in this direction).
These are add-ons to the existing pool
of measures in the same category. Just as
those measures failed to deliver, it is
unlikely that these incrementals will do
any better. It is good that the RBI has kept
the key policy rates like repo and reverse
repo rates unchanged or else in the current scenario, when the economy is
besieged with structural constraints, any
further cut thereof would have been rendered infructuous. A holistic approach is
needed to address the structural constraints of the economy. This should
encompass policy reforms to lift business
sentiment and boost investment; tackle
NPAs on a war footing; goad banks into
proactively taking up project lending; and
result in stern measures to deal with scams
with greater emphasis on prevention. Sans
these, any stimulus won’t be of much use
in lifting the economy.
(The writer is a New Delhi-based
policy analyst)
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he Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, 1989 was enacted with the objective of protecting
marginalised communities against
discrimination and atrocities by the
upper castes and the rich and privileged. Section three of the Act enunciates the nature of various actions
against a SC/ST person to constitute
an offence punishable under it.
The provision stipulates that any
act, which is derogatory to human dignity, constitutes an offence under the
Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989.
The Supreme Court, too, in the
Nandini Sundar case, observed that
the Constitution itself, in no uncertain
terms, demands that the State shall

T

strive incessantly and consistently to
promote fraternity among all citizens
such that the dignity of every person
is protected, nourished and promoted. The conduct of the police in cremating the Dalit gang-rape victim
from Hathras, allegedly without the
consent of the family members, constitutes an offence under the
Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989.
The Hathras gang-rape and the
subsequent events leading to the cremation of the victim by the police in
the dead of night raises the question
whether the State had responded to
the incident as required?
The incident shows that the atrocities committed against the Dalit girl
were two-fold. First, the gang-rape of
the victim by the accused, who
allegedly belong to the upper caste and
second, the conduct of the police in
cremating the body after sunset,
allegedly without the consent of family members.
The conduct of the police raises
a suspicion that officials were trying
to protect the accused. She was
allegedly attacked on September 14
and succumbed to her injuries on
September 29. A statement has been

made by the police that the postmortem report does not disclose any
evidence of rape. Obviously since the
post-mortem was conducted after a
lapse of more than eight days of the
alleged incident, there is a big possibility of the evidence of rape getting
erased. However, there is a dying declaration made by the victim that she
was subjected to gang-rape, which is
admissible in evidence.
Now the issue is whether the State
can remain a silent spectator without
responding against the alleged conduct of the police in cremating her
body without the consent of the family members, which also constitutes an
atrocity under the Prevention of
Atrocities Act, 1989.
The response of the State in the
present scenario is only at the mercy
of the politicians who are running the
Government. There is no “body”
constituted under the Constitution,
which in such circumstances can
take cognisance of the conduct of the
erring officials involved in the alleged
crime and take necessary action
against them without the interference
of the Government.
Though Article 338 of the

Constitution contemplates the setting
up of the National Commission for
SCs and Article 338A of the
Constitution constitutes a commission
for STs, they are only recommendatory bodies. The Constitution only
confers power upon them to prepare
reports and the President shall cause
all such reports to be laid before each
House of Parliament, along with a
memorandum, explaining the action
taken or proposed to be taken on the
recommendations relating to the
Union and the reasons for the nonacceptance, if any, of such
suggestions.
Obviously the President will be
acting on the aid and advice of the
Ministers. Therefore, the commission
cannot take action against the people,
who are involved directly or indirectly in the entire episode. The implementation of the recommendations of
the commission is within the domain
of the political system. Therefore,
there is no other Constitutional provision or a created body, which comes
to the rescue of the victim when the
Government does not respond in a
proper manner.
There has to be a mechanism pro-

vided by the Constitution to respond
to such a situation. The apex court,
while deciding the review petition of
Dr Subhash Kashinath, observed that
the prevailing conditions in various
areas of the country show that the
SCs/ STs are still struggling for equality and for exercising civil rights. They
have been suffering ignominy and
abuse and they have been outcast
socially for centuries. It was also
observed that every person has the
right to live with dignity and the right
to die with dignity, too.
In fact, the Supreme Court, while
upholding the constitutional validity
of the Prevention of Atrocities Act,
1989, observed that all the three
ideas, liberty, equality and fraternity,
are intimately linked. The right to
equality sans liberty or fraternity
would be chimerical, as the concept
known at present would be reduced
to equality among equals, in every
manner a mere husk of the grand
vision of the Constitution.
Likewise, liberty without equality or fraternity can well result in the
perpetuation of existing inequalities
and worse, result in licence to indulge
in society’s basest practices. It is fra-

ternity, poignantly embedded through
the provisions of Part III, which
assures true equality, where the State
treats all alike, promises the benefits
of growth and prosperity to all, with
equal liberties to all, and what is more,
guarantees that every person treats
every other citizen of the country in
a like manner.
Obviously, the State actors at the
higher level due to political interference would not respond as the situation mandates. There has to be an
independent body which can spring
into operation to take necessary
action against erring State officials.
Therefore, Article 338 and 338A of the
Constitution have to be amended,
conferring powers upon the commission to take necessary action directly against the State or non-State
actors who indulge in illegal acts.
Unless such a suitable amendment is
made incorporating such powers,
justice cannot be done to victims and
there cannot be any effective implementation of the Prevention of
Atrocities Act, 1989.
(The writer is Advocate, at the
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana High
Courts)
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ndustrial production
declined by 8 per cent in
IAugust,
mainly due to lower
output of manufacturing,
mining and power generation
sectors, official data showed
on Monday.
According to the Index of
Industrial Production (IIP)
data, manufacturing sector
pro duc t ion reg istered a
decline of 8.6 per cent, while
the output of mining and
power segments fell 9.8 per
cent and 1.8 per cent, respectively. The IIP had contract-

ed by 1.4 per cent in August
2019. " It may not be appropriate to compare the IIP in
the post pandemic months
with the IIP for months preceding the COVID 19 pandemic," the Ministr y of
Statistics and Programme
Implementation said in a
statement.
"With the gradual relaxation of restrictions, there has
been a relative improvement
in the economic activities by
varying degrees as well as in
data reporting," it added.
Meanwhile, the contraction in IIP in July has been

revised to (-)10.8 per cent
from the (-) 10.4 per cent
provisional data released last
month. Similarly, May IIP
has been revised marginally
to 33.4 per cent contraction
from 33.9 per cent decline.
The decline in IIP for
June remained unchanged at
(-) 15.8 per cent.
The government had
imposed a lockdown to contain the spread of COVID-19
infections on March 25, 2020.
The IIP had shrunk by
57.3 per cent in April as
most industrial and commercial est ablishments

remained closed.
As per the latest data, the
manufacturing sector, which
constitutes 77.63 per cent of
the IIP, recorded a decline of
8.6 per cent in August 2020,
as against a contraction of 1.7
per cent in the same month
last year. Similarly, mining
sector output fell 9.8 per cent
as against a flat growth in
August 2019.
Power generation shrank
by 1.8 per cent, compared to
a contraction of 0.9 per cent
a year ago.
Output of capital goods,
which is a barometer of
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he Government's measures
to boost consumption
T
demand by providing more
money into the hands of individuals would require a central
Government employee to
spend in excess of C1 lakh to
claim leave travel concession
reimbursement of just over
C30,000.
As per the LTC fare schedule provided by the finance
ministry, the deemed airfare
(round trip) for a person entitled to travel business class is C
36,000 while those entitled for
economy class air travel and rail

travel (any class) is C20,000 and
C 6,000, respectively.
What this means is that
under the special cash package
involving LTC, an individual
will have to spend in excess of
C1,08,000, C60,000 and C
18,000, respectively between
now and March 31 to get fare
reimbursement as per entitlement for unused portion of
LTC. Similarly, for getting 10
days' reimbursement of leave
travel encashment available
under LTC package to
Government employees, an
individual will have to spend
value equivalent to the encashment to get the refunds.
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ITC
170.5
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1.75
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1
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0.8
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2,255.75 2,226.25 2,236.00
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SCRIP
NIFTY NEXT 50
LTI
BIOCON
MCDOWELL-N
ADANITRANS
TORNTPHARM
LUPIN
INDIGO
INFRATEL
BERGEPAINT
NAUKRI
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BANDHANBNK
TATACONSUM
PGHH
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ABBOTINDIA
PIDILITIND
MUTHOOTFIN
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AUROPHARMA
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SBICARD
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DLF
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NMDC
PFC
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COLPAL
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UBL
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ICICIPRULI
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ICICIGI
HINDZINC
BANKBARODA
MOTHERSUMI
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2,820.00
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1,242.00
200
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27,539.80
3,512.70
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536.65
295
2,849.30
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1,389.75
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3,545.55
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332.35
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10,026.05
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88.5
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29.75
1,288.25
702
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1,262.40
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45.55
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LOW
27,181.20
2,936.00
443.85
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282.35
2,797.00
1,025.00
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217.65
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233.2
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839
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80.4
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12,491.05
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700.5
28.25
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660
966.3
370.6
1,995.10
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416.7
2,282.15
1,204.45
197.3
41.2
110.8

LTP CHANGE
27,297.35 -112.95
3,199.00
271.75
462
10.1
530.5
9.15
294.5
4.5
2,841.05
41.35
1,043.40
14.2
1,386.00
18.8
188.5
2
607.95
5.35
3,480.00
23.1
1,517.25
10.05
327.5
2.05
474.05
2.8
10,020.00
48.55
371.5
1.6
16,100.00
63.95
1,477.50
5.4
1,146.00
3.55
438.5
0.5
121.9
-0.05
218
-0.15
832.05
-2.5
238.5
-0.85
367.95
-1.4
1,313.00
-6.8
846
-4.65
516.2
-2.9
2,704.00
-19.8
155.8
-1.2
2,380.20
-18.5
80.8
-0.75
86.15
-0.85
703.05
-7.15
3,042.15
-31.6
12,579.00
-158.8
1,443.35
-19.5
708.85
-11
28.4
-0.5
1,260.00
-24.05
671
-12.95
968.5
-22.05
372.85
-8.65
2,008.40
-49.2
171.35
-4.65
417.65
-11.9
2,302.00
-65.8
1,211.90
-35.65
198
-10.6
41.9
-2.4
114
-7.1

"The LTC mone y of
Government employees to
buy consumer goods would
dry up those funds for the
travel sector. Additionally, it
would also send a vote of noconfidence to the tourism
travel and hospitality industry which was looking to get
back on its feet after 'Unlock'.
Since this (LTC) is a 4-year
block scheme, it will also cut
away funds for future travel
demand source for the next
year when the LTC block
ends in 2021," Federation of
Ass o ciations in Indian
Tour ism & Hospit ality
(FAITH) said, reacting to the

Government's announcements on Monday.
Central Government
employees get LTC in a block
of 4 years (one to anywhere in
India & one hometown or two
for hometown).
The entitlement for air or
rail fare, as per pay scale, is
reimbursed and in addition,
leave encashment of 10 days
(pay + DA) is paid.
The government has
allowed reimbursement
scheme for LTC as due to
Covid-19, employees are not in
a position to avail full quota of
LTC in the current block of
2018-21.

investment, fell by 15.4 per
cent in August as against a
contraction of 20.9 per cent
earlier. Consumer durables
output also declined by 10.3
per cent, as against a contraction of 9.7 per cent in
August 2019.
Consumer non-durable
goods production fell 3.3 per
cent, compared to a growth of
3.1 per cent a year ago.
The IIP for April-August
period has contracted by 25
per cent, according to the
data. It had registered a
growth of 2.5 per cent during
the same period last fiscal.
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quity benchmarks pared
early gains but managed to
E
end modestly higher on
Monday after the finance minister announced fresh stimulus
measures to revive festive
demand and boost the economy. After rallying nearly 400
points in the morning, the 30share BSE Sensex buckled
under selling pressure in afternoon trade, before ending
84.31 points or 0.21 per cent
higher at 40,593.80.

Similarly, the NSE Nifty
rose 16.75 points or 0.14 per
cent to close at 11,930.95.
Both the key indices have
extended their winning streak
to eight sessions. In a bid to
stimulate consumer demand
during the festival season and
boost the economy, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
on Monday announced payment of cash in lieu of LTC and
Rs 10,000 festival advance to
government employees.
She also announced additional capital spending and Rs

12,000 crore, 50-year interestfree loan to states to boost the
economy that has been battered
by the pandemic and the resulting lockdowns.
ITC was the top gainer in
the Sensex pack, spurting 2.59
per cent, followed by Infosys,
Asian Paints, HCL Tech,
PowerGrid, Maruti, TCS and
ICICI Bank. On the other
hand, Bharti Airtel, ONGC,
HDFC Bank, IndusInd Bank
and Bajaj Auto were among the
main laggards, shedding up to
2.33 per cent.
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Mumbai: The rupee snapped
its three-session winning run
on Monday, declining by 12
paise to close at 73.28 against
the US dollar amid weakening
Asian peers against the greenback. Starting off on a bullish
note, the Indian currency
touched the day's high of 73.06
before losing momentum. It
swung 25 paise during the
session. Clocking its first loss
in four sessions, the domestic
unit finally settled 12 paise
lower at 73.28 against the
American currency.

otton Association
of India (CAI) has
C
increased the estimate
for cotton output by
5.50 lakh bales to 360
lakh bales for the 201920 season in its
September estimate
due to higher production in the central zone.
The total cotton production in 2018-19 (OctoberSeptember) stood at 312 lakh
bales, the CAI said in a statement on Monday.
CAI in earlier its estimate
had pegged the production at

354.50 lakh bales
for the 2019-20
season.
The production estimate for
the central zone
has been increased
by 5.50 lakh bales
that is 2.50 lakh
bales each in
Gujarat
and
Maharashtra and 50,000 bales
each in Madhya Pradesh.
The total cotton supply till
the end of the season, that is up
to September 30, was at 407.50
lakh bales, which consists of the
opening stock of 32 lakh bales
at the beginning of the cotton

season on October 1, 2019,
crop for the season estimated
at 360 lakh bales and imports
estimated at 15.50 lakh bales.
The imports are estimated
to be lower by 16.50 lakh bales
compared to the previous year's
estimate of 32 lakh bales.
Domestic consumption for
the entire crop year, that is up
to September 30, has been
estimated at 250 lakh bales.
The CAI has retained its
export estimate for the season
at the same level as estimated
by it previously, that is 50 lakh
bales. The carryover stock estimated at the end of the season
is 107.50 lakh bales.
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Portland (US): Protesters overturned statues of former
Presidents Theodore Roosevelt
and Abraham Lincoln in
Portland, Oregon, in a declaration of “rage” toward
Columbus Day.
Protest organisers on
Sunday night dubbed the event
“Indigenous Peoples Day of
Rage,” in response to Monday’s
federal holiday named after
15th-century Italian explorer
Christopher Columbus, a
polarising figure who Native
American advocates have said
spurred centuries of genocide
against indigenous populations
in the Americas.
The group threw chains
around Roosevelt’s statue, officially titled “Theodore
Roosevelt, Rough Rider.” They

threw red paint on the monument and began using a blowtorch on the statue’s base, news
outlets reported.
The crowd pulled down
the statue just before 9 pm. The
group later turned their attention toward Lincoln’s statue,
pulling it down about eight
minutes later.
Historians have said
Roosevelt expressed hostility
toward Native Americans, once
saying: “I don’t go so far as to
think that the only good Indians
are dead Indians, but I believe
nine out of every 10 are ...”
Protesters spray-painted
“Dakota 38” on the base of
Lincoln’s statue, referencing
the 38 Dakota men Lincoln
approved to have hanged after
the men were involved in a vio-

lent conflict with white settlers
in Minnesota.
After toppling the statues,
the crowd began smashing
windows at the Oregon
Historical Society and later
moved onto the Portland State
University Campus Public
Safety office.
Police later declared the
event a riot and ordered the
group to disperse. Police said
anyone involved in “criminal
behavior, including vandalism”
was subject to arrest. It’s unclear
if any arrests were made.
The monuments are the
latest statues to come down in
a wave of removed monuments and protests sparked by
the May 25 death of George
Floyd in Minneapolis police
custody.
AP
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rmenia and Azerbaijan on
Monday accused each
A
other of attacks over the separatist territory of NagornoKarabakh despite a ceasefire
deal brokered by Russia in an
effort to end the worst outbreak
of hostilities in the region in
decades.
The ceasefire came into
effect on Saturday, but was
immediately challenged by
mutual claims of violations
that persisted throughout the
weekend and continued on
Monday morning.
Armenian
Defence
Ministr y
spokeswoman
Shushan Stepanian said on

year.
The new regulation issued
for Haj pilgrimage has a total
of 42 articles, including one
that stipulates that Chinese
Muslims’ pilgrimage should be
organised in accordance with
laws, and the Chinese Islamic
Association is the only organisation that is authorised to
arrange for Chinese Muslims to
go to Mecca in Saudi Arabia to
perform Haj.
No other organisation or
individual should organise the
trips, and Chinese citizens
should meet basic requirements
when applying for the Haj, the
regulation, which would be
implemented from December
1, stipulates, state-run Global
Times reported.
PTI

Taiwan and cracked a series of
espionage cases.
Reports by state TV and
other outlets Sunday said multiple suspects were detained
but gave no numbers or identities for most of them.
China and Taiwan split
amid a civil war in 1949 and
have extensive business ties
but no official relations. Both
sides regularly gather intelligence on each other.
Security personnel solved
more than 100 spying cases
part of an initiative dubbed
Operation Thunder 2020,
China Central Television
reported.
CCT V identified one
suspect as a Taiwanese man,
Li Mengju, who it said took

Monday that Azerbaijani forces
were “intensively shelling the
southern front” of the conflict
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Brussels: European Union foreign ministers were weighing
Monday whether to impose
sanctions on Russian officials
and organizations blamed for
the poisoning of opposition
leader Alexei Navalny with a
Soviet-era nerve agent.
The ministers, meeting in
Luxembourg, are considering a
proposal from France and
Germany to freeze the assets of
those suspected of involvement and ban them from travelling in Europe under sanctions to combat the use and
spread of chemical weapons.
Navalny, an anti-corruption investigator and major
political opponent of Russian
President Vladimir Putin, fell
ill on August 20 during a
domestic flight in Russia. He
was flown to Germany for
treatment two days later and is

&KLQDDQQRXQFHVQHZ
4YZ_RdRjdZeYRdTRaefcVU
UXOHVIRU0XVOLPVYLVLWLQJ RXc`fa`WERZhR_VdVdaZVd
Taipei: China says it has cap- photos of paramilitary armed
6DXGL$UDELDIRU+DM
tured people spying for rival police in Shenzhen, a city
Beijing: China has released
new regulations for Muslims
visiting Saudi Arabia for annual Haj stipulating that the pilgrimage should be organised
only by the country’s Islamic
Association and pilgrims
should follow Chinese laws
and oppose religious extremism.
There are 20 million
Muslims in China, mostly
Uyghurs - an ethnic group of
Turkic origin - and Hui
Muslims, who are of Chinese
ethnic origin. Both Uyghurs
and Hui Muslims have a population of about 10 million
each, according to an official
white paper.
About 10,000 Chinese
Muslims perform Haj every
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that borders Hong Kong. It
said he was detained in
August at a Shenzhen border
crossing.
“The pictures and videos
he shot are enough for professional espionage organizations analysis. It is enough for
them to assess our entire
troop’s numbers and equipment status,” said an unnamed
police officer interviewed in
the segment.
It is unclear what other
information Li was accused of
gathering or what other
detainees were accused of.
Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs
council said Monday the accusations are purely “political
speculation” from the Chinese
side.
AP

still recovering there.
Last week, tests conducted
at labs designated by the
Organization for the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons confirmed that Navalny was the victim of a Novichok nerve agent.
German Foreign Minister
Heiko Maas said Monday that
given the OPCW’s findings, it
is now “objectively clear that
this is a breach of the Chemical
Weapons Convention, one that
cannot remain without consequences.”
In a statement on Friday,
France and Germany said that
despite repeated calls Russia
has provided “no credible
explanation” for what happened and that “there is no
other plausible explanation for
Mr Navalny’s poisoning than a
Russian involvement and
responsibility.”
AP

Lashkar Gah (Afghanistan):
American forces conducted
over the past couple days several airstrikes in support of
Afghan security force under
attack by Taliban in the southern Helmand province, the
spokesman for the US military
in Afghanistan said on
Monday.
Col Sonny Leggett confirmed on his twitter account
that the strikes over the past
two days in Helmand did not
violate the U.S.-Taliban agreement signed in February.
“The Taliban need to
immediately stop their offensive actions in Helmand
Province and reduce their violence around the country. It is
not consistent with the USTaliban agreement and under-

Despite unprecedented snowfall
breaking a 60-year record, all strategic
passes and roads were cleared for traffic about one month before their average yearly opening dates, officials said.
Rajnath said he was happy to know
that over 2,200 kilometers of roads have
been cut by the BRO during the last two
years, using the latest technologies, and
state-of-the-art equipment. Also, surfacing was carried out on about 4,200
kms of roads, he added.
India is expediting work on several key projects including on a strategic
road linking Darcha in Himachal
Pradesh with Ladakh that will crisscross a number of high-altitude snowbound passes. The nearly 290-kmlong road will be crucial for the movement of troops and heavy weaponry
into the frontier bases of the Ladakh
region and will provide a crucial link to
the Kargil region.
The Minister also said in addition
to expediting road construction, the
BRO has laid special emphasis on construction of bridges by completing 28
major bridges last year while 102 major
bridges are being completed this year.
Fifty-four of these bridges have already
been completed. Over 60 Bailey Bridges
have also been constructed by BRO to
meet immediate requirements of armed
forces and people living in remote areas.
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External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar and his Chinese counterpart
Wang Yi held bilateral talks in Moscow
that day over the Ladakh issue. Both the
Ministers agreed to continue dialogue

and maintain peace and tranquility for
early disengagement.
Later, the two Corps Commanders
held extensive sixth round of talks on
September 21 and issued a joint statement agreeing not to send more troops
to the border. This step was taken as a
confidence building measure.
During the latest round of talks, the
two commanders also focused on ways
to thinning out additional troops from
the depth areas and withdraw heavy
weapons. However, both the sides are
yet to pull back as India is wary of the
Chinese, sources said.
At present, more than one lakh
troops of both the armies are deployed
at the LAC besides heavy weapons. As
China stationed more than 150 aircraft
in the Tibet region since the stand offs
began in early May, the IAF also
deployed all its frontline aircraft all
along the 4,000 km long LAC from
Ladakh in the west to Arunachal
Pradesh in the east. The newly inducted Rafale jets are now flying regular sorties in Ladakh along with SU-30s,
Mirages and MIG-29s.
Not willing to take any chances, the
Indian armed forces are preparing for
a long haul and supplementing its
logistics resources for winter deployment in Ladakh. Also, additional troops
trained in mountain warfare were kept
in reserve. Most of these personnel have
served long stints in the Siachen glacier and other such tough places and are
battle hardened, they said.
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This application tracks Covid-19
waste at the time of generation, collection and disposal.
The
Biomedical
Waste
Management Rules, 2016, define biomedical waste as “any waste that is generated during the diagnosis, treatment
or immunisation of human beings or

animals or research activities pertaining there to or in the production or testing of biological or in health camps”.
Therefore, broadly, any waste generated from treating patients comes under
the ambit of biomedical waste.
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“Today’s solution should not cause
tomorrow’s problem,” she added.
Sitharaman said the Central
Government employees get LTC in a
block of 4 years (one to anywhere in
India and one hometown; or two for the
home town). Air or rail fare, as per
scale/entitlement, is reimbursed and in
addition, leave encashment of 10 days
(pay plus DA) is paid.
Due to Covid-19, employees are not
in a position to avail LTC. In lieu of one
LTC, a cash payment will be made —
full payment on leave encashment and
payment of a fare in 3 flat-rate slabs
depending on the class of entitlement.
Fair payment will be tax-free.
An employee, opting for this
scheme, will be required to buy
goods/services worth 3-times the fare
and 1-time the leave encashment before
March 31, 2021, she said adding money
must be spent on goods attracting
GST of 12 per cent or more from a GST
registered vendor and through digital
mode. If Central Government employees opt for it, the cost will be around
C5,675 crore. Employees of public sector banks and PSUs will also be allowed
this facility and estimated cost for
them will be C1,900 crore.
The tax concession will be allowed
for State Government/private sector too,
for employees who currently are entitled to LTC, subject to following the
guidelines of the central government
scheme.
Demand infusion in the economy
by the Central Government and central
PSE/PSB employees is estimated to be

C19,000 crore. Demand infusion by state
government employees will be C9,000
crore. She said festival advance along
with other similar advances were abolished on the recommendations of the
7th Pay Commission. It is proposed to
restore the festival advance with onetime interest-free advance of C10,000 to
be availed by March 31. The amount is
supposed to be recovered in maximum
10 instalments.
The outgo under the head is expected to be C4,000 crore, she said adding
if 50 per cent adoption by states is taken
into account, another C4,000 crore festival advances would be disbursed.
Employees will get pre-loaded
Rupay card of the advance value. The
Government will bear bank charges in
this regard.The finance minister said
C25,000 crore additional budget will be
provided towards capital expenditure on
roads, defence infrastructure, water
supply, urban development and domestically produced capital equipment for
defence.
This is over and above the C4.13
lakh crore capital expenditure
announced in the Budget for 2020-21.
Also, a special C12,000 crore interestfree, 50-year loan will be given to states
for capital expenditure. Of this, C1,600
crore will be for the North-Eastern
states and C900 crore for Uttarakhand
and Himachal Pradesh.
Other states will get C7,500 crore in
proportion to their share in Finance
Commission devolution — 50 per cent
initially and balance after use of the first
instalment, she said adding the remaining C2,000 crore will be given to states
that implement pre-agreed reforms.
Sitharaman said C36,000 crore additional consumer demand will be created (C 28,000 crore through LTC voucher scheme plus C8,000 crore through festival advance scheme). Also, Rs 37,000
crore of additional central and state capital expenditure will be incurred.
Total boost to demand is estimated at Rs 73,000 crore by March 31, 2021,
she added. PTI

signed a truce in Moscow after
Russian President Vladimir
Putin had brokered it in a
series of calls with Azerbaijani
President Ilham Aliyev and
Armenian Prime Minister
Nikol Pashinian.
The cease-fire took effect at
noon Saturday, after talks in
Moscow that were sponsored
by Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov. The deal stipulated that the cease-fire should
pave the way for talks on settling the conflict.
If the truce had held, it
would have marked a major
diplomatic coup for Russia,
which has a security pact with
Armenia but has also cultivated warm ties with Azerbaijan.
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Hong Kong: Hong Kong leader
Carrie Lam said on Monday that
her annual policy address scheduled for this week will be delayed
until she travels to Beijing to ask
the Chinese central government for help with measures to
help her city’s battered economy.
Lam’s announcement comes
just two days before her policy
address was scheduled to take
place, and amid reports that
Chinese President Xi Jinping
would be travelling to the
Chinese southern coastal city of
Shenzhen to commemorate the
40th anniversary of the special
economic zone.
The leader of Hong Kong, a
semi-autonomous Chinese territory, typically gives a policy
address at the start of each legislative year, but Lam said that

this is a convention that is not
“cast in stone.”
She said she is postponing
the address after submitting
several proposed measures to
Beijing seeking their support to
help boost Hong Kong’s economy, which has taken a battering
due to the coronavirus pandemic and months of anti-government protests last year.
Lam said at a news conference that she will travel to
Beijing at the end of October to
participate in meetings with
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zone.
Azerbaijan’s Defence
Ministry, meanwhile, insisted

that Azerbaijan was observing
the ceasefire but accused
Armenian forces of shelling the
Goranboy, Terter and Agdam
regions of Azerbaijan that lie
around Nagorno-Karabakh.
The recent bout of fighting
between Azerbaijani and
Armenian forces started
September 27 and has left hundreds of people dead in the
biggest escalation of the
decades-old conflict over
Nagorno-Karabakh since a separatist war there ended in 1994.
The region lies in Azerbaijan
but has been under control of
ethnic Armenian forces backed
by Armenia.
The foreign ministers of
Armenia and Azerbaijan

mines the ongoing Afghan
Peace Talks,” Leggett’s tweet
said, quoting Gen Scott Miller,
the Commander of the US
Forces in Afghanistan.
Leggett said that US forces
have and will continue to provide support in defense of
Afghan national security forces
under attack by the Taliban.
The announcement of US
strikes comes after a gun battle on Monday was reported in
and around Lashkar Gah, the
capital city of Helmand
province.
Eyewitnesses said there is
sporadic shooting inside the
city and residents have fled
from the Nad Ali and Nawa
districts because of the fighting.
Omer Zwak, spokesman
for the provincial governor in

Helmand, said Taliban fighters
had started their coordinated
attacks in different parts of the
province over the past week
and that these had intensified
over the weekend.
“The Taliban have
destroyed several bridges over
the main highway, so the highway is closed right now and no
one can travel,” said Zwak.
Representatives of the
Afghan government and the
Taliban are holding intraAfghan negotiations in Qatar,
a Mideast country where the
Taliban have had a political
office for many years.
The negotiations are meant
to end the country’s decadeslong long war, following a USTaliban peace deal signed in
February in Doha, Qatar’s cap-

various ministries and commissions and see if the central
authorities will support the proposed measures. She declined to
give details on the proposals.
Lam added that gaining the
support from the central authorities in Beijing would allow her
to give an address later in the
year that will boost the confidence of the city’s economic
revival.
“For our economy to revive,
we need the support of the
mainland. We have to better
integrate into the national development plan,” she said.
“The supporting policies of
central authorities would go a
long way to boosting the confidence in our economy as well as
the revival of economic activity
in Hong Kong,” she added. AP
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Beijing: Chinese health authorities will test all 9 million people in the eastern city of
Qingdao for the coronavirus
this week after nine cases
linked to a hospital were found,
the government announced
Monday. The announcement
broke a two-month streak with
no virus transmissions within
China reported. The ruling
Communist Party has lifted
most curbs on travel and business but still monitors travelers
and visitors to public buildings
for signs of infection.
Authorities were investigating the source of the infections found in eight patients at
Qingdao’s Municipal Chest
Hospital and one family member, the National Health
Commission said.
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ir quality in Delhi and
neighboring States was
A
recorded in the “poor category” on Monday with the concentration of fine particulate
matter – PM 2.5 and 10
increasing to the highest
recorded level this season so
far. The city recorded an overall AQI of 240 at 10 am.
According to Ministry of
Earth Sciences (MoES),
SAFAR, the air quality index
(AQI) was likely to improve
slightly in the coming days
due to a change in the wind
direction.
The city recorded an overall AQI of 240 at 10 am. The
24-hour average AQI was 216
on Sunday and 221 on
Saturday.
The AQI in Jahangirpuri
(301) and Vivek Vihar (316)
hit the “very poor” category.
An AQI between 0 and 50
is considered 'good', 51 and
100 'satisfactory', 101 and 200
'moderate', 201 and 300 'poor',
301 and 400 'very poor', and
401 and 500 'severe'.
PM10 levels in DelhiNCR stood at 242 microgram
per cubic meter (μg/m3) at 9
am -- the highest this season
so far, according to CPCB
data. PM10 levels below 100
μg/m3 are considered safe in
India.
PM10 is particulate matter with a diameter of 10
micrometers and is inhalable
into the lungs. These particles
include dust, pollen and mold
spores.
The levels of PM2.5 –

finer particles which can even
enter the bloodstream – were
106 μg/m3. PM2.5 levels up to
60 μg/m3 are considered safe.
Delhi's air quality had
turned poor on Wednesday,
the first time in since June 29,
with the Central Pollution
Control Board recording a
24-hour average AQI of 215.
SAFAR said as many as
448 farm fires were observed
in Punjab, adjoining Pakistan,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh
which impacted Delhi's air
quality on Sunday.
However, the wind direction will change from northwesterly to southeasterly and
the impact of farm fires will
reduce, it said.
Delhi's minimum temperature settled at 19.4 degrees
Celsius. The maximum wind
speed was 4 kilometers per
hour. Low temperatures and
stagnant winds help in accumulation of pollutants near
the ground, affecting air quality.
With Delhi-NCR bracing
for months of poor air quality, experts have warned that
high levels of air pollution can
aggravate the COVID-19 pandemic.
High level of air pollution
in Delhi is a year-round problem, which can be attributed
to unfavourable meteorological conditions, farm fires in
neighbouring regions and
local sources of pollution.
According to an analysis
by the Council on Energy,
Environment and Water, a
Delhi-based think tank, transportation contributes the most

-- 18 to 39 percent -- to
Delhi's air pollution.
Road dust is the second
largest source of air pollution
in the city (18 to 38 percent),
followed by industries (2 to 29
percent), thermal power
plants (3 to 11 percent) and
construction (8 percent).
This year, the Delhi government has launched a massive anti-air pollution campaign -- “Yuddh Pradushan
Ke Viruddh' -- which is being
led by Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal and Environment
Minister Gopal Rai.
A “green war room” with
a 10-member expert team has
been set up at the Delhi
Secretariat to monitor the
steps being taken to deal with
high levels of air pollution in
winters.
The environment department has also taken stern
action against project proponents at large construction
and demolition sites flouting
dust control norms. The government will also start the
spraying of “Pusa bio-decomposer” solution in non-basmati rice fields in the national capital, starting Tuesday.
The solution, experts say,
can turn the stubble into
manure in 15 to 20 days and
therefore, can prevent stubble
burning.'
Starting October 15,
stricter measures to fight air
pollution will also come into
force in Delhi and its neighbourhood as part of the
Graded Response Action Plan,
which was first implemented
in Delhi-NCR in 2017.
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Senior Consultant &
Head, Pain
Management Services
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he dilemma of choosing between ghee
and oil is something that most of us face
T
almost every day. This happens because we

;@:?ED
;^_gi_eb`QY^
ain remains one of the commonest reasons for medical consultation, affecting the lives of more people than heart disease,
P
diabetes and cancer combined. Most of us have endured finite

episodes of severe pain whether that be a fractured bone,
toothache or headache, and are fortunate to remember these as distant memories. Some are, however, denied this luxury of forgetfulness and suffer from chronic pain which simply explained is pain
persisting beyond the healing period of three-six months.
Persistent pain beyond this period can lead to changes in the
nervous system and transform into continuous pain even after
the original cause for the pain is removed, and hence timely treatment is a priority. Chronic pain conditions are amongst the leading causes of disability as even mild joint pain can have a debilitating impact on mobility and quality of life. In contrast acute
pain, such as after an injury, has a distinct beginning and end
and abates with healing or appropriate treatment.
Preconceived notions such as accepting pain as a part of ageing can be detrimental. Social fabric and cultural values uniquely influence the way pain is interpreted and treated. One can
appreciate how popular Bollywood dialogues such as “Mard ko
dard nahi hota” may influence expression and acknowledgement
of pain. Beliefs like these can become a hindrance in seeking timely medical advice and hence there is a dire need to raise awareness. It is indeed ironic that despite the high prevalence, knowledge about pain is lacking and misinformation abounds
amongst patients and care providers.
The complexities of pain and the fact that surgery or pills
cannot resolve all pain issues has been long recognised. After
all it is the pain which brings a patient to the hospital whether
it’s a slipped disc or a cancer
deep inside the tummy,
2Wa^]XR_PX] hiding
so why should the treatment of
R^]SXcX^]bPaT pain be a second priority.
It is time chronic pain is
P\^]VbccWT[TPSX]V
RPdbTb^USXbPQX[Xch managed as a disease and not
a symptom. In certain situPbTeT]\X[SY^X]c as
ations where the root cause
_PX]RP]WPeTP cannot be removed the emphaSTQX[XcPcX]VX\_PRc sis shifts to management of
^]\^QX[XchP]S pain and prevention of flare
`dP[Xch^U[XUT8] ups. Like Diabetes and high
pressure, pain therapy
R^]caPbcPRdcT_PX] blood
needs to be adjusted from time
bdRWPbPUcTaP] to time. Often this concept is
X]YdahWPbPSXbcX]Rc not well appreciated, and sufQTVX]]X]VP]SPQPcTb fering is prolonged in the quest
fXcWWTP[X]V for a cure.
Early initiation of treatments is a priority in conditions
such as rheumatoid arthritis as this reduces the detrimental disease consequences and long-term disability. This raises a need
for a robust primary health care system with established care and
referral pathways.
The impact of pain is not just limited to physical suffering
as it affects all aspects of one’s life. It is not uncommon for people to become irritable, depressed, anxious, socially isolated, develop strained relations, have financial and work problems. In chronic pain the disability is not always visible, making it challenging
for others to appreciate what one is going through. Often the lesser known pain conditions fall between medical specialities with
no one being able to pinpoint the root cause and the patients
keep seeing one specialist after another with a battery of investigations coming back as normal.
Increasing emphasis on the quality of life is challenging the
medical fraternity to improvise and keep pace with community expectations. A number of new drugs and interventional
options for pain treatment have been developed in the last few
years. Unfortunately, not all of these are available in India currently, but it is only a matter of time. Newer drugs such as a strong
Capsaicin patch, used in patients with localised nerve pain, have
the potential to relieve pain for months with just one application and have minimal side effects. New medications for relieving constipation have helped improve the tolerability of existing strong morphine like painkillers.

6800(5&22/(56
68;>H) Also known as the
heart-leaved
moonseed,
Giloy is an Ayurvedic herb
that is known for its
immunity
boosting
properties.
Giloy is antitoxic, antipyretic
(that reduces
fever), antiinflammatory, antioxidant. This
classical
medicine is
the ultimate
answer to all
health anomalies and acts like
a suraksha kawach
during the current time.
It also improves platelet
count in dengue fever and
reduces the chances of com-

plications. Regular intake of
giloy helps to improve immunity during dengue and also
for a speedy recovery. For better results boil giloy juice
with few tulsi leaves
and drink to
increase platelet
count.
It also t
helps
to
enhance
the production
of
insulin
which ultimately controls the blood
sugar levels.
Giloy is also useful
for Diabetes complications like ulcers, kidney problems.
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F^a[S0acWaXcXb3PhXbRT[TQaPcTS^]>Rc^QTa !BcdShbdVVTbcbcWPccWTSXbTPbT
PUUTRcbPa^d]S $fWXRWXbPQ^dc '\X[[X^]_T^_[TX]8]SXP3A090H6D?C0
cT[[bh^dW^f^]TRP]caPRZcWTbh\_c^\bP]S\P]PVTXc
he World Arthritis
Day is celebrated
each year on Oct 12
since 1996. It is
observed to raise awareness
about arthritis around the
world. Arthritis affects
around 15% people which is
about 180 million people in
India. The World Health
Organisation data show that
0.3-1% of the world’s population has rheumatoid
arthritis and 18% women
while around 10% men
above 60 yrs have “symptomatic
osteoarthritis”.
Commonly known as gatiya,
which means inflammation
and swelling in the joints,
Arthritis is often misunderstood as the disease of the
old age.
Arthritis is broadly classified into two types:
Inflammator y
and
Degenerative. Degenerative,
known as osteoarthritis is
the disease which comes
with age (>50 years) and has
a high association with being
overweight. Inflammatory
arthritis affects the individual from as early as an infant
of two years to 40-50 years.
Most of patients fall in the
young age group of 20-40
which is their peak time for
the careers and family.
Osteoarthritis (OA) and
rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
are two of the most common
types of arthritis. But there
are around 50 types of
arthritis which can affect
people.

T

If you experience joint
pain, stiffness, and swelling,
pain in the hand and foot
joints along with swelling,
severe backache and neck
pain, then it could be arthritis. There are some very
early and peculiar symptom
such as the night pains and
morning stiffness which
lasts for 30-40 minutes and
patients find it difficult to
start their day.
Some arthritis effects
our internal organs as well
causing non-specific symptoms of low grade fever
(without a cause), bluish
discoloration of hands,
mouth ulcers, hair fall, rashes over the body. Arthritis is
a common feature of
autoimmune diseases like
Rheumatoid Arthritis,
Ankylosing Spondylitis,
Gout, Lupus (SLE), Sjogrens
Syndrome, Scleroderma,
vasculitis which are categorised under inflammatory arthritis.
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The complete physical
examination, medical history, radiological & following
laboratory investigations are
commonly used to diagnose arthritis: CBC , ESR
,C-Reactive protein, ANA,
RA factor , Anti-CCP ,
Complement levels , Uric
acid , Urine R/M,
Examination of synovial
fluid via Arthrocentesis ,
HLA-B27 (for ankylosing
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anagement of arthritis include a few
simple lifestyle changes, which
M
include:

Q Physical therapy: A course of physical therapy is often recommended by
doctors for patients to overcome some of
the challenges and regain some extent of
control of mobility. It is an important part
of arthritis treatment, and it includes different physical exercises that help
strengthen the muscles around the affected joints. Walking, swimming and
cycling are some of the most effective
joint-friendly physical activities that are
appropriate for adults with arthritis.
Q Organised lifestyle: Stay aware of your
condition, keep track of the symptoms,
and always stay on the toes about the
consultations and follow-ups with your
doctor regarding your condition.
Q Learn to manage pain and fatigue:
For an arthritis patient, learning to
manage the pain and fatigue is like taking control over your condition. It is the
key to living comfortably.

spondylitis)and others.
Clinician/rheumatologists
help is required in narrowing the diagnosis and individualising the treatment
according to a particular
case, as arthritis behaves
differently in every individual. But what is most
important to understand is
not to self-medicate by
using painkillers, as they do
not halt the disease, rather
they will lead to unnecessary side effects. The diag-

Q Stay active: Avoid lazing around, and
try to exercise and stay active as much
as possible. It is not just beneficial for
management of arthritis, but also good
for overall health.
Q Remember to rest: Staying active is
important, and so is getting enough rest.
It will provide relief to your joints and
save them from exhaustion.
Q Eat a healthy diet: A healthy diet helps
in managing the body weight and control inflammation.
Try to avoid refined and processed
food as much as possible, and consume
more foods that are high in antioxidants
and have high anti-inflammatory properties.
Although arthritis cannot be cured
completely, it can be effectively managed
with the right treatment and simple
lifestyle changes. Just make sure to
always stay in touch with your doctor to
consult any changes in symptoms, and
take your medicines on time.

nosis of arthritis starts with
the first step of going to see
a specialist. Upon confirming the symptoms, it will
take extraction and analysis
of inflammation levels in the
blood and joint fluids for an
expert to determine the
kind of arthritis one may
have.
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The management of
arthritis begins with reducing the amount of pain that

spoon of tea tree oil with
carrier oil. Dip a cotton
swab into it and apply
directly to the affected area.
Moisturise skin, if needed. Repeat this
twice a day.
Aloe vera
can help too.
Scrape out
some fresh
aloe vera
gel
and
apply it on
your skin. It
will help fight
bacteria and
reduce redness
and inflammation.
Apart from the home
remedies, one easy way to
prevent skin break outs is to
do a patch test before you
use any new cosmetic product and remember sleeping
with make-up on is a big
no-no.

he global pandemic has pushed everyone inside the four walls of their home,
making people rethink their movements
and actions. Plix, a plant based nourisher has launched a campaign
#MyUnlockStory to create an awareness
about the importance of building strong
Immunity and holistic living.
The campaign conceptualised and
executed by Gozoop kicked off on
October 5 with Ranvijay Singha leading
the cause by posting a video on Instagram
talking about, how important it is to take
care of our health and build a strong
immunity especially now that we enter the
Unlockdown phase and help the nation get
through the pandemic together. Rannvijay
also urged everyone to share their inspiring stories on how are they fighting the
pandemic and encourage other people.
Since the day it has kicked off till now
the campaign has seen a unique traction

one is experiencing, preventing further damage to
the affected areas, as well as
improving or maintaining
function and quality of life.
With that mind, doctors
often prescribe a combination of treatment methods,
including anti-inflammatory and pain relieving medications, to achieve the best
results.

CWTfaXcTaXb<37TPS
0dc^X\\d]T3XPV]^bcXRb
BA;3XPV]^bcXRb
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WXbF^a[S<T]cP[7TP[cW3Ph
R^\\T\^aPcTS^] cW>Rc^QTabTTb
cWT[Pd]RW^U<P]]CP[ZbP]X]XcXPcXeTc^
T\_^fTaX]SXeXSdP[bUa^\d]STabTaeTS
bTRcX^]b^UcWTb^RXTchc^cPZTRWPaVT^U
cWTXa\T]cP[WTP[cWQh^UUTaX]VUaTTP]S
W^[XbcXRcTRWT]PQ[TS\T]cP[WTP[cW
b^[dcX^]b
CWTX]XcXPcXeTXbU^d]STS^]cWTQT[XTU
cWPc\T]cP[WTP[cWXbP]X]cTVaP[P]S
TbbT]cXP[R^\_^]T]c^UWTP[cW1h
ST\^RaPcXbX]VPRRTbbc^X]U^a\PcX^]
bcaT]VcWT]X]Vbd__^acbhbcT\bP]S

C

of 13million users on Instagram. On the
first day of the campaign itself we saw an
engagement of over 3 million people
across the social media channels.
As a part of the campaign, Plix has
opened up a challenge where the users on
Instagram has to post a picture with a
mask and talk about how they have
unlocked their immunity during the pandemic. The best story will receive a hamper worth C20,000 from Plix.
Speaking about the initiative, Rishubh
Satiya, Founder & CEO, Plix said: “Based
on our research we saw that people have
been overworking due to the work from
home setup and many have tend to
ignore their health needs. With the help
of collective participation and support to
this movement we aim to educate people
about the importance of immunity and
holistic living and that everyone should be
taking care of their nutritional needs.”
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Q Ghee increases the availability of certain
enzymes in the body that help in detoxification.
Q It is enriched with antiviral and antibacterial properties that help your body fight
against illnesses.
Q It has antioxidants that help reduce wrinkles and signs of aging that make your skin
look younger and radiant.
Q It works wonders for your digestive tract,
eyes, bones, skin, and hair health.
Q It also helps your heart and boosts immunity.
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In pursuit of that flawless skin, we
all have tried almost anything
and everything for atleast once.
But sometimes putting too much
of cosmetics can cause break outs.
ROSHANI DEVI shares easy tips
that can help
osmetics are everyone’s best friend. But
sometimes they can
do more harm than good
on skin. The most
common of them
being break
outs. While
acne and
pimples
not only
look unappealing,
they are
painful too.
Here are a
few tips that
may help.
Take green tea and
apply it on the affected area.
Leave it for sometime and
then rinse it off. This may
help reduce the redness and
discomfort. Repeat this
twice a week.
Tea tree oil can do wonders too. Combine one tea-
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fail to understand that there’s nothing 100 per
cent perfect. Everything has its pros and cons.
Therefore, choosing the right oil or choosing between ghee and oil depends on your
health goals. So, let’s talk about the benefits
and the disadvantages of ghee and one of the
most commonly used vegetable oils.
Ghee: Ghee is a type of highly-clarified
butter that originated from the Indian subcontinent and is most commonly used in
South Asian cooking. Ghee, just like butter,
is made using cow’s milk. The quality of it
depends on the source of milk. Ghee
processed using grass-fed cow’s milk is of the
optimal quality and provides several health
benefits.
It is enriched with Vitamins A, D, E, and
K. It is lactose-free and contains no sugar or
salt. It is also said to be rich in antioxidants
and antibiotics and has anti-inflammatory
properties.

The only disadvantage is it can be stored
as fat in your tummy if you eat more than the
required amount. On average, a healthy adult
can have two to three spoons of ghee every
day. Another potential setback is that in some
cases of ghee consumption by lactose-intolerant people may cause health concerns.
Q Oil: Vegetable oils are derived from plants
and fruits. There are several different types
of oils and they all have pros and cons. Let's
discuss a few of the most common vegetable
oils used for cooking, here.
Q Sunflower Oil: Sunflower oil is extracted
from the seeds of the flower and is very commonly used.
Q Benefits: Sunflower oil is rich in omega 6
and linoleic acids. Contains essential nutrients that can help lower the risk of heart diseases and also blood cholesterol. Sunflower
oil also aids in digestion and is good for your
immunity, skin, and hair.
Q Disadvantages: A diet that is high in sunflower oil may increase blood sugar levels. It
may also cause allergies in people who are
allergic to the Asteraceae/Compositae plant
family.
Both ghee and oil are beneficial for health;
however, moderation is the key. Additionally,
it is vital to consult your healthcare professional to learn which one is right for you
based on your health conditions.

CWTfaXcTaXb7TPS=dcaXcX^]Xbc°5Xc]TbbBRXT]RT
=dcaXcX^]?daT]dcaXcX^]X]
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60-year old Diabetic male from Jaipur, who
fell on his chest, was successfully treated
for his debilitating pain in the chest and
spine. After the fall the patient developed drowsiness, severe chest pain and was immediately taken
to a hospital in Jaipur.
On evaluation in hospital he was found to
have other medical problems such as severely
deranged kidney function and uncontrolled
blood pressure. Given the multiple severe problems he decided to travel to Max Hospital Saket,
Delhi for further treatment.
Detailed investigations revealed a stroke attack
that had caused confusion and drowsiness and
the kidney function was poor as indicated by high
levels of creatinine. In addition, he had other
comorbidities including type II Diabetes Mellitus
for over 20 years, heart disease with an
Angioplasty six years back. Due to his serious condition, he was admitted to ICU and multiple teams
were involved in stabilising the patient including
Neurology, Nephrology, Pain, Critical Care,
Gastroenterology, Urology and Endocrinology.
“Upon stability in ICU, the patient was still
_a^eXSX]V`dP[XchbTaeXRTb<P]]CP[Zb
suffering from excruciating pain in his lower back
W^_Tbc^caP]bU^a\[XeTb
and could not even sit up for meals and changCWTX]XcXPcXeTQT[XTeTbX]cPZX]VP
ing position was a herculean task. Subsequent
R^[[PQ^aPcXeTP__a^PRWP]SWPb_Pac]TaTS
spine MRI revealed a nerve compression due to
fXcW_X^]TTaX]V^aVP]XiPcX^]bX]cWTb^RXP[
a disc bulge, and arthritis of spinal joints, that was
bTRc^aX]R[dSX]V3PbaPX20;;P]SFWXcT
causing pain. There were multiple challenges in
BfP]5^d]SPcX^]U^a\T]cP[WTP[cW<P]]
managing patient’s excruciating pain. He was
CP[ZbWPbPcWaTT_a^]VTSP__a^PRWP
given spinal injections under x-ray guidance for
WT[_[X]TPSXVXcP[_^acP[P]S^]Va^d]S
PRcXePcX^]bCWTWT[_[X]T'%'% "( "(fX[[ pain relief and the patient was soon able to sit up
PbbXbcX]UaTTP]SR^]UXST]cXP[T\^cX^]P[
and have his meals,” said Dr Amod Manocha,
P]S_bhRW^[^VXRP[R^]bd[cPcX^]cWa^dVWP
Senior Consultant & Head, Pain Management
cTP\^UcaPX]TS\T]cP[WTP[cW_a^UTbbX^]P[b Services, Max Super Speciality Hospital, Saket.
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ith ‘unlock 5’ underway
W
and life moving back to
normalcy in India, the interaction

:P]VP]PcPZTb^]
8aP:WP]
0Rc^a:0=60=0A0=0DC aTPRcTS
c^cWT]Tfb^U0P\Xa:WP]b
SPdVWcTa8aP:WP]QPcc[X]V
ST_aTbbX^]
8aPWPS^_T]TSd_^]WTa
cahbcfXcWR[X]XRP[ST_aTbbX^]^]
cWT^RRPbX^]^UF^a[S<T]cP[
7TP[cW3Ph^]BPcdaSPh
ATPRcX]Vc^8aPbR^]
UTbbX^]:P]VP]PcfTTc
TS°0c %8fPb
UPRX]V_WhbXRP[
PbbPd[cfPbbX]
V[TWP]STS[h
cPZX]VRPaT^U
\hbXbcTafW^
fPbQda]cfXcW
PRXSP]SP[b^UPR
X]V\TSXPfaPcW
cWTaTRP]QT
\P]haTPb^]b
U^aST_aTbbX^]
QdcXcbVT]TaP[
[hSXUUXRd[cU^a
Qa^ZT]UP\X
[XTbRWX[SaT]
caPSXcX^]P[
UP\X[hbhb
cT\XbeTah
X\_^acP]c±
fa^cT:P]VP]P

³8]^daR^d]cah
CEXbbdaT[hP
fXST[h
fPcRWTS
\TSXd\^U
T]cTacPX]\T]c
FTWPeTbTT]
SdaX]VcWT
[^RZS^f]W^fcWT
R^]bd\_cX^]^UW^\T
T]cTacPX]\T]cWPb
X]RaTPbTS8cXbcadT
cWPc_T^_[TR^]bd\T
T]cTacPX]\T]c^]
_W^]TQdcX]b\P[[
c^f]b_T^_[TbcX[[WPeT
PCEbTcP]SfPcRW
bW^fbP]SUX[\b
c^VTcWTaB^fTWPeTP
VaTPcaTPRWcWTaT´
°6d[bWP]3TePXPW
AP__TaH^H^
7>=4HB8=67
QT[XTeTbcWPcbcadVV[T
cTPRWTbP_Tab^]P
[^cX][XUT7TbPhbWXb
bcadVV[TWPbWT[_TS
WX\RWP]VTP[^cfXcW
cX\T
°CWTaTXb]^Ud]X]bdRRTbbXU
cWTaTXb]^bcadVV[T8WPeT[TPa]c
P[^cCWTaTfPbbcadVV[TX]cWT
QTVX]]X]VXcTgXbcbTeT]c^SPh
P]SfX[[QTcWTaTc^\^aa^f
FXcW^dcbcadVV[TcWTaTf^d[SQT
]^eXV^dac^UXVWc8UTT[Xc³b
X\_^acP]cP]SPV^^ScWX]V±WT
bPXS
ATRT]c[hWTRP\T^dcfXcW
WXb]TfcaPRZ1X[[^Cd0VV

C^\?PaZTaWPb
QaPX]cd\^da
C><?0A:4A[TPSe^RP[Xbc^UcWT
1aXcXbW8aXbWQ^hQP]SCWT
FP]cTSWPbQTT]SXPV]^bTSfXcW
PQaPX]cd\^da
°7ThVdhbh^dZ]^fcWPc
fTeTQ^cWQTT]`dXTc^]b^RXP[
\TSXPU^aPUTffTTZbP]SXcb
cX\Tc^cT[[h^dfWhCWTaTb]^
TPbhfPhc^bPhcWXbQdc8eTbPS[h
QTT]SXPV]^bTSfXcWP
QaPX]cd\^daP]S8\
P[aTPShd]STaV^X]VcaTPc
\T]cFTSTRXSTS
PUcTaP[^c^U
cW^dVWccWPcaPcWTa
cWP]WXSX]VPfPh
P]ScahX]Vc^
ZTT_XcPbTRaTc
fTf^d[SS^^]T
X]cTaeXTffWTaT
fTR^d[S[Ph^dc
P[[cWTSTcPX[bP]S
[TcTeTah^]TZ]^f
cWTUPRcbX]^da
^f]fPhFTPaT
P[[PQb^[dcT[hSTe
PbcPcTSQdcfT
PaTV^X]Vc^UXVWc
cWXbP[[cWTfPh±WT
fa^cT^]
8]bcPVaP\

among friends, colleagues and
companions have moved up a
notch higher. Having to cope up
with their partners for months in
a closed space due to the lockdown, the over the top excitement
due to change of scenery has
proved too much for some.
A study conducted by a dating app, Gleeden, discovered that
37 per cent of its Indian users had
an affair with their colleagues
after getting back to their offices
following lockdown.
For some, getting back to
work meant not only a return to
socialising in the office environment but also a chance for irresistible dalliances with co-workers. When questioned about the
reasons behind their unfaithful
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encounters, 37 per cent confessed that it was due to a pure
craving for sexual intercourse,
while 33 per cent of the users
admitted that they enjoy someone
other than their partner finding
them attractive. About 30 per cent
of them said that they cheated to
feel desirable again.
An user, who is married
since the past seven years with
two children, expressed that
cheating on her partner was
inevitable after the stress he
endured during the lockdown.
She shared, “Staying at home

with two playful kids and an alcoholic husband during the course
of the lockdown was a nightmare.
Me and my husband fought daily
and our sexual life was also
unstable due to various other reasons. On top of that he also
abused me verbally and sometimes physically to take out his
frustration from work. I also
hardly felt that longing and affection from his end while making
love. This not only created a mental blockage but I also started
doubting myself. So as soon as the
government eased the restrictions
and my office opened up, I felt
free. I hooked up with an office
colleague of mine with whom I
shared a friendly relation before
the lockdown and am pleased to
feel wanted and desired again.”
Another user said that he has
been chatting with his love affair

on the app since the past five
months and is planning to finally meet her once their offices reopen. He said, “I met a girl who
is married with a kid, just like me.
Coincidently, we both share the
same building premises in which
our offices are located. We chatted for over five months now and
during that period, we came
quite close to each other. We both
love our spouses but we really
want to try out this romantic fling
outside our wedlock. I guess we
are desperately waiting for our
offices to open so that we can
finally meet.”
The survey also gave out a
shocking result as more than 60
per cent of the total surveyed
members confessed that the lockdown had a negative impact on
their relationship, both emotionally and physically.

SAt wildlife SOS, what are the initiatives undertaken to tackle poaching of
tigers?
The Wildlife SOS anti-poaching unit
— Forest Watch — uses undercover
informers to gather intelligence on
wildlife traffickers and transactions. It
then passes on the information to the
Wildlife Crime Control Bureau, the
Forest Department and the Police who
are the authorised agencies to enforce the
law and take legal action against such
offenders.
SWhat kind of challenges did you face
while uncovering the poaching gangs
and their malpractices?
To track poaching gangs and wildlife
traffickers is a very dangerous activity.
These gangs are filled with malevolent
agents who mostly have commercial
profit in mind. While some of them are
genuinely victims of poverty and harsh
conditions, many of them do it for the
massive profits to be gained from illegal
trafficking. In such cases, there’s neverending threat to those working against
them.
It is not just the fear of animals like
tigers, leopards and elephants getting
poached that bothers us. In some communities, whether due to fiscal troubles
or otherwise, animals like Chinkara are
often hunted for bushmeat. In such
cases, there’s a very faint line between
ethics and reason because one can’t
argue with someone over morals when
they are living on an empty stomach.
Many organisations also depend on
informers who are mostly members of the
same community — there’s a constant
fear of being uncovered.
Human-animal conflict comes as
another challenge for us. When the farms
of those living on the fringes of the forests
are marauded by rampaging elephants or
domestic dogs are carried off by leopards,
it is hard to explain the concept of co-existence to people. Last, but not the least, we
also have fund constraints. As an NGO,
we constantly depend on funds for conducting our anti-poaching operations.
SHow relevant do you think shows like
Tigers: Hunting the Traffickers are to
spread the word?
I am glad to associate with the channel and this show to spread awareness
around tiger poaching. The series sheds
light on illegal tiger trade around the world
and how it is threatening the survival of
the species.
I believe Sony BBC Earth, as a channel, is making some really relevant content that depicts the plight of endangered
animals. We must honour India’s diverse
yet fast disappearing wildlife heritage and
it is the need of the hour to encourage positive environmental action by inspiring
people to actively participate in working
to improve and protect it.
SIs it possible for the common lore to
take steps at an individual level to curb
the growth of illegal animal trade? Is
there any helpline number or measures
included for the public to report such
events?
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Early Warning System (EWS) establishment
YLeopard protection and conservation
YEstablished anti-poaching unit —
the Forest Watch
YHabitat conservation and restoration
YEstablished wildlife rescue hotline
at multiple locations
YConservation education and public awareness

Awareness and knowledge are two
very powerful tools in propagating this
ideology. As responsible citizens, we
must educate ourselves about the issues
surrounding the plight of tigers and other
endangered wildlife populations in India.
Here’s how you can contribute to make
a difference:
YFollow Wildlife SOS conservation
efforts on social media and stay informed

about current affairs
YShare @wildlifesos stories on social
media platforms to spread the word
YBecome a monthly supporter of
conservation groups like Wildlife SOS
and help increase the impact
STell us about your victories in the last
couple of years while working at
Wildlife SOS.
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ctor Ayushmann Khurrana
has revealed a massive secret.
A
He shared that it was Kishore
Kumar who made him confident
enough to pull off the role in
Dream Girl that saw him speak in
a woman’s voice.
Ayushmann said, “When you
look back to his film Half Ticket
in the song Aake Seedhi Lagi Dil
Pe, he sang in both male and
female voices! Not many know

Some of my key projects are:
YEradicating the illegal practice of
dancing bears in India
YProviding alternative livelihood to
tribal communities engaged in wildlife
poaching
YHuman-wildlife conflict mitigation with special focus on leopards,
bears, elephants and reptiles
YWild elephant radio collaring and

SWhat is the kind of support that such
organisations require?
India is home to about 70 per cent of
the world’s tiger population, thereby
making our role in ensuring the survival
of this species crucial. If we lose the tiger,
the loss would be irreversible and shameful.
The need of the hour is public education and awareness. The fact that we
have wild tigers, elephants, leopards, bears
and a wealth of wildlife living cheek by
jowl amid us in one of the most densely-populated countries in the world is a
sign that there is still hope. If each one
of us works and does the right thing to
help protect and conserve wildlife, then
we can certainly make a difference. It is
extremely challenging to run a non-profit organisation and to also find people
who can stay committed to the cause. We
rely completely on donations and grants
to meet the needs of the animals under
our care and to support our conservation
efforts.
(The series stars on October 17 at 10
pm on Sony BBC Earth.)
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this but the fact that he could pull
it off with ease made me confident
that I could do something like
Dream Girl. I drew courage from
this because I had a reference
point.”
The actor, who has delivered
eight hits in a row, has been voted
as one of the most influential people in the world by TIME magazine. On Kishore’s 33rd death
anniversary, Ayushmann fondly
remembered him saying, “Kishore
Kumar is and will always be an
institution and he has been a huge

inspiration to me. He is a legend
because he was always creatively
restless and fearless and I love that
about his legacy. He was always
the one to experiment and take
risks.”
He shared that Kishore has
shaped him as an artiste. “His versatility and genius is a huge motivator and he has set such high
standards for all of us to live up
to. Whenever I face a creative
block, I think of Kishore sir and
I snap out of my life state. That’s
how deep an impact Kishore

Kumar has had on my life. He had
a magical voice. He could sing any
genre of music — be it soulful,
peppy or even sad. He had a different perspective to life and a
unique sense of humour,” said he.
The actor will be seen playing
an athlete in the forthcoming film,
co-starring Vaani Kapoor and
directed by Abhishek Kapoor. It is
pitched as a progressive love story.
The yet-untitled film is set in
north India and shooting begins in
October. It is slated to release
worldwide in theatres next year.
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clinical bowling display,
led by spinners Yuzvendra
A
Chahal and Washington
Sundar, after AB de Villiers’ batting pyrotechnics helped Royal
Challengers Bangalore beat
Kolkata Knight Riders by a
massive 82 runs in a lopsided
IPL match here on Monday.
De Villiers smashed a sensational 33-ball 73 not out to
power RCB to 194 for 2 after
opting to bat. Then the RCB
spin duo of Sundar (2/20) and
his senior partner Chahal (1/12)
reduced the match to a no-contest, stifling KKR to 112 for 9 in
20 overs.
Pacer Chris Morris (2/17)
chipped in at the death to hand
RCB a comprehensive win.
The win lifted RCB to second spot with 10 points from
seven matches, while KKR
dropped one place down to
fourth with eight points as the
league reached the halfway
stage.
It was Navdip Saini who
drew first blood for RCB, spoiling the debut of talented Tom
Banton (8) as KKR’s ploy to
open with the Englishman
came a cropper.
The under-rated Sundar
was top class and virtually
derailed the KKR run chase
with the prized-scalp of an inform Eoin Morgan (8) and
Nitish Rana (9).
There was also a run out of
a well-set opener Shubman Gill
(34 from 25 balls) during
Sundar’s miserly spell as KKR
batsmen struggled to get going.
Chahal accounted for

KKR’s last match hero and captain Dinesh Karthik (1) who
dragged one to his stumps,
deceived by the flight, while
their star player Andre Russell
continued his poor outing with
a 10-ball 16.
Earlier, de Villiers produced a batting master class to
lift the RCB total to 194 for 2
after a mid-innings muddle.

Opener Aaron Finch (47
from 37 balls) and captain
Virat Kohli (33 not out) were
the other notable contributors.
Bowling in absence of their
ace spinner Sunil Narine who
was left out after being reported for suspect action, KKR
bowlers were able to put some
brakes on RCB batsmen on a
pitch that was slowing down.
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eteran pacer Ishant Sharma
was on Monday ruled out of
the Indian Premier League with
a rib-cage injury, his team Delhi
Capitals said.
Ishant is the second Delhi
Capitals player to be ruled out
after leg-spinner Amit Mishra,
whose campaign ended due to a
ring finger fracture sustained
during one of the earlier matches.
“Fast bowler Ishant Sharma
experienced an acute episode of
left rib cage pain while bowling
at a team training session on
October 7, 2020 in Dubai,” Delhi
Capitals said in a statement.
“Subsequent investigations
revealed that he sustained a left
internal oblique muscle tear. This
injury will unfortunately rule
him out of the remainder of the
IPL.”
Ishant has played 97 Tests, 80
ODIs and 14 T20Is for India. But
his participation in the Test series
in Australia later this year will
now depend on how his rehabil-

V

itation programme goes.
While Delhi Capitals is all set
to seek a replacement with two
senior bowlers ruled out of the
remainder of the IPL, Ishant's
absence wouldn’t hurt them as
much as Mishra’s, simply because
of the wrist spinner’s role on the
bigger UAE grounds.
Delhi Capitals had tried all
their pacers and Harshal Patel
seemed to have fit the bill as far
as head coach Ricky Ponting is
concerned.
In case, Delhi Capitals
replace Ishant with a pacer, they
have Pradeep Sangwan among
net bowlers, who can directly
integrate with the team.
DC could also look for a second Indian wicketkeeper in case
Rishabh Pant's hamstring injury
break takes more than a week.
With Shimron Hetmyer
being dropped at the expense of
a wicketkeeper Carey, Delhi
Capitals can check with
Rajasthan Royals if they have any
plans to release one of their
keeper Anuj Rawat as a part of
mid-season transfer.

Spinner Varun
Chakravarthy
bowled a tidy 0/25
from four overs,
while young pacer
K a m l e s h
Nagarkoti (0/36
from 4 overs) cleverly mixed up his
deliveries to good
effect.
With boundaries drying up, de
Villiers unleashed
his array of shots
against a disciplined Nagarkoti,
smashing him for
consecutive sixes,
over midwicket,
one of which hit a
running car.
The South
African raced to
his fifty in 23 balls
as RCB cruised to
83 runs from the
last five overs to
prop up the total.
Earlier RCB
openers Finch and
Padikkal (32) got
off to a flying start
and took the attack
on KKR new-ball
bowlers
Pat
Cummins and
Prasidh Krishna.
Finch clubbed one out of
the stadium in Prasidh's first
over, while the talented youngster Padikkal hit back-to-back
boundaries off Cummins.
But boundaries soon dried
up after the Power-Play with
Russell giving the breakthrough
by cleaning up Padikkal with a
fuller delivery.
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Rahul Tewatia’s explosive batting in the ongoing IPL 2020 may
have come as a surprise to many but
those who have played with him for
long know what he is capable of.
Tewatia played with a fractured
foot in a Dehradun Gold Cup
tournament, immediately after last
year’s IPL for his office team and
smashed 197 against a strong Food
Corporation of India (FCI) team
that included the likes of Rishi
Dhawan, who has played for the
national team.
Praveen Thapar, who is a
former Delhi Ranji player and
captains the Income Tax
Department team that Tewatia
plays for, told IANS: “He
(Tewatia) was hit by a yorker
on the right foot during a game
and suffered a hairline fracture. Our next match was
against FCI and he didn't
want to play. He kept saying
'I can’t’.
“We insisted, saying he
doesn't need to run but
just bat. After much reluctance he went on to bat and
struggled initially as it was
painful. He took singles
only when the ball went
deep and didn’t take doubles.
“After the first five
overs, when I went in,
he said he couldn't
continue. I told him
to take it five
overs at a time.
“He managed to get to
his fifty and

told me he couldn’t continue. I
pressed on. With 50 in the basket,
he changed gears, starting to play
his shots. His second fifty came in
just 15-20 deliveries. Once he
reached 100 in the 22nd over, he
said he couldn't continue as the
pain got aggravated. But I asked
him to try another five overs, and
then another five overs. He carried
on. Unfortunately, when he was on
197, he went for a scoop and was
brilliantly caught at short fine-leg.
The shot was certain to fetch him
a four or a double but the fielder
plucked it out of thin air,” added
Thapar.
Thapar recalls another
match played last year in
December when Tewatia
injured his hand during a
tournament in Faridabad. The
27-year-old was struggling
to bowl, with split webbing on little finger,
but still bowled and
picked three wickets,
overshadowing better-known India
players
like
Yuzvendra Chahal,
Jayant Yadav and
Aniket Chaudhary,
who are his teammates at I-T department.
Thapar has seen
Tewatia since he was
14 and also got him to
play for Delhi’s
Malviya Club.
“We’d use him at
the top of the batting
and he knew how to
exploit the field
restrictions.”
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ime is fast running out for the
Mahendra Singh Dhoni-led
T
Chennai Super Kings, a team
which desperately needs its batting to click when it takes on
Sunrisers Hyderabad here on
Tuesday in a battle to keep its IPL
hopes alive.
The three-time champions
and last edition’s runner-up, CSK
are seeking a revival of fortunes
after suffering five defeats in
seven games.
They are currently at the
penultimate position in the eightteam standings halfway into the
tournament.
Considered one of the most
successful chasers in the history
of IPL with a chase-master in
Dhoni, CSK’s batting struggle this
year can be gauged from the fact
that all their defeats came while
going after targets.
While Shane Watson and Faf
du Plessis have had decent outings so far, CSK need a stronger
show from its faltering middle

order to.
After facing brickbats for
persisting with Kedar Jadhav,
CSK dropped him in their last
match and his replacement
Narayan Jagadeesan (33 off 28)
made a decent score in the
company of Ambati
Rayudu (42 off 40).
However, CSK's chase
fell apart after the
duo departed.
The likes of Sam
Curran, Ravindra
Jadeja and Dwayne
Bravo too failed to come
to the team’s rescue.
Dhoni himself has
not been able to force
the pace while chasing
and the skipper had no
qualms in admitting the
flaws in his batting
department.
“Batting has been
bit of a worry. We need
to do something about
it,” Dhoni had said.
“I think we are
better off playing the

other way round - play the big
shots and even if you get out, it
is fine because we can't leave too
many after the 15th or the
16th over. That just puts too
much pressure on the lower
order batsmen.”
On the bowling front,
Deepak Chahar and
Jadeja were impressive
the other night and
Bravo’s return was a
welcome relief but
the likes of Curran,
Shardul Thakur and
Karn Sharma need to pull
up their performances.
The tie also provides
Dhoni and Co. A chance
to avenge their seven-run
loss to SRH in their previous outing.
SRH, on the other
hand, are a only a tad better-placed than CSK at the
fifth spot with three wins
from seven games.
But the the five-wicket
defeat to Rajasthan Royals
on Sunday would be

hurting the Hyderabad outfit
badly as at one stage, they looked
in complete control after posting
a competitive 158 for 4.
Batting has not been SRH's
concern at all as the likes of Jonny
Bairstow, skipper David Warner,
Manish Pandey and Kane
Williamson are all among runs
and have the ability to shoulder
the responsibility on their own.
But it is the bowling unit
which let SRH down on Sunday.
Despite losing senior pacers
Bhuvneshwar Kumar and allrounder Mitchell Marsh to
injuries, SRH have shown
tremendous fighting abilities
with Rashid Khan and yorker
specialist T Natarajan doing the
job for the side.
But on Sunday SRH let
Royals off the hook in the middle overs after reducing them to
78 for 5.
The likes of Sandeep Sharma,
Khaleel Ahmed and young
Abhishek Sharma are the weak
links in bowling which they
need to address.

Italy was held to a 0-0 draw
against Poland but remained
top of its group after the
Netherlands drew by the same
score against BosniaHerzegovina.
The match was supposed
to pit two of Europe’s top
goalscorers against each other
in Robert Lewandowski and
Ciro Immobile. However, Italy
coach Roberto Mancini surprisingly left Immobile on the
bench.
Italy is a point above the
Netherlands and Poland in
Group 1 of League A. It plays
the Netherlands on Wednesday.
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Lukaku’s spot kick in the first
half before Mason Mount’s
looping, deflected shot
clinched England’s first victory over a top-ranked team in

0?

nine years.
England moved a point
ahead of second-place Belgium
and three above Denmark
which beat Iceland 3-0.

Erling Haaland netted a hat
trick to help Norway thrash
Romania 4-0 and assuage its
European Championship playoff disappointment.
Alexander Sørloth scored
Norway’s other goal. Haaland
already has six goals in the
competition.
Norway lost a Euro 2020
playoff to Serbia on Thursday.
Norway is level on six
points with leader Austria in
Group 1 of League B.
Austria beat host Northern
Ireland 1-0.
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lympic hopeful Kidambi
Srikanth and fast-rising
O
Lakshya Sen will look to strike
the right note from the word go
as they return to competitive
badminton at the USD 750,000
Denmark Open, which will restart the calender after a
COVID-19 forced seven-month
hiatus.
With Saina Nehwal and
Parupalli Kashyap withdrawing from the tournament at the
eleventh hour, all eyes will be on
Srikanth and Lakshya as they
resume their title hunt at the
Super 750 event.
Former world no 1 Srikanth,
who had claimed the Denmark
title three years back, had been
battling a series of injuries and
indifferent form in the last cou-
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behind to beat Belgium and
move top in Group 2 of League
A.
Marcus Rashford's penalty cancelled out Romelu
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ortugal and France lost their
perfect records in this season’s UEFA Nations League
after playing out a 0-0 draw
against each other, and Belgium
saw its 13-match unbeaten run
ended by a 2-1 defeat against
England.
Two of the sport’s best forwards were kept quiet at a chilly
Stade de France on Sunday.
Portugal star Cristiano
Ronaldo had a good chance in
the second minute of injury
time, but goalkeeper Hugo Lloris
palmed away his angled shot
from the left. France's Kylian
Mbappe was substituted near the
end after having failed to make
an impression against the
Nations League champion’s resolute defense.
Portugal stays top in Group
3 of League A, ahead of France
on goal difference, with both
teams on seven points.
Third-place Croatia has
three points after beating
Sweden 2-1. Substitute Andrej
Kramaric scored the winner in
that match, nine minutes after
coming off the bench.
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ple of years and the COVID-19
enforced break helped him to
work on his body and game.
The 27-year-old from
Guntur will look for a fresh start
as he tries to rediscover his old
self and reclaim the lost glory. He
will open against world no 52
Toby Penty of England in the
second half of the draw.
Lakshya, on the other hand,
had been on a title-winning
spree last year, claiming as many
as five titles, including two BWF
World Tour Super 100 top honours - SaarLorLux Open and
Dutch Open - to zoom to 32nd
in the international standings.
But with the deadly pandemic bringing everything to a
halt in March, it has been a frustrating wait for Lakshya, who is
currently ranked world No 27.
The 19-year-old from

Uttarakhand is now ready to go
full throttle when he begins his
campaign here with a clash
against France's Christo Popov,
who won the first medal for his
country at the World Junior
Championships last year.
“I have improved a lot and
I am in a better shape than last
year. It is the first event for
everyone, so I can't expect anything, will just go all out from
the start,” Lakshya said.
“I got a lot of confidence
after training for the last few
months but unless I play matches, put myself in a pressure situation, I won't be able to assess
myself. So I am really excited.”
Besides, Ajay Jayaram and
Subhankar Dey too will be
aiming to go deep in the men's
singles draw that has been left
depleted due to the withdrawals
of the Japanese contingent,
including world champion
Kento Momota, world no 35
Koki Watanabe, world no 11
Kanta Tsuneyama.
Former world no 13
Jayaram, who was missing in
action due to a long injury layoff, was finding his groove
early this year when he reached
the semifinals at Barcelona
Masters. But the health crisis
halted his progress and he can't
wait to go all out when he takes
on local favourite and world no
3 Anders Antonsen in the
opening round.

